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I think we can all agree that

humming, music is there
Music truly holds the power to alter moods. From good to bad, silly to apathetic, there is a song

to capture exactly how we feelj sometimes we even

write our own when inspiration hits as we march to the beat of our own drum. We remember tracks

from warm up cds before the big game. that song we blasted out our car

windows on the way to the beach, and those one-liners we embellish our profiles with that we feel

epitOmiZeS OUT lives. (Were aN guilty of the last one). Music surrounds us

every day So why is it that only our favorite movies and TV shows have soundtracks? Why is it that

the songs totally fit the situation? The reason is simple; music captures
emotion! We've all gone home after a bad day and played the same pacifying song over

and over again, tapping into our inner self in search of a meaning to life. And I

know we've all waited anxiously to have the house to ourselves for a few

hours so we can dance around to our favorite songs as

they blast through the speakers. Music can be an outlet or a form of

expression. Either way. it’s always there for us Each season of our lives

is represented by different artist's, lyrics and melodies. So. if you really

think about it



Sweet Summertime

2 If Life Had A Soundtrack

“Hey thanks, thanks for that summer
'

/ It is cold where you’re going / I

hope that your heart is always warm

/ I gave you the best, I gave you the

best that I had / So long sweet summer

/ I stumbled upon you and gratefully

basked in your rays / So long sweet

slumber / I fell into you now you’re

gracefully falling away” Age Sixer

Racer by Dashboard Confessional i
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“A life spent making

mistakes is not only

more honorable, but

more useful than a life

spent doing nothing”

-George Bernard Shaw

I would like to thank all

the people who helped

me receive my diploma.

A special thanks to mom
who always stood by my
side. To the class of 2007,

the end is here, finally!

‘Trying is the first step

towards failure.”- Homer
Simpson. I want to first thank

my parents for always being

there for me, no matter what

the situation at hand. To my
sister Carolyn for helping

me with my writing, and my
brother Daniel for being such a

great role model to my whole

life. Thanks to my best friends

especially Todd, Spencer, and

Dan. To everyone who makes

me happy, I love you all.

Marissa Agostini Aaron Audette
“Nothing in life is ever predicted,

explained, but it all occurs for a

reason; what happens, happens.”

To every single one of my friends,

in every single grade, you made

my high school experience worth

while. I will never forget all of

the memories shared and I wish I

could name them all, name all the

people who made a difference in

my life. My junior year, I would

have to say, was the best, although

the rest of the years were pretty

memorable also. Thanks to all my
teachers and family as well. Good

luck class of ’07, I’ll miss it all...

Bradford Allen

“Life is a tragedy for those

who feel, and a comedy for

those who think.” These

past four years have taught

me much about myself, as a

student and as a person. 1

learned that you can’t live

your life alone, and 1 want

to thank my friends for

always being there for me. 1

also want to thank everyone

who guided me along the

way, who helped me become
the person that 1 am today.

Michael Baccaro
“Pickle”

Jeffrey Balinskas

“Let the wind be upon your

back; and if there’s sun, let

it shine on your face. Let the

rains rip across your path;

providing a swell to last

all of your days.” CCLove.

I’ll remember tennis,

prom, business club. To my
friends, thanks for 4 years

of countless memories.
Dad, Mom, Kate, Greg,

and the rest of my family,

thanks for the support

and laughs; I love you all.

Good Luck Class of ‘07!

Brandon Barrett

“And all the roads

we have to walk are

winding / And all the

lights that lead us

there are blinding /

There are many things

that I would / Like

to say to you / But

I don’t know how”

Wonderwall by Oasis

Cherie Ball

“Being grown up, isn’t

half as fun as growing

up.” There have been so

many countless, priceless

memories made through-

out the past four years;

between summer nights

and crazy weekends.

Girls, thank you for

making this worthwhile.

8-22-04, always. And
thank you to my family for

always being there and

supporting me. Love you.

“If everyone were to put

their problems in a hat

and pick someone else’s

problem they would want
theirs back.” This year

has been memories and
has been a blast. To my
friends, Christie, Ashley,

Sam, & Mary-Kate I don’t

know what I would do
without you girls! Mom,
Dad & Chris thanks for

your love and support!

I love you all, it’s been
fun Class of ’07!!!

Shannon Bay

Senior Photos 7



Stephanie Bedus

“Cause it’s too

important to stay the

way it’s been. Our youth

is fleeting; old age is just

around the bend. This is

the sound of settling”

-Death Cab for Cutie

Thanks to all my friends

for giving me so many
memories I’ll never

forget. I love you guys

and I wouldn’t be the

same without you.

Zachary Beschler

“Do
love

what

what
and

you

you

love

do.”

“She’s searching for no

one but herself / Her

eyes turn to green and

she seems to be happy

that she is her / And

this time I think you’ll

know / You’re not alone

/ There is more to this I

know / You can make it

out / You will live to tell”

You’re Not Alone by Saosin

Mark Benoit

These past four years

have gone by so fast.

Thanks to my friends who
stuck by me, Chelsea “S”-

since kindergarten, you’re

awesome. Scott, I love

you, 12/23/04. I’ll never

forget Garrett’s house and

our Friday adventures.

Good times at United

Rhythms. Thank you so

much mom, dad, Lexi,

and Joey for everything.

Good luck class of 07!

Chelsea Black

Mark Bennardo

“Well, I stand up

to a mountain and

I chop it down with

the edge of my hand.

Well, I stand up next

to a mountain chop it

down with the edge of

my hand. Well, I pick

up all the pieces and

make an island. Might

even raise just a little

sand.” -Jimi Hendrix

Andreas Bitzarakis

Live life to the fullest, make
mistakes to learn from, and
take risks to remember
great experiences. “Sky is

the limit.” Thank you to my
father for pushing me when
I didn’t want to move, my
mother for saying a few
words to brighten up my
day and to my brothers for

always being there. Shout

out to all my boys that held

it down and all the girls

that made the scenery so

beautiful. Look out for Bitz!

8 If Life Had A Soundtrack

“And I heard them say,

‘Nothing’s ever promised

tomorrow today...” Live for

today and have fun doing

it. Don’t stress about tests,

they don’t affect your life

in the end. Those are the

two creeds that got me to

where I am today. Thanks

to everyone who helped me
through it all and stuck with

me. Jenna and Spencer,

you two keep me sane.

Mom, Dad, Joe, I love you.

Jordan Berthiaume

You know man, high

school has had its ups

and downs, but it all

comes down to this last

year and it seems like it’s

going to end all too soon.

I’ll never forget all of my
friends, couldn’t have

done it without you, and

also not without all those

weekends that got me
through the next five days

of school. “LIVE LIFE”

Scot Boccia



Stephanie &^uslawski

To all my friends: with out

all of you these past four

years wouldn’t have been

the same. Thank you for so

many great memories. Girl’s

nights, food runs (Indians),

movies, operation rainbow,

hockey, and so much more.

Soccer (NWC Champs)

and basketball has been

amazing. Chrissy and Karen,

you’re the best. Mom, Dad,

Anthony, Teddy, and Kate I

love you all. We’ve had so

many great memories and we
have so many more to make.

“And all I can taste is

this moment / And all I

can breathe is your life /

‘Cause sooner or later it’s

over / I just don’t want to

miss you tonight / And I

don’t want the world to see

me / ‘Cause I don’t think

that they’d understand /

When everything’s made
to be broken / I just want
you to know who I am”

Iris by Goo Goo Dolls

‘‘A thought, even a

possibility, can shatter

and transform us.
”

-Friedrich Nietzsche

Darby Brazoski

“They see me mowin’, my
front lawn. I know they’re

all thinkin’ I’m so White N’

Nerdy” Carpe Diem dudes.

Seize the day. Forgive,

(try) to forget, and only

look back with smiles

‘cause life is definitely

way too short to regret

anything. My friends and

family: you mean the

world to me, and I will love

you all forever. Eat fresh.

Joel Burgos

Christopher Bove
“Bove”

“Money might not buy

happiness, but happiness

can’t put clothes on your

back, or a roof over your

head.” At BHS I learned

to work hard and get the

most out of it. I would like

to thank my family, friends

and teachers for helping

me make these the best

four years of my life. I’m

leaving a lot of memories

here, so thanks to all of you

who helped me make them.

Elizabeth Bujda

“Go confidently in the

direction of your dreams.

Live the life you have

imagined.” These past four

years of endless memories

will never be forgotten. To

the girls and guys who have

always been there, I love you

all. Volleyball girls- thanks

for all the fun times. Mom
and Dad, I would not have

been able to get through

anything without your love

and support. To the Class

of 2007, Congratulations

and Good Luck!

“My high school years have been

great and would not have been

possible without my friends and

family. I will miss my friends

at BHS, especially Margaret. I

will also miss all my teachers

and would like to thank them

for helping me throughout the

years. I will never forget the

great school field trips. My
favorite trips were the Great

Escape and the New York Trip

including all the plays. To the

BHS class of 2007 Good Luck,

Smile and Never Give Up!!!

Jackie Brousseau

P
#'

“Every Song ends.

That’s no reason

not to enjoy the

music, that’s the

same with life.

Enjoy it and live it.”

Ashley Calafiorie

i
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“How many cares one loses

when one decides not to be

something but to be someone.”

-Gabrietle “Coco” Chanel

I want to thank to all of my
teachers and friends at BHS for

making these past four years so

memorable. I especially want

to say thanks to my best friend

Monika; we had some pretty

crazy times these past years!!

Finally, thank-you to Dad, Lola

(Atom), AAark and Nicole for

humoring me these past eighteen

years...l love you all for that!!

-Congratulations class of 2007-

Jenna Campagna

“The happiest moments my
heart knows are the times

spent with the ones I love.”

Atom, Dad, and David, I can’t

thank you enough for your

love and support. My friends,

you’re irreplaceable. Thanks

for all the great times. To

my soccer girls, I’ll always

remember the good times, and

of course, “Down and back,

go!” Conference champs

2006! Jordan, thank you for

always being there for me.

Christopher Carlone

“People are taken aback

by a confident, pretty

girl who knows what she

wants in life and isn’t going

to let anyone get in her

way. And you know what

it’s all about? Jealousy.”

My family for giving me faith,

Mr. Rush for being a friend

and setting an example of

the kind of person I want to

be, and Alex for never leaving

my side thank you. We’re

pencils in the hand of God.

April Campanella

“Live life to the fullest, you

only live once.” To all my
friends: thanks for all the

good times and unforgettable

memories. I will never forget

Friday night football games,

especially at Sage. I’d like

to thank my teammates and

coaches for their support.

Most importantly, I’d like to

thank Mom, Dad, Andrew,

and Jackie, for all the love,

support, and guidance you

have given me throughout

the years. I love you all.

Good luck class of 2007!

Daniel Carlson

“I read your letter / The

one you left when you

broke into my house /

Retracing every step you

made / And you said you

meant it / And there’s a

piece of me in every single

/ Second of every single

day / But if it’s true then

tell me how it got this way”

The Mixed Tape by

Jack’s Mannequin

X
“Whereever you go, go

with all your heart.” To my
friends I will never forget

the memories we’ve shared.

I still look back at them, and

laugh hysterically. I’m so

glad we’ve made it through

these years, I love you. To

my parents, Ron, Rachel,

Nana, without you I’d still

be in 5th grade, I love you,

Thank you. Alex, thank you

for everything, you are

my best friend, I love you.

Leah Carvalho

“He is richest who
is c ontent with the

lea';t, for con tent

is the wealth of

natiure. ” - Socr ates

To everyone who
has so wisely and

pat iently helIped

me to become who
1 am today, 1 tllank

you . 1 love you all.

Julianne Ceruti Matthew Cavedon

"Don’t Panic.” Thanks

to all of my family and

my friends for carrying

me through the good, the

bad and the ugly. It was

a fun four years. Thanks

also to drama club, the

newspaper and Youth and

Government for keeping

me busy enough to stay out

of trouble. Thanks to God,

too, because I couldn’t

have made it without

him. Best Wishes to all.

Sarah Chapman

1 0 If Life Had A Soundtrack



Stephen Charlton

“This game is win or lose,

the time has come to do

it, and show the world

you want it all!" The
Monster’s Loose by Meatloaf

“It’s been a long, rough road.

It’s also been a fun one. The
teachers for the most part

were nice and helpful. The
memories I've had here I’ll

never forget. The advice

I leave to everyone out

there reading this: If you
have the passion to learn,

a desire and a goal to aim

for, let nothing stand in your

way. Good luck to you all.”

Aaron Clarke

“I don’t see lightning like

last fall / when it was
always about to hit me /

I wonder how’s it going to

be when it goes down /

How’s it going to be when
your not around? / How’s it

going to be when you found
out there was nothing
between you and me?

How’s it going to
be? ... How’s it going
to be when you don’t
know me anymore?”

How’s It Going to Be by
Third Eye Blind

I had a great time at BHS. I

learned many things that I

never knew before. At BHS,

I received lots of help. The

students and teachers were

all really nice. I especially

would like to thank my
nice uncle’s family and my
excellent ESL teachers, Miss

Hunting and Mrs. Sullivan.

Thanks to all the people

who helped take care of me.

I will remember this period

in American life forever.

Gong Chen
Jennifer Chasse

“Jennie”

“By understanding decisions,

Life is granted happy times. ”

My 7 and Gus- Love you all.

I’ll remember Sam’s 18 th
,

Hiding in Tore’s Closet, Proms,

Kenny Chesney, Halloween
‘05/ '06, Times at J. Palooza,

Pasta Dinner, Dark Riding,

Bahamas, Bru-Harvest,

Soccer- the last practice,

apples-’06 NWC Champs!

Rec Bball. Colin- Thank you

for everything. Mom, Dad,

Meghan, and Pat- Thank

you for always being there,

I love you. Good Luck ’07.

“Why does tonight have

to end? Why don’t we hit

restart, and pause it at our

favorite parts. We’ll skip the

goodbye.” My time at BHS has

been full of memories and

time well spent. I will never

forget the friendships I have

made. Thank you to my family

and friends who have always

been there for me, without

you I wouldn’t be the person

I am today. I love you all.

Congratulations Class of ’07!

Melissa Chicker

These past four years in

Berlin High were great. There

have been a tot of exciting

times through the years and

a lot of bad times. I thank

everyone who has supported

me throughout the years and

all those who have stuck by my
side. I’ll miss all those great

times playing football with

the Smash Squad and getting

bruised, nothing’s better

than that. “If I have learned

anything about life is that: it

goes on.” I wish the best of luck

to the rest of the Class of 2007.

Frank Colannino
Stephanie Clinesr

“Stevie”

“I’ve learned there are three

things you don’t discuss with

people: religion, politics and

the Great Pumpkin.” Charlie

Brown. Graduation is truly

the end of a beginning; one

chapter of our lives into the

next. BHS has not defined us,

rather it has helped shape

who we can become. A lust

for life is an irreplaceable

gift. So remember the

past, keep the future into

consideration, and always

live for the moment.
Class of ‘07, we made it.

“Evei\y new beginning

comes from some
other beginning’s end”

Thanks to my family and

friends for helping make
me who I am and for

tways keeping things

interesting. Ryan, I

would be lost without

you. I love you.

Mary-Kate Colburn

I
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By the time I recognize
this moment / This
moment will be gone
/ But I will bend the
light pretending / That
it somehow lingered
on ... And I will wait
to find / if this will

last forever / and I

will wait to find / If

this will last forever /

And I will pay no mind”

Clarity by John Mayer

Melinda Cyrulik

“When you get the choice to

sit it out or dance... I hope you

dance.” -Lee Ann Womack
These past four years have

been a roller coaster of

ups and downs. But to get

through the downs you

have to re-live all of the

ups. I want to send a big

thanks to all my family and

friends!! I also want to say a

special thanks to Mrs. Bosso

and Karen, without you

who knows where I’d be!!!

“Okay so, who doesn’t own
a cell phone? / Well I don’t

need to ask my friends /

Because I know mine was

bustin’ up my jaw bone /

Thanks to all those nights

and weekends ... And I

regret that I’m completely

out of daytime minutes / So

I guess III have to wait a lot

till 8 o’clock comes around”

Chapstick, Chapped Lips,

and Things Like Chemistry

by Relient K

If there is anything that

these past years at BHS
have taught me, it’s

that life is really good at

throwing you curve balls.

Thanks to everyone that

has spent the last four

years helping me to learn

how to hit. As to the

class of 07: Good luck

to you all, never forget

where you came from

and always keep in mind
where you want to go.

Michael D’Amato

Anthony Colossale

“Life is Good” I would

like to thank everyone

that has been there

for me. My family, my

friends, and Noura.

You all have been a

huge part of my life.

I’m never going to

forget the good times

and the memories

will last a lifetime.

Abby Czepiga
“Gale”

“By Understanding Decisions,

Life Is Granted Happy Times.”

My 7 and Gus, I love you. I’ll

always remember J.Palooz, in

Tore’s closet, Kenny Chesney,

Sam’s 18th, prom, Halloween
‘05/ ’06, dark riding, rec bball

and going up on the rocks.

Soccer- "The Last Practice,”

apples, ’06 NWC champs!

Mom and Dad, thanks for your

support, I love you. Paul,

you’re like my best friend,

thanks for always being there

for me through everything.

Class of ‘07- Good Luck!

12 If Life Had A Soundtrack

“Everything happens for a

reason.” First and foremost I

would like to thank my family

for always supporting me in

whatever I do. I also want

to thank all of my friends for

making high school fun and

the weekends even better.

To my boys: E-money, Scotty-

don’t, and P-Wigs, stay real.

Lindsay thanks for everything.

I could not have asked to

be surrounded by a better

group of people in my life.

Craig Cugno

“One love, one heart.”

These years are filled with

unforgettable memories.

Soccer 2006 NWC Champions,

indoor track, outdoor track,

boarding, hating the cinemas

and operation rainbow

will forever be of great

significance. I look forward to

what the future holds. Friends,

thanks for all the swell times.

Kenzie, words cannot describe

how much you mean to me.

Lade, Tadz, Jay, ultimate

dogger and family, thank you

for everything. I love you all.

Sarah Daglis
“Dags”

5



I would just like to

thank everyone who has

helped me throughout

high school. To all

my friends, thank you

for the memories. To

my parents, I love

you guys and thank

you for everything.

Justin Domejczyk

“No one else, no one
else / Can speak the

words on your lips

/ drench yourself in

words unspoken / Live

your life with arms wide
open / Today is where
your book begins / The
rest is still unwritten”

Unwritten by

Natasha Bedingfield

“To accomplish great things,

we must not only act, but also

dream; not only plan, but also

believe.” Anatole France

The past four years of high

school have been filled

with many memorable
experiences, ones which

include the wet meets
during cross country, running

camp, driving to school

in old blue, and summer
trips. I would like to thank

my friends for always being

there and my parents and

sisters for their support.

Rachel DiMattia

us

shapes

pieces

/ like puzzle

from the clay”

Such Great Heights by

The Postal Service

“I am thinking it’s a sign

/ that the freckles in our

eyes are mirror images /

and when we kiss they’re

perfectly aligned / And
I have to speculate

that / God himself did make
into corresponding

M
Alyssa Dutkiewicz

Eric Dietsch

All my memories from my
4 years at Berlin High

School will never be
forgotten. All the great

times I had with all my
friends, The Great Pasta

Dinner, J-Palooz, Nikkos

hospitality and the spice

shop. My friends, we will

always have great nights to

remember and many more
in SC. 2/17/06 you mean
more to me then words,
great times. Jo^ rn^family
I love

CHAMPS: Class 07. Late?

“Life is only what
you make of it.”

The past four years

there have been so many
memories made; always
looking forward to the
weekends and waiting

for all those summer
nights. Friends: the best

times I won’t forget are

from all of you, I love

you! My Family, Thanks
for giving me nothing

but support throughout
the years. Love you.

Nicole DiPierdomenico

Brandi Durity

“If we cut out the

bad, well then we’d

have nothing left.”

ughout my years here at

High I’ve made many
and with these friends

great memories that

st me a lifetime. This

t high schools all about

ng memories, working

and most important

ig fun. I would like to

hank my friends, teachers,

and mostly my
grandfather. He was my
closest and best friend,

and was a huge influence

on my life. Just remember
“go big or go home!”

Andrew Dwyer

Senior Photos 1
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Aleah Edwards

“Laugh until your body aches,

Cry until you start to shake,

Live like the world is yours

to take, Love as though your

heart won’t break.” I have

learned so much in my years in

high school and half of which

wasn’t even taught in class. I

want to thank all my family,

my teachers, my amazing

friends and the volleyball

team. I love you all; you have

made my time at BHS truly

a memorable experience.

*

Amanda Fazzio

“This bridge will only take

you halfway there, to those

mysterious lands you long to

see. Through gypsy camps...

and moonlit woods where

unicorns run free. But this

bridge will only take you

halfway there. The last few

steps you have to take.”

“Listen to the mustn’ts, child.

Listen to the shouldn’ts,

the impossibles... Listen to

the never haves, then listen

close to me... Anything

can happen, child. Anything

can be.” -Shel Sitverstein

“Hard work never hurt

anybody, but why take a

chance.” I will always

remember shooting stuff

and camping out with the

boys. Quadding up Lamo,

and wheeling in Jon’s

jeep. High school was not

my thing, but I got through

it. I never would have

made it without the help

of my friends and family.

Thank you Mom Dad Mike

and Ge, I love you §uys.

Sean Facciolo

“The beginning of wisdom

is the statement ‘I

don’t know.’ The Person

who cannot make the

statement is one who will

never learn anything. And

I have prided myself on my
ability to learn” - Thrall

Joseph Ferrara§

Justin Etting

“One day your life

will flash before

your eyes. Make sure

its worth watching.”

- Anonymous

Arielle Feger

live always, love always,

(all I know is things will be.

yes, they will be.)

“and here I am poised above

with my arms spread flying

and there are halos of light

spinning out of us and yes,

this is me becoming holy

human and my own self.”

Echo
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“Love is patient, love is kind.

It does not envy, it does not

boast, it is not proud. It is not

rude, it is not self-seeking,

it is not easily angered,

keeps no record of wrongs.

Love does not delight in

evil but rejoices with the

truth. It always protects,

always trusts, always

hopes, always perseveres. ”-

I Corinthians 13: 4-7

To family and the creator-

I love you. Everyone who
impacted my life- Thank You.

Hannah Fargo

‘“Cause it’s you and me

and all of the people

/ With nothing to do /

Nothing to lose / and

it’s you and me and all

of the people / and I

don’t know why / I can’t

keep my eyes off of you”

You and Me by Lifehouse

Jennifer Fitzpatrick



Haley Fongemie

“We’ve got a lot of time.

Or maybe we don’t, but I’d

like to think so, so let me
pretend.” - The Weakerthans

It’s been four years, but what is

time? It’s an invented scheme,

so let’s pretend we’re just

getting started. Go ahead and

tango down the street at 3am.

Spend the night playing cards

with strangers you’ll never

meet again. Jump into the

ocean in the moonlight, even

if your friend loses her shorts.

“Give all to love; obey thy

heart.” Steph, Hansen, Rachel,

Dags, Joel and Friends: Dream
big, dare to fail. We’re sort of

a big deal with Girls’ nights,

music videos, and MacDonald’s

runs (Indians). The state

of emergency, operation

rainbow/grand theft auto are

memories that will last. CHIC,

Squanto, and Maine were
beyond swell. Phone therapy,

hockey, movies, and to think,

we’re just getting started.

Mom, Dad, Justin; you’ve

pulled me through, I love you.

;

“Life is short. Take

advantage of opportunity.”

My four years at Berlin High

School have provided me
with countless experiences

and wonderful memories.

I will never forget the

victories with the tennis

team, crazy AP classes, and

the special senior board

and student government
moments that made high

school so great. To my family

and friends: Thank you all

for your love and support.

Congratulations Class of 2007!

Lindsey Fortunato

I

“Fergalicious definition

make them boys go

crazy / They always

claim they know me
/ Cornin’ to me call

me Stacy (Hey Stacy)

/ I’m the F to the E,

R, G the I the E / And

can’t no other lady

put it down like me”

Fergalicious by Fergie

Gregory Fortunato

Throughout my years in Berlin

High I have tried my hardest

to achieve in every aspect

of my life. My experiences

here are invaluable and

unforgettable, and I am
confident that the lessons I

have learned have prepared

me to face the challenges

of the future. 1 would

like to thank my family,

teachers, and peers for

all of their guidance,

support, and friendship.

Without them I would not

be the person I am today.

Anju Freeman

Colleen Freeland

“People Grow through

experience if they meet life

honestly and courageously.

This is how character is

built.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

My experience at Berlin High

School has challenged me in

ways that I never thought was

possible. The friends that I

have made along the way have

stuck by me through the good

and bad, and helped me in

becoming the person I am today,

and I will never forget that.

“Live like you were dying.”

Mom & Dad, thanks for all your

loveand allthehappymemories.

Danielle & David, thanks for

being there for me and always

making me smile. I love all of

you! Chris, it’s been a great

four years. I’ll never forget

prom and the family parties.

Laura, we’ve been friends

since Hubbard School. Thanks

for being the best friend ever!

To my friends, thanks for

all the fun memories.

Valerie Fraello

“Enjoy life. There’s plenty

of time to be dead.” I

have learned and grown so

much during my high school

career. I would like to thank

all the teachers who helped

to shape who I am today.

Also, I would not have

been able to get through

these years without my
friends and very supportive

family. Finally, I would

like to thank my amazing
girlfriend, Kellie. Without

you so many moments
would have seemed empty.

Howard Furlong IV

r
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Jonathan Galo

I can’t believe it’s the end.

The past four years have

gone by so fast and now all

the good times are gone. I

want to thank everyone in

Drama Club and Oasis for

the wonderful time we
had together. I also want

to thank Alyssa, Jory,

Meg, and everyone else

who has stuck with me
for the past years. I hope

that everyone has a grand

and prosperous future.

Ashley Griffo

“Got one life to live, it’s

only what you make it.

Every new day’s a chance
worth taking.” Thanks

Mom and Dad for all your

love and support. Theresa,

Victoria and Alyssa, I

couldn’t have asked for

better sisters you’ve always

been there for me. I love

you. My girls, we’ve had

way too many good times.

Brandi, I love £t miss you!

To everyone else, thanks.

Good luck class of ’07!

I want to say thank you

to all my teachers for

helping me graduate. I

also want to thank my
teachers for putting up

with me. I know I can

be a pain when trying

to get work done.

Peter Garrison

“One day your life will flash

before your eyes. Make sure

its worth watching.” Thanks

Mom, Dad, Joanna and Mi-

Mi. Greg, I’m proud that

you’re my brother and stay

safe in Iraq. Liz and Kevin,

you’ve been amazing cousins

to me. Lots of love to my
bestest Chris, we’ve had lots

of crazy fun times together.

I’ll never forget BHS because

of you. Everyone who’s

anyone, I love you all!

Monika Guziewicz

Courtney Galotti

“Do you want to change

your mind? You can always

change your mind.” -Guster

BHS has come and gone.

Through these four years I

gained many memories, and I

learned a bit along the way.

Always remember: the

petty things we make a big

deal about now won’t

matter in fifteen years, take

time to eat ice cream with a

friend, don’t take life to

seriously, and love life.

Matthew Griswold

“Let’s rearrange / I wish

you were a stranger I

could disengage / Just

say that we agree and
then never change /

Soften a bit until we
all just get along / But

that’s disregard / Find

another friend and you
discard / As you lose the

argument in a cable car

/ Hanging above as the

canyon comes between”

Over My Head by The Fray
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Mom, Dad: thank you for 1

all of your support; Lindsay, [;

Jenna: you have always been

there for me; I love you all. 1

Girls and Guys: these four

years would not have been

the same without any of you;
|

there are so many memories ?

that will never be forgotten.
]

To all my volleyball girls: our -j

crazy times together will I

always be with me; I’ll miss I

you girls so much. Good i

luck to the class of 2007.

Kimberly Germain

JM

I would like to give a big

thank you to all of my
teachers and friends for

a great four years of high

school. RISK games with Alan,

Andrew, Andrew, and Matt

were fun and enlightening.

Berlin F.I.R.S.T. Robotics

was a blast, along with

Oasis, TSA Future Engineers,

and Bike club. Thank

you to Mr. Hanna for the

spectacular demonstrations,

it made your class fun.

Andrew Hall



Amanda Hamilton

“Memory is a way of

holding onto the things

you love, the things

you are, the things you

never want to lose.”

-The Wonder Years

Denise Haught

“You got to get a little

mud on the tires.” Every

experience was worth it.

To everyone who’s ever

been part of my life,

you’ve impacted me more
than you could know, and
I love the person I am
today because of that.

This is only the beginning,

and I’m going to live it

to the fullest because
there’s no other way to

get the best out of life.

These past four years have

been unforgettable. To my
friends: thanks for all the

memories. I’ll never forget

all we’ve been through.

And to think we’re just

getting started. I’ll always

remember soccer (NWC
champs), basketball, and
track and the major role each

has played in my high school

career. To my soccer ladies:

thanks for making each year

so enjoyable. Mom, Dad,

Eric, and Craig, thanks for

everything. I love you.

Sarah Hansen

I would be lying if I said I

hated high school. I have

had the best times these

past four years, from the

memories of the good and

bad time, to the people

that have come and gone.

“Here’s to the nights that

turned into mornings,

with the friends that

turned into family.” And
to my friends and family,

thank you. I love you all.

Good luck class of ’07.

Necole Holmes

Krista Hanlon

“Heaven’s not a place

that you go when you

die; It’s that moment in

life when you actually

feel alive, so LIVE FOR

THE MOMENT now.”

- The Spill Canvas

Benjamin Heslin

“It’s for simple things we
survive, the laughter and the

good times keep us alive.”

- The Alternate Routes.

I’ll always remember cross

country and track, through

which I have gained not

only the most unforgettable

experiences, but some of

my greatest friends. To the

class of 2007 - thanks for

making it worth while, good

luck in the years to come.

“When you’re safe inside your room

you tend to dream / Of a place

where nothing’s harder than it seems

/ No one ever wants or bothers to

explain / Of the heartache life can

bring and what it means / When
there’s no one else / Look inside

yourself / Like your oldest friend /

Just trust the voice within / Then

you’ll find the strength / That will

guide your way / tbu’ll learn to

begin / To trust the voice within”

The Voice Within by

Christina Aguilera

Nathan Hare

“Yeah, we both got

dreams / We could

chase alone / Or we
could make our own /

The whole world could

change in a minute
/ Just one kiss could

stop it spinnin’ / We
could think it through
/ But I don’t want to

if you don’t want to”

Want To by Sugarland

Stephanie Holmes
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“Proper exiting technique:

First crank a hard cutback

as you hit the wall.

There’s a screaming

bottom turn so watch out!

REMEMBER Rip it! Roll it!

Et Punch it” -Finding Nemo
To my family and

friends, you’re second

to none. I love you

Mom, Dad, MAB & MSC
- my angels. Thank you.

Peace, Love

Amy Hubert

I will never forget

these past four years

at Berlin High. T<

my bests, we’ve h

some crazy times ayid

there will definitely be

many more to come!
Thank you for beipg

there when I need

you most. Live it upf

Do what makes you

happy. Congratulations

Class of 2007!

Christopher Jambard

My memories from high

school will be with me for

the rest of my life, from Up- I

beat meetings to football

games. My most memorable
moment in high school

is winning the Division 3

Basketball Championship.
Thanks to my parents who
lovingly supported me all

through high school. There’s

one special person who was
there for me when I needed
someone. Thank you Toni,

]
if it wasn’t for you I don’t

know where I would be.
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“What lies behind us and

what lies before us are tiny

matters compared to what
lies within us.” - Emerson

I’ll never forget the memories

from the past four years.

Good times with friends, fun

with the swim team girls and

at track, especially awesome
times at UpBeat- I couldn’t

have asked for more. Dad,

Mom, Kyle, and Nicole,

thank you for supporting

me in everything I do.

Congratulations Classof2007!

Kirsten Johnson

Elizabeth Hull

“Listen; there’s a hell

of a good universe

next door: let’s go.”

e.e. cummings

Hannah Johnson

“I’m lookin down / Now that

its over / Reflecting on all

of my mistakes / I thought I

found the road to somewhere

... Well I still believe there’s

something there for me
/ So please come stay

with me / Cause I still

believe there’s something

left for you and me”

6 Feet From the Edge

by Creed

“Confusion that never
stops / Closing walls

and ticking clocks,

gonna / Come back and
take you home / I could

not stop that you now
know ... Come out upon
my seas / Cursed missed
opportunities / Am I a

part of the cure? / Or
am I part of the disease”

Clocks by Coldplay

Mark Jalbert

I always thought that in

high school I would “find

myself.” However, 1 have
realized that life is about
becoming who you want to

be instead of waiting for

it to find you. I would like

to thank my friends for

helping me to recognize
this. I will always cherish

the memories we share
together. Mom, Dad,
Chris, and Brian- thanks
for your unending support
and love throughout
the years. I love you!

Laura Jud



Daniel Karoll

“Never getting help doesn’t

make you brave” It’s always

important stay strong and

have somebody to talk to,

no matter what obstacles

appear in front of you. I’d

like to thank everyone who
kept my spirits lifted and

gave me someone to talk to

throughout these four years,

such as family, friends, and

teachers. I’ll never forget

the times I’ve had with my
friends, and I’ll never forget

the priceless moments
during my time at BHS.

Rachel Keyworth

“It’s supposed to be hard,

if it wasn’t, everyone
would do it. The hard

is what makes it great!”

To my friends, “ Turns out

not where, but who you’re

with that really matters.”

It’s been AMAZING, and to

think we’re just getting

started. You guys are

absolutely phenomenal, for

real. To my Family, thanks
for always believing in me.
I love you. Good luck class

of 2007, I’m not gunna
lie, I enjoyed the ride.

I am happy to say I have no set

plans or career aspirations.

I’ve emerged out of four

years of high school education

not knowing exactly what

my future looks like. It has

been my greatest feat to

accept this uncertainty and

instead look forward to the

crossroads before me. I want

to thank my family, friends,

and teachers for always

telling me to follow my bliss,

no matter where I go in life.

Melody Kasulis
“Mel”

“Anyone who has never

made a mistake has

never tried anything

new. ’’-Albert Einstein

Thanks to all my family and

friends for being there for

me over the past 4 years

of high school, I wouldn’t

have made it without

you. The times we shared

together are unforgettable

and have made me the

person that I am today so

for that, I thank you all.

Kristen Karoll

“You’re beautiful, that’s for

sure / You’ll never ever fade

/ You’re lovely but it’s not

for sure / That I won’t ever

change / And though my love

is rare / Though my love is

true / I’m like a bird, I’ll

only fly away / I don’t know
where my soul is / I don’t

know where my home is”

I’m Like a

by Nelly Furtado

Bird

Edmund Kindelan

“The tragedy of life

is not that it ends

so soon, but that we

wait so long to begin

it.” The last four

years have taught me
to live, learn, and

never regret. Thanks

to my friends for

all of the memories

and my parents for

always being there.

“She is the prom queen,

I’m in the marching band

/ She is a cheerleader,

I’m sitting in the stands

/ She gets the top

bunk, I’m sleeping on

the floor / She’s Miss

America / And I’m just

the girl next door”

Girl Next Door by

Saving Jane

Adam Kelly

“We must not only give

what we have: we must

also give what we are.”

Desire-Joseph Mercier

The knowledge I have

acquired these last four years

is immeasurable. I want to

thank all of my true heart

girls and guys; none of this

would be possible without you.

Ryan, you have been my rock

forever; I love you so much for

it. Mom, Dad, Jay and Justin,

you all are my

Jennifer Koziko
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Bethany Kuehner

“Butterflies are free to fly,

and so they fly away.” My
four years at Berlin High

School have been some of

the best years of my life.

I’ve learned so much about
myself both musically and
personally. I would like

to thank my teachers,

friends and parents for

their hard work getting

me through the past four

years. Michele, thanks
for being the best twin

sister a girl can ask for.

Congrats Class of 2007!

Vincent LaPlante

“How did it get so late

so soon? It’s night before

it’s afternoon. December
is here before it’s June.

My goodness how the time
has flewn. How did it get

so late so soon?”-Dr. Seuss

These past four years

have been filled with

unforgettable memories with

unforgettable people; thanks,

it wouldn’t have been the

same without all of you. Mom,
Dad, Nikki, 6 Kyle; thanks
for all your love and support.

Congratulations Class of ‘07.

Kristin Kureczka

There are so many memories
of Berlin High School I’ll

never forget, the laughs,

disappointments and
especially the happy times.

I appreciate my teachers

for leading me down the

right path so I know I will

be successful in life. My
family and friends are the

most important, especially

my twin sister Beth. No
matter what I do in life, I’ll

always love you. Thanks
for being there for me.
Class of ‘07’, we survived!

Leslie LaRosa

“And in the end it’s not the

years in your life that count.

It’s the life in your years.”

- Abraham Lincoln. I would

like to thank my friends Jory,

Chris, and Randy for making

these years awesome. I

would also like to thank my
Mom, Dad, Dylan, and Marisa

who have always been there

to love and support me. I’ll

always remember 555 at

Vincey’s with Mikeyyy, Spoof

Wars, and my Ochenta.

Michele Kuehner

There are so many memories

of Berlin High School I’ll

never forget, the laughs,

disappointments and especially

the happy times. I appreciate

my teachers for leading me
down the right path so I know

I will be successful in life. My

family and friends are the most

important, especially my twin

sister Beth. No matter what I

do in life, I’ll always love you.

Thanks for being there for me.

Class of ‘07’, we survived!

Kristen LaPorte

“We all take different paths in

life, but no matter where we
go, we take a little of each other

everywhere.” These past four

years have gone by so fast. But

I’ll never forget all the times I’ve

had with all of my girls who have

stuck by me and made high school

memorable. It seems like yesterday

we were making videos in Jenny’s

basement. Eric, thank you for

being there for me for the last four

years, distance can only make us

stronger. Mom, Dad, Lauren and

the third child Bucky, thank you

for everything, I love you guys.
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“Chase your dreams but

always know the road

that will lead you home
again” -Tim McGraw
In the past four years I

have had some of the

best times of my life

with friends that I will

never forget. Thank
you mom, dad, and the

rest of my family for

always being there for

me and supporting me in

whatever I do. I love you!

Ashley Lanza
“Smash”

“Now I’m just spacing out

again / If I try hard enough

I’ll pretend / that I’m flying

above some trees / and

they’re smiling and waving

at me ... Can you see me
through your bedroom
window? / Are you waking up

your friends to watch with

you / Can you see me at all?”

A Quick Little Flight

by Armor for Sleep

Amanda Lavette



Andrew Legnani

“I’m not one for complaining

/ But I love the way you’d roll

/ Excuses off the tip of your

tongue / As I slowly fall apart

... This won’t mean a thing

come tomorrow / And that’s

exactly how I’ll make it seem

... So please, please / I’m

running out of sympathy ... You

always come close but this

never comes easy ... I never

said I’d take this lying down”

Great Romances of the 20th

Century by Taking Back Sunday

Randy Longo

“Where have you been? /

I’ve been waiting so long

to hear from you. / And all

the things that we said we
would do / Remains to be
plans of the past. / We’ve
been, we’ve been too
quiet for too long. / Where
is, where is the hope we
once had? / It’s too late to

be saved by your charm /

We’ll never get this right.”

Tennis Court Soundtrack
by Daphne Loves Derby

“Sometimes the

simplest things we
take for granted.

Until they’re gone

we don’t even realize

we had them.”

Jesse Liberatore Alyssa Lennehan

“The moment is temporary,

but the memory is forever.”

This experience has been

obscene to say the least. To

my friends, wait I forgot what I

was saying. LOVE. Yotches only,

we’ve had some of the craziest

times and this couldn’t be the

end if we tried. Jenn; HIHI.

Fatty; Starlight later? And to

my entire family, you’ve made
me who I’ve become and for

that I couldn’t thank you

enough. Love you all, always.

McKenzie Luciano

We finally did it!

Thanks to my friends

who stuck with me
through it all. I will

never forget these

past four years. Mom,
thanks for everything

I couldn’t ask for

better, love you! Buzz,

Nini, and Papa thanks

for always being

there love you! Good
Luck Class of 2007!

"What does love look

like? / Love looks like

you / What does love

love feel like? / Love
feels like this / What
does love smell like? /

Love smells like us / You
make me understand /

What it means to be in

l-o-v-e once again / Why,
must we fly so low? / Are
we ‘fraid of heights, do
kites get lost in the tow”

Stankonia by OutKast

Meagan Long

“Backed up against the wall

/ The animal makes his final

stand / He spits and growls

and shows his teeth / He’s a

foreigner in his own land /

When there’s nowhere else

to run / You’re a rebel /

No more battles to be one
/ You’re a rebel / Stands

out there with his pride

/ Fights with no one on

his side / You’re a rebel”

You’re A Rebel by
Dropkick Murphys

Alexander Maitz
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Jonathan Makowski

These past four years have been

tough, but fun. I just want to

take this chance to thank BHS

for teaching me how to live

without using self expression

or creativity. I’m sure it will

be useful in the “Real World.”

I would also love to thank all of

my peers thatattended BHS; you

have given this school an open-

minded atmosphere and an

incredibly awesome reputation

with surrounding communities.

Thank You. GO REDCOATS!!

“There’s some things in this

world / You just can’t change

/ Some things you can’t see /

Until it gets too late / Baby,

baby, baby / When all your love

is gone / Who will save me /

From all I’m up against out in

this world / and Maybe, maybe,

maybe / You’ll find something /

That’s enough to keep you / But

if the bright lights don’t receive

you / You should turn yourself

around / And come on home"

Bright Lights by Matchbox 20

John Mancarella

A A
Amanda Maroney

“Do not go where the path

may lead, Go instead where

there is no path and leave

a trail. ’’-Ralph W. Emerson

To my Mom and Brandon,

Thank you for all of your

love and support. Mitchell,

Thanks for always being

there for me when I

needed you. And to my
friends, thanks for all the

times I could never forget.

Good luck class of 2007.
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“The journey between who
you once were, and who
you are now becoming,

is where the part of life

really takes place.” To all

my girls, I couldn’t have

asked for better friends.

I’ll never forget all the

crazy times. Alyssa: my
other half. Mom, Dad,

and Ally: you’ve made me
who I am today, I love you

guys. Class of ’07-Good

luck and keep BALLIN!

Jennifer Martin

Michael Makucin

Thanks to my Mom, Dad,

sister Allison, all of my
friends, and everyone else

at BHS for being here along

the way and making these

last four years an awesome
experience. I’ll remember

Band, UpBeat, all of the

fun times going out on the

weekends, and some of the

fun I might have actually had

in school too. Congratulations

to the class of ’07, and

good luck in the future.

Michelle Maroon

"Nobody said it was easy / It’s

such a shame for us to part /

Nobody said it was easy /

No one ever said it would

be this hard / Oh, take me
back to the start" -Coldplay

It’s funny how you finally

find something that you’re

looking for when a chapter in

your life is coming to a close

and a new one is beginning.

The bonds that I’ve made
this year I hope to never

break. ‘“Cause in the end

there’s only us / And oh my
friend there’s only love”

“Life is far too

important a thing ever

to talk seriously about.”

These past four years have

gone by so quickly, and with

them so many memories.

I would like to thank my
parents and sister for their

love and support. I would also

like to thank all my friends

for the great times we had

and shared. Thanks also to

everyone else who has helped

me to become who I am today.

Jed Mariner

“Forgive me if I stutter

/ From all of the clutter

in my head / ‘Cause I

could fall asleep in those

eyes / Like a water bed
/ Do I seem familiar, I’ve

crossed you in hallways

/ a thousand times, no

more camouflage / I

want to be exposed, and
not be afraid to fall”

For You I Will by

Teddy Geiger

Jacquelyn Mattera



Kristina Mattera

“Our greatest glory is not

in never failing but in rising

up every time we fall.”

I’ve grown so much, I’ve

learned high school isn’t

about finding yourself;

it’s about creating who

you’ll be. Thank you

class of 2007 for the

unforgettable memories,

also thank you mom, dad,

and Mall for always being

there for me, I love you.

Karah McNamara

I am happy to have spent

these four years learning

more about myself. Thank
you to the people who
continue to stand by me.
You have taught me how to

love and how to change for

the better. You’ve been
my guides and companions,

and I’ve learned more
from my mistakes with

all of you, than I ever

would have if I had done
it alone. Thank you.

“Thought that I had lost you

/ I can hardly make a sound /

When I thought I couldn’t hold

you / Knew the world had let

me down / Should have took

the time to tell you / You

keep my feet on the ground /

I hope that you can hear me /

Cause I know its not profound

/ I just want you around”

Just Want You Around

by Lauryn Hill

Samantha McCarthy

My 7 and Gus -
I love

you all, how could I

ever forget the times

at J. Palooz, Tore’s

closet, Kenny Chesney,

Halloween ‘05/ '06, dark

riding, the great pasta

dinner, going up on the

rocks, Sam’s 18 th
, and

proms. Mom, Dad, and

Bry - Thanks for all your

support, I love you. To the

Class of ’07 Good luck

with everything you do!

Erin Meskill

Jessica Matulis

“The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their

dreams.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

In the past four years at Berlin

High School I have grown and

experienced so much. Along

the way I have made life

long friends and memories

that will stick with me for

years to come. Thanks to all

my family and friends who
helped me through the good

times and the bad and most

importantly for helping me get

closer to reaching my dreams.

Best of luck Class of 2007!

Christina Meagher
“Tina”

5

"Today is the tomorrow you
worried about yesterday.”

I’ll never forget the crazy

times throughout the past

4 years from Westbrook
and weekends out to

starlight and endless inside

jokes. I’ll always love

the subway family and
the cheerleaders, keep
working hard. My closest

friends and family, thanks

for always sticking by me,
love you. Good luck class

of ’07, always take chances

and live for the moment.

“Don’t cry because it’s over.

Smile because it happened.” -

Dr. Seuss. High school has been

such a memorable experience.

Cross country, track, and

Upbeat have all impacted my
life in a positive way. To all my
friends: thanks for the laughs

and the good times. Lisa: “I

don’t even know about jelly.”

Mom, Dad, John, Grandma:

you’ve supported me 100% of

the time; I love you all very

much. Make it big class of 07!

Kevin McCormack

“One likes to believe in

the freedom of music.

But glittering prizes and

endless compromises

shatter the illusion

of integrity.” - Rush

Nicholas Messina
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Brian Meyer

Thanks to my best friends, my
boys and whoever else for the

good years we had doing what
we loved to do. Also, thanks

to my whole family for being

there for me: Dad, Mom, Jay,

Chris, Shrek, and Nicole. My
neighbors that I grew up with

since I was little: good years,

and we’ll keep them going.

To everyone else: we'll keep
doing what we love to do ail

the time. Good time out in

the woods having bonfires,

driving to other states, doing

the usual cruises we do and
having a good time. Class

Sarah Mitchel
“Mitch”

“By understanding decisions,

life is granted happy

times.” My 7 a Gus, I’ll

never forget all of our crazy

times like Kenny Chesney,

Cape Cod, Sam’s house,

Tore’s closet, Junior Prom,

and many others. Mom, Dad,

and family, I can’t thank you

enough for everything, I

love you. Karen, you’re my
best friend. Joey, always

and forever. 4/17/04 Love

you. Good luck class of ’07.

“Together forever, never

apart. Maybe in distance,

but never in heart.” My
four years at Berlin High

are those to remember. I

owe my happiness to my
wonderful friends that have

stuck by my side. Jen, April,

Michele, Beth and Alyssa

and everyone else, you

have all been so wonderful

to me. Thank you all for

making my four years the

best they could possibly be.

Melissa Mildrum

“You never know, so pump
your brakes and drive

slow” To all my boys on

the porch at donkeys and

going to crompton with

loonders to the football

team (smash squad) you

know who run it. Thank

you mom, dad, Matt for

all the support, and Jackie

for always being there for

me. To everyone else its

been a great four years.

Ryan Molloy

Christopher Mikol

These four years went

by very quickly, but they

will not be forgotten. We

all shared good times

along with bad times,

but hopefully the good

times will be the ones

that we remember most.

Good luck class of 2007!

Doran Mitchell

“I’m falling even more in

love with you / Letting go

of all I’ve held onto / I’m

standing here until you

make me move / I’m hanging

by a moment here with you /

I’m living for the only thing

I know / I’m running and

not quite sure where to go

/ And I don’t know what I’m

diving into / Just hanging by

a moment here with you”

Hanging by A Moment
by Lifehouse

“Et there were so many
fewer questions, when
stars were still just

the holes to heaven”.

I’d like to thank all

of my friends and
family who have

helped me become
the person that I am
today. Mom, Dad, &
Matthew, I don’t know
what I would have
done without you.

Megan Miller

“In order to succeed, your

desire for success should

be greater than your fear

of failure.” -Bill Cosby.

To Dad, Mom, Danny, and

Berto, thanks for all your love

and support. Memories of these

past years would not be so great

if it weren’t for the people that

helped me make them. Danny,

Berto, and Eddie thanks for

always being there, my partners

in crime, I’ll never forget you

guy’s. Good Luck Class of 2007!

Rafael Moochi
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Amanda Morris

“I heard that you look good

on the dancefloor / I don’t

know if you’re looking for

romance or / I don’t know

what you’re looking for /

well I bet that you look

good on the dancefloor

/ dancing to electropop

like a robot from 1984”

I Bet You Look Good

On the Dancefloor by

The Arctic Monkeys

r
An Nguyen

“If you live to be 100, I hope

to live to be 100 minus 1 day,

so I never have to live without

you” - Winnie the Pooh

To all my friends, thank you

for the memories and good

times. I’ll never forget you

guys and will always smile

when I think about the fun

times we shared. High school

has been an amazing and

unforgettable experience.

Thanks mom, dad, and

family for everything.

“young hearts don't always

beat to standard verse &
chorus, we’ll deviate from
your script & fake our own
deaths tonight, we’ve plotted

our escape, using these

instruments & a corrupt

language, with voices stronger

than those projected, the

stage is set, but the set’s a

fake, we refuse to memorize
the soundtrack to your racket,

and I will not choreograph
the next distraction,

interruption is music to our

ears. everything written

down is an act.” -AMPERE

Ryan Nelson

“Meet me in outer
space / We could

spend the night /

watch the earth come
up / I’ve grown tired

of that place / won’t
you come with me? /

We could start again

... How do you do it? /

Make me feel like you
do ... You are stellar”

Stellar by Incubus

Robert Oszmian

Leah Nappi

“Being happy isn’t

having everything in your

life be perfect” I cannot

believe these 4 years are

already over. Sarahbob-

you are my best... I love

you to death. My United

Rhythms girls-l love you.

Thanks to my family for

their love & support,

mom, dad, Michael &
Lauren. You’re the best.

Good luck Class of ‘07!

Evelina Omilanowski

“Count your blessings.

What’s so wrong with being

happy? Don’t ever let life

pass you by.” -Incubus

To my family, you are my
rock. To all the people I have
come to know and love over

the years, you’ve shown
me what the true meaning
of friendship is all about.

High school may come and

go but the memories are

forever. Thanks for it all.

“Dream as if you’ll

live forever, live as

if you’ll die today”

“Could this be out of line? /

To say you’re the only one

breaking me down like this /

You’re the only one I would

take a shot on / Keep me
hanging on so contagiously /

Oh, when I’m around you I’m

predictable / Cause I believe

in loving you at first sight / I

know it’s crazy but I’m hoping

to / To take a hold of you”

So Contagious by Acceptance

Nicole Nesta

As my high school

experience comes to

an end I am extremely

anxious for the future.

I’ll remember the friends

and memories I’ve

made throughout these

dramatic four years.

Thanks to Mom, Dad,

Jeff, and Erin for your

love and support. Also

congratulations Class

of 2007!!! Good Luck!!!
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Natasha Page

“Destruction leads to a

very rough road / But

it also breeds creation /

And earthquakes are to a

girl’s guitar / They’re just

another good vibration

/ And tidal waves

couldn’t save the world

/ From Californication”

Californication by Red

Hot Chili Peppers

Jaime Peck

“and when my soul

bleeds the color

that I’m spillin’

is green” -KMK

“Even when life’s music

stops playing...never stop

dancing” My high school

career has been a huge

milestone in my life. I

could not have made it

this far without my family

and friends. Krishna,

Medha, Rupali, Vaneesha,

Ruchi and Megan, I love

you girls so much. Thank

you for always being there

for me. Congratulations

class of 2007! We made it!

Avani Patel
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“Dance like no one is

watching. Sing like no
one is listening. Love like

you’ve never been hurt

and live like is heaven
on Earth.” -Mark Twain
The past four years have
been quiet at journey.

Thank you to all of my
friends, and family, you
have all taught me a

lot. I will never forget

the friends that I have
made, and what they
have all meant to me.
Congratulations, we did it!

Bethany Perzanowski

Todd Passan

“You can never step in

the same river twice”

These last four years were

unforgettable. I’ve made many
friendships, lost some friends,

but in the end realized who
my true friends were. With

those friends came unbelievable

memories, milk chugs, Bologna

Fights, Palooza, and Willard

nights. We’ve fought, sometimes

outside Hooters. We’ve cried,

even cried laughing. I’d like

to thank my family Spencer,

Mike, Teddy, Alexa, Cory, and

everyone else. Sleep on ehh...

Jaquelyn PentoreM
“Jackie”

“By understanding decisions,

Life is granted happy times”

My 7 and Gus- 1 love you guys.

I’ll remember J.palooz,

Kenny Chesney, Tore’s

closet Halloween ‘05/‘06,

Dark riding, Rec Basketball,

pasta parties, Sam’s 18th,

Summers StCape Cod, Junior

year and proms. Ryan- thanks

for everything, always. Mom
and Dad- you’ve always

supported me, Johnny and
Eric- the best brothers a girl

could ask for, I love you all

so much. ‘07, Good Luck.

We always thought it

would never come to

end, and here we are

saying goodbye. The
memories we’ve all

made together have

been amazing. Thanks

to my friends that have

stuck by me through

everything. Thanks

to my parents and my
brother for always being

there. I love you all.

Vaneesha Patel

“I want to live where
soul meets body
/ And let the sun

wrap its arms around
me / And bathe my
skin in water cool

and cleansing / And
feel, feel what it’s

like to be new”

Soul Meets Body by

Death Cab For Cutie

Christie Petrossi



Cara Pierlioni

“We’ll spread ourselves,

make music, Drum rocks

against our heads and

rattle our arms about

like mad things.” -Anon

There are too many
memories and feelings

That have been had

to describe Briefly

and hastily, Instead

They’ve deepened into

more- Into insight to all

that is still before me.

It’s crazy, I’m thinking

/ just knowing that

the world is round /

And here I’m dancing

on the ground / Am I

right side up or upside

down / And is this real

/ or am I dreaming?

Crush by Dave Matthews

Band

Alex Pirog

Samantha Pinches

"By Understanding Decisions,

Life Is Granted Happy Times”

My 7 and Gus - never thought

I would find people who are

crazier than me. Kenny Chesney,

J. palooz, Homecoming, Prom,

Bahamas, birthday parties,

pasta dinners. I’ll never forget

the great times. 2/17/06 Eric

you mean so much to me,

thank you for everything. My

family I love you all so much

thanks for always believing in

me. Good luck Class of 2007!

Kendra Pulaski

“Nothing lasts forever, so

live it up, laugh it off, take

chances and never have

regrets because at one point

what you did was what you

wanted.” To all my friends

you have made the past

four years unforgettable,

so many crazy times that

i will always remember.
Mom and Dad thanks

for all your support

throughout the years.

Good Luck Class of *07*!!!

“Don’t be satisfied with

stories, how things have gone

with others. Unfold your own
myth.” To my friends: thanks

for all of the unforgettable

memories, and ones to

come. Mom, Dad, Diana,

and Tommy, thank you for

all of your love and support.

I am definitely looking

forward to the upcoming

years. “And all I need now
is for the sun to stay under

its glowing horizon for good.”

Martha Rakowicz

“Oh I know that the musics

fine / Like sparklin’ wine,

go and have your fun /

Laugh and sing, but while

we’re apart / Don’t give

your heart to anyone /

But don’t forget who’s
takin’ you home / And
in whose arms you’re

gonna be / So darlin’ save

the last dance for me”

The Last Dance for

Me by Michael Buble

Looking back on my years

at the High School of Berlin,

some memories left an imprint

on my life, whether it was a

bologna fight here or there, or

traveling to Brazil with shaneya

day. Throughout it all, we’ve

laughed, cried, fought, chugged

milk, but in the end we came
out normal, which is ‘all’ that

matters. So, thank you father,

mother (KATH), brother, toad,

mickle, jordan, ted, and 17

others. Now sleep on ehh.

Spencer Polaske

"The glass is always half full

& the rest is opportunity”-

Anthony Rauseo. You taught

me to be the best I can be.

Mom thanks for being there.

Mari, my little sister, my
best memories were spent

with you, I will never stop

trying to save you from the

world. My volleyball ladies

I love you all. And Chris,

I wouldn’t have gotten

through high school without

you. I owe you the world.

Toni Rauseo
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Alexander Recck

It’s impossible to

forget those high

school years and
fortunately for me I

only remember the

good. Congratulations

Class of 2007.

“Her face is a map of the

world / Is a map of the world

/ You can see she’s a beautiful

girl / She’s a beautiful girl /

And everything around her

is a silver pool of light /

The people who surround

her feel the benefit of it

/ It makes you calm / She

holds you captivated in

her palm / Suddenly I see

/ This is what I wanna be”

Suddenly I See by KT Tunstall
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“It’s always times like these

/ When I think of you / And I

wonder / If you ever / Think

of me / ‘Cause everything’s

so wrong / And I don’t belong

/ Living in your / Precious

memories / ‘Cause I need you

/ And I miss you / And now I

wonder / If I could fall / Into the

sky / Do you think time / Would

pass me by / ‘Cause you know
I’d walk / A thousand miles / If I

could / Just see you / Tonight”

A Thousand Miles by

Vanessa Carlton

Scott Reid

“It’s not the size of the dog

in the fight; it’s the size of

the fight in the dog. ” To my
family, thank you, I don’t

know where I would be

today. Colin, you are the

best brother a sister could

ask for. To my friends,

thank you for everything

you do that brightens my
day. I will never forget

all the soccer memories;

we’ve been together for

so long. I love you all.

Cara Riley

Terrance Regan

“Strain this chaos turn it

into light / I’ve gotta see

you one last night / Before

the lions take their share /

Leave us in pieces, scattered

everywhere / Just give me a

chance to hold on / Just give

me something to hold onto /

It’s so clear now that you are

all that I have / 1 have no fear

cause you are all that I have”

You’re All I Have by

Snow Patrol

Sarah Revoir

Mom, Dad and Allie, thank
you for all your support. I

love you. To all the soccer

girls, thank you for making
every season memorable.
To all the friends that I’ve

made throughout the years

thank you for everything.

Krissy, thank you for being

such a great friends, I

don’t know what I’d do
without you. Andrew,
you mean so much to me,
thank you for always being

there. Congratulations and
good luck class of 2007!

“It was an honor that you
ran so free, so close to

my heart” -Dar Williams

So many nights were spent

memorizing formulas, but

what stands out amidst all

the chaos that is my mind?
The love. When our lives

aligned so closely that

words weren’t necessary.

Catching fire flies, tea

parties, driving home from
Boston in the pouring rain

with the windows down,
sunroof open and the music
too loud. Peace of Christ

Julie Relyea

I knew Berlin High would

change my life significantly,

but I never could have known

to the extent. I’ve made some

great friends and we’ve had

tons of great memories and

laughs. We survived four years

of marching band and loved

every minute of it. Thanks

to all of my teachers and my
parents for your unwavering

guidance and support over

the years. Best wishes to

the rest of the class of 2007!

David Riley



“Am I more than you

bargained for yet / I’ve

been dying to tell you

anything you want to

hear / Cause that’s just

who I am this week / Lie

in the grass next to the

mausoleum / I’m just a

notch in your bedpost / But

you’re just a line in a song”

Sugar We’re Going

Down by Fall Out Boy

If there is one lesson in life

which I will never forget, it

is that “Sometimes it’s not

what you know, but who you

know.” And more important

than knowing people, is being

someone to know. That alone

has given me the motivation

to get somewhere in life, and

be someone to know. And
when accomplished, I will owe
it to my supportive family and

friends who never let me lose

sight of my goals. Thank You.

Cody Rutkowski
Wesley Root

“Wes”

‘Today is the day that tomorrow

will never see and if you live in

yesterday’s world you’ll never

be free.” I’ll always remember

this school, all my friends and

the good times we had here,

especially the baseball team

and our championship(s). Too

my family that I love so much,

especially Pa-pa, Brittany and

Aaron, thank you for everything

you’ve given me. Be honest

and live everyday to the fullest!

IT’S OVER BHS 2007, Peace.

These past four years at

Berlin High have been the

best. I’ve had so much fun

and have learned a lot. To

my family: thank you for

everything. Jory, you are an

amazing person and I thank

you for being so supportive.

I am truly lucky to have you

as my boyfriend. I would like

to thank my friends for being

there for me. Good luck

to all and congratulations

to the class of 2007.

Courtney Sak

“To be old and wise, you
must first be young and

stupid.” Mom, Dad, and
Kerry, you have given

me endless support

throughout these 4

years. I would like to

thank my friends for

making high school the

best years of my life.

Hank, thanks for always

being there for me,
my life would not be

the same without you.

Kellie Scalora Hannah Sarra

-365 ritfuemmu- mu- .
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Thank you to: Mom, Dad,

Sarah, and Lauren, for

always supporting me; my
teachers, for all that I have
learned; and my friends,

for the fun times we shared

during our time together.

Between Upbeat weekends,
Band trips, floor hockey,

jamming with Table Mesa
Drive and the Acoustic club,

and all the laughs in class,

my experience at Berlin

High School has been one
that I will fondly remember
for the rest of my life.

Jonathan Schaller
To the crew, you guys are the

best. From our beach trips,

Dane Cook, and hanging out

and being crazy; we’ve had so

many good times I will never

forget. Mel, Jen, Aleah,

Colleen, Laura, Jenna, Jed,

Stevie, Kirsten, Mike you guys

mean the world to me. To

the golf team, Bedus and the

girls I love you. I would like to

thank my family; mom, dad,

Carolyn thanks for supporting

me through everything.

"By Understanding Decisions,

Life Is Granted Happy Times”
My 7, and Gus. Love you

all! I’ll always remember
Kenny Chesney, in Tores

closet, Sam’s 1

8

th
,

Prom,

J.Palooz, Halloween 05/06,

and going up on the rocks.

Girl’s soccer 2006, NWC
champs! Never forget you
ladies. To Mom, Dad, Nina,

and Danielle, thank you for

all your support and always

being there. These are the

memories you never forget.

Good luck class of 2007!
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v “Think of me, think

of me fondly, when
we’ve said goodbye.

Remember me once

in a while- please

promise me you’ll try.”

1 - Phantom of the Opera

Margaret Schreiner Alyssa Scotti Ethan Scott

Congratulations to all my
senior classmates! 1 will

miss you. 1 want to thank

my family, Dad, Mom, and
Dan. To Mrs. DiPinto and
Ms. Morrison, thanks for

all your help through the

years. 1 am so happy to

have Rachel as a friend.

We had such a good time

at UpBeat. 1 had a lot of

fun at the Great Escape

where 1 met so many new
people. Live well, laugh

often and love much!

After 1 3 years of

education, graduation

is going to be a

blessing.

“Don’t want to close my
eyes / 1 don’t want to fall

asleep / ‘Cause I’d miss

you babe / And 1 don’t

want to miss a thing / ;

Cause even when 1 dream
of you / The sweetest

dream will never do / I’d

still miss you babe / And 1

don’t want to miss a thing”

| 1 Don’t Want to Miss

A Thing by Aerosmith

Amit Shah

A 9*

Nikolaos Spaniotis

Karley Skwiot

I “You only live once,

so live it up.”
\

j
1 will always remember
the four great years 1

spent at Berlin High.

And 1 want to thank

my Mom, Dad, and my
brother for the support

and always being there.

“If you want your life to be

more rewarding, you have to

change the way you think.” p

In high school, you don’t £
just learn what you study

from books. You also learn

from your memories and

mistakes that will teach you

how to get through life. I’d

1 like to thank my family for

helping me get through my 4

years of high school and my
friends for helping me live up

every weekend. 1 love you!
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“Once you start worrying about

what other people think of

you, you stop being yourself."

These past four years have

been filled with many

memories that I will never

forget. I would like to thank

the people closest in my life,

my family and friends. I love

you all. Marissa, you are my
best friend and always will be.

I am definitely looking forward

to what the future holds for

me. Congratulations 07’!

Amanda Sevigny

“It’s my life / If it’s

now or never / I ain’t

gonna live forever / I

just want to live while

I’m alive / My heart is

like an open highway /

Like Frankie said / I did

it my way / I just wanna
live while I’m alive /

‘Cause it’s my life”

It’s My Life by Bon Jovi

Rhett Sparkman



Chelsea Stepensky

From Warbs’ Peg stories to

counting down the minutes

in Crockett’s classes, my
time at BHS has flown

by. To Chels and all my
closest friends and family

who helped make the

memories that I will keep
forever ... so much of me is

made of what I learned from

you, you’ll be with me like

a handprint on my heart.

Thanks for all the love

and support, stay stuntin’!

Good luck ‘07, we made it.

Alexander Swenton

“Don’t burn the day away...”

Thank you everyone who had

made these last four years

tolerable. Juli, thank you for

always being there for me
and taking care of me. Mr.

Rush, too many notes! But

really, you are a great role-

model and a kind person.

And thank you to everyone

else who has made these four

years more bearable. I will

always think of high school as

a great time because of you.

“Fortune is nothing more than

loving what you do.”- Jason Mraz.

Mom & Dad, I love you both so much. I

couldn’t do anything without your love

and support, without you I wouldn’t

be the person that I am today. Nathan

& Nicholas- you boys are the most
amazing brothers any girl could ever

ask for, you both mean the world to

me. Mercy Girls- I’ll never forget you.

All of my friends, you are the best.

Molly, this is just the beginning, we’ve

shared so many memories already... I

can’t wait for so many more, I love

you so much. To my Grandparents,

Aunts, Uncles, Cousins, Church family

& everyone in-between, you all have

done so much for me, thank you.

Nicole Strazzulla

A
/

“Two roads diverged in a

wood, and l-l took the one
less traveled by, and that

made all the difference.”
- Robert Frost. My school

activities are National

Honors Society, Honor
Roll, Band, Drama Club,

and the Musical. I would
like to thank my family for

all their love, support, and
encouragement throughout

the years and through

all of my endeavors.

Mary Sylvester

Daniel Stewart

“Somewhere in this darkness /

There’s a light that I can’t find

/ Maybe it’s too far away / Or
maybe I’m just blind / So hold

me when I’m here / Right me
when I’m wrong / Hold me when
I’m scared / And love me when
I’m gone / Everything I am / And
everything in me / Wants to be
the one / You wanted me to be /

I’ll never let you down / Even if

I could / I’d give up everything

/ If only for your good”

When I’m Gone by 3 Doors Down

Michael Swol

“The World Is Yours” - NAS

High School has been

really great. I’ll always

remember soccer, pasta

dinners, all of the

parties, Nick’s house,

and all the other great

times. I want to thank

my friends and family

for always being there.

I couldn’t have done

this with out you guys.

A wise man once said, “If

you ever see me with a book
be sure to take another

look.” Remembering all

the good times with my
family and friends at

White Sands, and Maine.

I’ll never forget Wheeling
and fires in the woods
with my boys. I would also

like to say thank you to

my family, Mom, Dad, Mat
and Alii for all their love

and support. I’m out later.

Jonathan Sturgeon
“Jon”

“The most rewarding things

you do in life are often the
ones that look like they
cannot be done.” My four

years at Berlin High have
been the best times of my
life. I will never forget this

great experience and the
unforgettable times I’ve

had. I would like to thank
all of my close friends for

alt of the memories and
awesome nights. Finally,

to my family, thank you for

your never ending support.

Stephen Talbot
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Jordan Taylor

“I never think of the future

- it comes soon enough.”

I’ll never forget these past

four years at BHS filled

with so many memories.

I want to thank my family

and friends. Thanks to

those at karate who helped

me get out my aggressions,

especially Geoff, and to

my Girls’ State friends,

Governor Lindsey, Jenna,

Rachel, and Liza and many
more, Juli, Alex, Arielle

and Alyssa. Good Luck and

Congrats Class of 2007.

Michael Trigilio
“Mike Trig’

0

“Always give more than

you take.” I had the best

times here at BHS. I had

good times with friends,

the school dances, and

my teachers. I couldn’t

do it without my family

and friends - they’re

part of me. Remember,

in order for you to

achieve something you

want, you just got to

believe and it will come.

“Limitations live only in

our minds. But if we use

our imaginations, our

possibilities become
limitless.” High school

is where dreams and

nightmares are made
real. Thank you to

all who have helped

to make my dreams

come true throughout

all of my years here.

John Thomas

“A man decides after seventy

years / That what he goes

there for, is to unlock the

door / While those around

him criticize and sleep /

And through a fractal on a

breaking wall / I see you, my
friend, and touch your face

again / Miracles will happen

as we dream / But we’re

never gonna survive, unless

/ We get a little crazy”

Crazy by Seal

Marisa Theriault

“Fear less, hope more;

Whine less, breathe more;

Talk less, say more; Hate

less, love more; And all

good things are yours.”

These past four years have

been such a great experience.

To my best friends: thank you

for always being there for me
and keeping me laughing!

Mom, Dad and Jeff -
I love

you more than anything and I

couldn’t have made it without

you! Good Luck class of 2007!

Emily Ustanowski

LaUreIiuI^0lSk '

“The only rule is do not

be boring and dress cute

wherever you go. Life is

too short to blend in.” I will

always remember the endless

nights with the friends I

will never forget, and the

memories with my wonderful

family who I love so much.

Mom, Dad, Holly, Tara,

Jesse, and my girls...thank

you for everything you have

done for me. I love you all

to pieces. Class of 2007!!!

Throughout the last four

years, I’ve learned a lot

about school and life.

I’ve made friends that

will last a life time and I

owe my whole high school

experience to them. Thank

you to my brothers and my
sister(s), you guys are the

best. I can’t imagine how I

would have survived. Most

of all, thank you to my mom
and dad for the continual

support. You were always

there when I needed you!

Emily Thurston

“After a while you learn

that even sunshine burns

if you stand too long in

one place. So, you plant

your own garden and

decorate your own soul

instead of waiting for

someone else to bring you

flowers. And you learn

you really can endure,

that you really do have

worth. You learn that with

every good-bye comes

the dawn.” -Unknown

Lauren Vernlund
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Kaitlyn Wall

“If I’d observed all the

rules, I’d never have gotten

anywhere” - Marilyn Monroe

The past four years have

left me experiences I will

remember forever. Thanks

to my closest friends for

always being there to make
those experiences, amazing

memories and unforgettable

moments. And my family, mom,
Jay and everyone else; thanks

for all of the affection and

support you have given to me
in my lifetime. I love you guys.

Congratulations Class of 2007!

Brittany Whiteley

“To dream of the person

you wish to be, is to waste
the person you are.” Live

everyday like it’s your

last, and have no regrets.

JD, thank-you for showing
me what true love really

is 6t for being my best

friend. To my friends,

you have made senior

year unforgettable. Also

to my family, I couldn’t

have done it without

your love and support.

“Live life with No
Regrets.” These past four

years have been crazy, all

the bon fires and crazy

fishing trips. Andrew,

Dan, Scott I’ll never

forget all our fishing trips,

Jon and Brian thanks for

being there for me. I’d

like to thank my parents

for always supporting my
decisions and Henry for

pushing me to succeed.

Good Job Class of 07’

“A solitude ten thousand

fathoms deep sustains the

bed on which we lie, my
dear; Although I love you,

you will have to leap; our

dream of safety has to

disappear.” I want to thank

my parents for everything,

my friends who have helped
me appreciate the simple

things, and Chris, I love

you always. Thanks to my
fellow drama clubbers and
band geeks for Canada,
Apache, Sexy Man Day, and
making high school amazing.

Stephanie Rose Witz
“Steven Whites, Witzel”

James Walonoski
“Jimmy”

Thank you to my
family and friends
for being there
throughout the
years. So many
good times at Nick’s

and the Spice Shop.
Not to mention The
Great Pasta Dinner.
These last 4 years of

Berlin High School
is one experience
I’ll never forget.

Christian Wilkie

“Our greatest glory is not in

never failing, but in rising

up every time we fail.”

Throughout these past four

years I have learned many
things academically, but the

most important lesson I have

learned is the importance of

determination. I would like to

thank my parents, teachers,

and friends of whom have alt

helped me through the times

I have fallen, eventually

leading my work into fruition.

In the words of Elle

Woods; “Congratulations

Class of 2007... We did it!!”

Kevin- I don’t like jelly!

To all my close friends

and family thanks for

the awesome memories,

you made these years

unforgettable. I love you

all! Stay Classy Berlin High.

Lisa White

“Oh this could be messy / But

you don’t seem to mind / Oh
don’t go telling everybody /

And overlook this supposed

crime / We’ll fast forward

to a few years later / And
no one knows except the

both of us / And I have

honored your request for

silence / And you’ve washed

your hands clean of this”

Hands Clean by Alanis

Morissette

Laura Wnuk
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Kate Wojtusik

“Knowing is not enough,

we must apply. Willing

is not enough, we must

do.” • Johann von Goethe

Thanks to Matt, Brad, and

alt the other wonderful

friends and family I have

been blessed with. I will

never forget soccer and the

fun we had over the years.

Thanks for the memories

boys. Yayse, and have it! It

was an honor and a pleasure

to serve as vice president.

Class of 2007 rules!

Good luck^to everyone!

“I belive that fate has

brought us here / And we
should be together babe
/ But we’re not / I play

it off, but I’m dreaming of

you / And I’ll try to keep
my cool ... I try to say

goodbye and I choke / Try

to walk away and I stumble

/ Though I try to hide it, it’s

clear / My world crumbles

when you are not here”

I Try by Macy Gray

Nicholas Zipadelli

Chris Zagorski

I’ve had some of best

moments of my life at BHS. I

will always remember singing

in Madrigals, Jazz and AV and

acting ip the spring musical

and I
,
will never forget

being #60 for two years in

football and swimming all

four years for Berlin High.

I’d like to thank my family,

I don’t know where I’d be

without you. And Steph, I

love you with all my heart.

Good luck, Class of ‘07!

“Don’t you ever fear,

I’m always near. I know
that you need help. /

Your tongue is twisted,

your eyes are slit. /

You need a guardian.

/ Woo-hoo, and you
know I’m yours. / Woo-
hoo, and I know you’re

mine. / Woo-hoo, and
that’s for all of time.”

Buddy Holly by Weezer

Brenden Zesk
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“Doesn’t mean we have to act like we’re

in high school / We’ve all got bad yearbook

photos / Which we’ve forgot to let go /

And just like acne our insecurity / Should

be something we left with the JV / So

here’s to letting go of yearbook photos

/ Things we kept that hold us down so

/ That was yesterday, there’s always

tomorrow / We are tomorrow, we are

tomorrow / I know I’ll be graduating early”



WHAT I’D LIKE TO BE
when I grow up . .

.

1

J
1

Brad Allen • Doctor

Marissa Agostini - Architect

Jeff Balinskas - International Business

Michael Baccaro • Business Management
Brandon Barrett • Business Management
Shannon Bay - Finance

Stephanie Bedus - Journalist

Steph Boguslawski - Pharmacist

Chris Bove - Accounting

Elizabeth Bujda - Elementary Education

Joel Burgos - Biology / Physician’s Assistant

Ashley Calafiore - CSI Forensics

Jenna Campagna - Child Psychologist

Leah Carvalho - Philosophy Professor

Matt Cavedon - Political Science / Foreign Service

Julianne Ceruti - Biology / Environmental Law
Jennifer Chasse - Zoologist

Stevie Clines • Athletic Training^

Michael D ’Amato - Town Planner

Sarah Daglis - Dentist

Nicole DiPierdomenico • Marketing

Aleah Edwards - Chemical Engineer

Greg Fortunato - Economics

Colleen Freeland - Accountant

Hank Furlong - Anesthesiologist

Courtney Galotti • Math Teacher / Secondary Education

Kimberly Germain - Elementary Education

Ashley Griffo - Elementary Education

Monika Guziewicz - Plastic Surgeon

Amanda Hamilton • Elementary Education

Krista Hanlon - Marketing / Graphic Design

Sarah Hansen - Secondary Education Math Teacher

Necole Holmes • Psychologist

Amy Hubert - Elementary Education to teach in other countries

Naomi Iwabuchi - Clothing Designer / Professional Beach BunW
Chris Jambard - Secondary Education

Laura Jud • Athletic Training

Dan Karoll - Mechanical Engineer

Kristen Karoll Special Education

Melody Kasulis - Art Restorer / Chemist
Rachel Keyworth - Strength and Conditioning Coach
Jennifer Kozikowski - Nursing^
Bethany Kuehner - Theater Arts

Michelle Kuehner - Cosmetologist

Kristin Kureczka - Graphic Design / Photographer
Richard La - International Business

Kristen LaPorte - Child Psychologist

Alyssa Lennehan - Art Education

Meagan Long Medical Examiner
McKenzie Luciano - Accountant
Jory Lund Film Editor / Special Effects

Michael Makucin - Business

Jed Mariner - Producer

Michelle Maroon Art Education / Jewelry Artist

Jenn Martin - Accountant
Kristina Mattera • Psychology

,der bV Kate Earl

Jessica Matulis - Physical Therapist

Samantha McCarthy • Public Relations

Kevin McCormack - Business
,
ya know fancy suit and stuff

Christina Meagher English Teacher

Erin Meskill - Fashion Merchandising

Nick Messina - Chemistry

Brian Meyer - Carpenter

Melissa Mildrum - Journalist

Sarah Mitchel - Nurse

Evelina Omilanowski - Photographer / Magazine Writer

Rob Ozmian - Civil Engineer

Avani Patel - Doctor

Jaime Peck Hairdresser

Jackie Pentore - Nurse

Bethany Perzanowski - Elementary Education

Christie Petrossi • Marketing

Cara Pierlioni - Visual Arts / Professional Business

Samantha Pinches - Nurse

Kendra Pulaski - Teacher

Julie Relyea - Elementary Education or Peace Corps

Cara Riley - Accountant

Wes Root Physical Education

Liza Salerno Lab Technician

Hannah Sarra - Fashion Merchandising

Jonathan Schaller - Engineering

Alyssa Scotti - Teacher

Amanda Sevigny - Elementary Education

Amit Shah - Business Management
Karley Skwiot - Elementary Education

Nick Spaniotis - Tanning Salon Owner
Dan Stewart - Business Owner
Alex Swenton - Cute Forensic Scientist

Mary Sylvester Dance Education / Professional Dancer

Jordan Taylor - Pathologist

Marisa Theriault - Communications / Public Relations Specialist

Emily Thurston Elementary / Early Childhood Education

Kaitlyn Wall - Endodontist

Bryan Wasik Work for Department of Environmental

Protection

Brittany Whitely - Secondary Education English Teacher

Lisa White - International Business / French

Steph Witz - Music Education

Alan Zaniewski Patent Law^
Brendan Zesk Mechanical Engineer

What I’d Like to Be 35
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“I feel pretty / Oh so pretty / I feel pretty / and witty and gay / And I pity / Any girl who isn’t me today / I feel charming
/ Oh so charming / It’s alarming how charming I feel / And so pretty / That I hardly can believe I’m real / See the pretty
girl in that mirror there? / Who can that attractive girl be? / Such a pretty face / Such a pretty dress / Such a pretty
smile / Such a pretty me! / I feel stunning / And entrancing / Feel like running / And dancing for joy / For I’m loved ...

I feel pretty / Oh so pretty / That the city should give me its key / A committee / Should be organized to honour me / I

feel dizzy / I feel sunny / I feel fizzy and funny and fine / And so pretty / Miss America can just resign / See the pretty
girl in that / mirror there / Who can that / attractive girl be? / Such a / pretty face / Such a pretty dress / Such a pretty
smile / Such a pretty me! / I feel stunning / And entrancing / Feel like running and dancing for joy / For I’m loved”

I Feel Pretty from the Broadway musical West Side Story
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Nicest Eyes: Eric Dietsch, Rachel Keyworth

'You see I’ve forgotten / If they’re green or they’re blue / Anyway the thing

is well! really mean / Yours are the sweetest eyes I ve ever seen

Most Athletic:

Sarah Hansen, Ben Heslin

We are th until the end

We Are The Champions by Queen

I'VE GOT A CRUSH ON YOU

Most Likely to be Someone s Crush:

Andrew Dwyer, Alyssa Lennehan

I’ve got a crush on you / 1 hope you feel the
ray I do ... Nobody knows I’ve got a crush

on you / A crush on you”

Crush by Mandy Moore

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS

YOURS ARE THE SWEETEST EYES
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HEY GOOD LOOKIN'

Best Looking:

Sarah Revoir, Joel Burgos

Hey good looking what you

[ot cooking / Hows about

ooking something up for me
Hey sweet baby don’t you

hink maybe / We could find

us a brand new recipe”

ley, Good Lookin’ by Laine

Frankie

YOU LIKE MY STYLE

Best Style:

Stephen Talbot, Kellie Scalora

“I know that you like my style / We came
here to turn you out / Everybody in the

place get loud”

My Style by Black Eyed Peas

Your Song by Elton John
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Best Smile:

Kirsten Johnson, Randy Longo

“A smile finally saved me, found me and
repaid me / For all the time that I’ve put
in / And now I’m smiling back again”

A Smile by Hootie 6 the Blowfish

Class Flirt:

Brittany Whitely, Aaron Clarke

“You’re a heartbreaker / Dream maker,
love taker / Don’t you mess around with
me / Youre a heartbreaker / Dream maker,
love taker / Dont you mess around / No,

Best Hair:

Hannah Sarra, John Thomas
“Gimme head with hair / Long beautiful hair / Shining,
gleaming, streaming, flaxen, waxen / Give me down
to there hair / Shoulder length or longer / Here baby,

there mama / Everywhere daddy daddy"

Hair by The Cowsills

Heartbreaker by Pat Benetar

Match Made in Heaven:
Jenna Campagna, Jordan Berthiaume

“Don’t that look like a picture of us / A
match made in heaven if there ever was /

Don’t that make you want to fall / That just

makes me want to give you my heart / Even
forever needs a place to start”

Fall in Love by Kenny Chesney

Most Likely to Get Married

Jory Lund, Courtney Sak
Match Not Yet Made in Heaven:

Kevin McCormack, An Nguyen

“Why don’t you be my girlfriend / I’ll treat you
good / I know you hear your friends when they

say / You should”

Girlfriend by N’SYNC

“Going to the chapel / And we’re
gonna get married / Going to the
chapel / And we’re gonna get mar-
ried / Gee I really love you / And
we’re gonna get married / Going to

the chapel of love”

Chapel of Love by Beach Boys



mass

INDIVIDUAL

Most Individual:

Steven Charlton,

Cara Pierlioni

Most Likely to Succeed:

Jordan Taylor, Teddy Kindelan

“But if there was a jukebox bangin’ / Bar bell ringin’,

two steppin’ category / If they would have named a
'

‘Mr. Honky Tonk’ / There’s no doubt who that would

be / Would’ve been around town, hands down /

When it comes to gettin’ down, voted unanimously

/ I’d have been the one most likely to succeed”

Most Likely to Succeed by Rich McCready
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“Individuals run for cover

/ For the multitude of

thoughtless clones / Have

reached a critical mass,

have reached a critical

Individual by Bad Religion

THE MOST MUSICAL

ISTER AND MISS CONGENIALITY

Mr. & Miss Congeniality:

Jeffrey Balinskas, Sarah Daglis

“You just call out my name / And you know whereever I am / III

come running, oh yeah baby / To see you again / Winter, spring,

summer, or fall / All you have to do is call / And III be there ...

Youve got a friend”

You’ve Got A Friend by James Taylor

WE LOVE TO LAUGH

YOU ARE MY SUPERSTAR

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Most Musical:

John Schaller, Bethany Kuehner

"I hope this song starts a craze / The
kind of song that ignites the airwaves /

The kind of song that makes people glad

to be where they are / With whoever
they’re with”

Okay I Believe You, But My Tommy Gun
Don’t by Brand New

Most Contagious Laugh:

Shane Day, Michelle Maroon

“I love to laugh / Loud and long and clear

/ I love to laugh / It’s getting worse every

year / The more I laugh / The more I fill

with glee / And the more the glee / The
more I’m a merrier me / It’s embarrassing

/ The more I’m a merrier me”

I Love to Laugh from Mary Poppins

Future Superstars:

Cara Riley, Doran Mitchell

'You are my superstar / I’myour number
one fan give me your autograph"

Superstar by Usher



THE WORLD IS A STAGE

Most Theatrical:

Stephanie Witz, Chris Zagorski

“Up in the balcony / All the Romeo’s are bleed-

ing for your hand / Blowing theater kisses /

Reciting lines they don’t understand"

Original Sin by Elton John

BE TRUE TO YOUR SCHOOL

Most School Spirit:

Christina Meagher, Alex Pirog

“Be true to your school / Just like you

would to your girl or guy / Be true

to your school / And let your colors

fly / Be true to your school”

Be True to Your School by Beach

ALL THE WORLD LOVES A CLOWN

Class Clown:

Adam of Quinn, Krista Hanlon

“Be a clown, be a clown / All the world loves a

clown / Act a fool, play the calf / And you’ll always
have the last laugh / Wear the cap and the bells

...Be a clown, be a clown, be a clown”

Be A Clown by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly

DONE MOST FOR CLASS

Done Most for Our Class:

Jenna Campagna, Alan Zaniewski

“If you’ve got a problem / I don’t care what
it is / If you need a hand, I can assure you
this / I can help, I’ve got two strong arms,
I can help / It would sure do me good to do

you good / Let me help”

I Can Help by Elvis Presley

Most Likely to Move Farthest

Away from Berlin, CT:

Naomi Iwabuchi, Jed Mariner

“All my bags are packed / I’m ready
to go ... ‘Cause I’m leaving on a
jet plane / Don’t know when I’ll

be back again”

Leaving on a Jet Plane by
John Denver
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A JET PLANE
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IF I COULD BE A SUPERHERO

Most Likely to Be a Secret Superhero:

Amanda Francini, Jon Makowski

“If I could be a superhero / I would be awesome
man / I’d fly around the world fighting crime /

According to my awesome plan / And if I saw

criminals trying to lie / Hurting other people and

making them cry / I’d haul them off to jail in
*'5^

my awesome van / ‘Cause I would be awesome
man”

SuperHero by Stephen Lynch



Most Upset Not to Get a Notable

Abby Czepiga, Nick Spaniotis

“You had a bad day / You’re taking one down / You
sing a sad song just to turn it around ... The camera
don’t lie ... You had a bad day / You had a bad day”

Bad Day by Daniel Powter

“You had a bad day / You’re taking one down / You
sing a sad song just to turn it around ... The camera
don’t lie ... You had a bad day / You had a bad day”

Bad Day by Daniel Powter

WE'RE BAD TO THE BONE

Most Likely to be Found in the Student

Center:

Alex Maitz, Sarah Johnson

“Some momma’s cryin’ / Some daddy’s sad /

When a kid goes bad / Makes you wonder /

What made him mad / When a kid goes bad”

When A Kid Goes Bad by Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers

YOU'RE SO VAIN

Most Likely to be Caught Checking

Themselves Out in the Mirror:

Kaitlyn Wall, Chris Carlone

“You’re so vain / You probably think this

song is about you / You're so vain / I’ll

bet you think this song is about you /

Don’t you? Don’t you?”

You’re So Vain by Carly Simon

CATCH ME HIDIN' DIRTY

Nicest Car:

Brad Allen, Kristina Mattera

“They see me rollin’ / They hatin’ / Patrollin’

and tryin’ to catch me ridin’ dirty / Tryin’ to
catch me ridin’ dirty / Tryin’ to catch me ridin’

dirty / Tryin’ to catch me ridin’ dirty”

Ridin’ by Chamillionaire

CH-CH-CHANGES

Most Changed:

Chris Jambard, Jaime Peck

“Ch-ch-changes / Pretty soon now you’re gonna
get a little older / Time may change me / But I

can’t trace time”

Changes by David Bowie
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“I’d like to teach the world to^'
sing / In perfect harmony / I’d

like to hold it in my arm / And
keep it company ... That’s the
song I hear / Let the world sing

today / A song of peace that

echoes on / And never goes away”

I’d Like to Teach the World
to Sing by Various Artists
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“I can feel everything coming
in my chest / my hearts

already pounding / my head’s

on far-off highways, sixteen

years old / on a road that

never ends / Might drive into

something that looks like a

sunset / and it lasts for-

ever, and I never look back”

Untitled by Against Me!

I / \\
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“There’s a place off Ocean
Avenue / Where I used to sit

and talk with you / We were
both 16 and it felt so right /

Sleeping all day / staying up all

night / Staying up all night.”

Ocean Avenue by Yellowcard
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“Can I graduate / Can I

graduate / Can I look at

faces that I meet / Do

you live the days you go

through / Will this song live

on long after we do /Did

you flash out long ago /

Cross my fingers here I go.
”

GraduatebyThird EyeBlind
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“I’ll spread my wings and

I’ll learn how to fly / I’ll do

what it takes / ‘til I touch

the sky / And I’ll/Make a

wish / Take a chance/Make
a change / And breakaway”

Breakaway by Kelly Clarkson

i -
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“I haven’t been this scared /

In a long time / And I’m so

unprepared / So here’s your

valentine / Bouquet of clumsy

words / A simple melody /

This world’s an ugly place /

But you’re so beautiful to me”

Going Away to College

by Blink 182
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“I’ve heard it said / That
people come into our lives

for a reason / Bringing

something we must learn

/ And we are led / To help

us most to grow / If we let

them / And we help them
in return / Well, I don’t
know if I believe that’s true

/ But I know I’m who I am
today/ Because I knewyou”

For Good from the
Broadway Musical Wicked

L J
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Top Left: Allison Sturgeon displays her patriotism

with symbolic red white and blue accessories. Top

Right: Alyssa Bozzuto, Sarah Johnson, and Sierra

Irizarry go out of control with crazy clashing ward-

robes. Bottom: Elizabeth Dunham and Tessa Cugno

hula down the hallway in their tropical ensembles.

Left: Alex Swenton clashes with

every color of the rainbow. Above:

Liz Hull lookin’ very good in her

50s wear. Below: A group of rockin’

seniors show off their 80s style, (left

to right) Joel Burgos, Leah Carvalho,

Hannah Johnson, Melissa Chicker,

Cf ir
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Top Left: Liz Dunham and Nikki Spencer are peachy keen in their .50s outfits. Top Right: Two dashers Heather Goglia

and Amanda Lentini are spotted in the hallway. Bottom Left: Hannah Johnson and Tina Meagher smile even though

their outfits mismatch. Bottom Right: 70s girls Alyssa Bozzuto and Christina Zappulla are grooving up the hallway.
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Spirit Dance
We all showed our school spirit

when Spirit Week rolled around,

and then celebrated that
Friday with the Spirit Dance.

Kelly Wilcox and Kevin Zagorski smile for

a picture.

Above: Everyone stands in a circle while a few dancers show off

their moves. Below: Ethan Berube, Kevin Moss, Corey Hoffmann,

and Adam Quinn dance it up.

Right: Michele Kuehner

and Steph Witz show

some love.

Below: Julie Ceruti and

Alex Swenton look happy

to be at the dance.

A group of wise guys hang out at the spirit

dance (Andrew Soneson, Ryan Bisson, Chris

Zagorski, Andrew Lomaglio, and Steven

Lewczyk).

Alex Swenton spins Julie Ceruti.
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Homecoming
Right: The BHS marching

band performs at the Home-

coming Football Game
Below: Homecoming King

Joel Burgos and Homecom-

ing Queen Sarah Revoir

smile for the camera.

Top: Jasmine Johnson, Samantha

Dziecol, Leah Peck, Sarah Smith,

Ana Dauphin, Gintaute Rozgaite,

Alyssa Bozzuto, Allyson Martin,

RebeccaArscott, Ruchi Patel posing

for the camera at Homecoming.

Left: Danielle Waida, Elizabeth

Reade, Allison Jarosz, Mallory

Taylor, Katherine Reade and Brooke

Schreiner gather for a photo.

Above: The 2006 / 2007 Homecoming court at the Home-

coming Football Game.

Right: Senior Vice-president Alan Zaniewski and Lindsey

Fortunato at the Homecoming Football Game.
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Left: Seniors Hannah

Sarra, Erin Meskill and Sarah

Mitchel take a break from

dancing to strike a pose.

Right: Sophomore attendant

Katrina Nygren dances with

Matthew Carasiti.

Below: The women’s soccer team poses with senior

team member, and Homecoming Queen, Sarah Revoir.

Above: Heather Weinberg,

Nicole Baccaro, and Genta

Mustafa taking a break from

dancing to smile for a photo.

Left: ‘10 Treasurer, Timmy

Dean, ‘08 President, Andrew

Zelek, ‘09 VP Jonathan

Mercier, ‘07 Homecoming

King, Joel Burgos, ‘07 Jed

Mariner, ‘07 VP, AlanZaniewski.
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9

“The zombies were having fun

/ The party had just begun /

The guests included Wolf Man /

Dracula and his son ... They did

the mash / They did the monster

mash / The monster mash / It

was a graveyard smash / They

did the mash / It caught on in

a flash / They did the mash”

Monster Mash by The Misfits



“Ain’t no way they can stop me'
now... I’m on my way, I can feel

my reign cornin’ / It’s the blood

of a champion, pumpin / Deep
inside my veins, too much pride

to be runnin’ / I’ma get what
I can and more, even if / My
blood, my sweat, and my tears

don’t mean nothin / It’s the

heart of a champion ... in me”

Heart of a Champion by Nelly
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1. The girls participated in a round of TV

trivia.

2. The guys got a little more comfortable with

each other during a “magic trick.”

3. Rachel DiMattia, Jed Mariner, Ed Stettmeier,

and Kirsten Johnson.

4. Cherie Ball, McKenzie Luciano, and Nicole

DiPierdomenico.

5. Alyssa Dutkiewicz, Ashley Lanza, Nicole

DiPierdomenico, Mindy Cyrulik, Cherie Ball,

and Kaleigh Shea.

6. Michelle Maroon, Junior Elizabeth O’Donnell,

Steph Bedus, and Marisa Theriault gathered

before dinner.

7. Monika Guziewicz, Chris Carlone and

Kaitlyn Wall.

8. Bryan Wasik a Liz Bujda.

9.

Avani Patel, Amanda Lavette, Mary-Kate

Colburn, and Sam McCarthy stepped off the

dance floor for a quick picture.

10.

Jenna Campagna escorted by Jordan

Berthiaume.

1 1 . Toni Rauseo escorted by Adam

Quinn.

12. Class of 2007 advisors, Mrs. Wicklund a Mr.

Wicander.

13. Tina Meagher, Alyssa Lennehan, Jenn Martin,

a Kellie Scalora.

14. Lauren Vernlund being escorted by Ben

Heslin.

15. Jonathan Sturgeon a Sean Facciolo went

for what we can only assume to be the "twin”

look.

16. Rob Oszmian, Karol Ogibowski, Shane Day,

and Amit Shah.
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Tbnto, jump on it, jump on it,

jumponit.../Kemosabi, jump

on it, jump on it, jump on

it.../ Custer, jump on it, jump

on it, jump on it.../ Apache,

jump on it, jump on it,

wowowowowowowowowo! ! /

A-hunga-hunga-hunga-hunga

Apache (Jump On It) - By

Sugar Hill Gange
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If you’ll be my bodyguard/

1

can be your long lost pal/

I can call you Betty/

And Betty when you call me/
You can call me Al/

Call me Al

You Can Call Me Al -By Paul Simon

Band and Colorguard 61



Senior Amanda Fazzio

sings along with the rest

of the chorus in practice

for the winter concert.

Danielle Kalman and Jen

Thomas sing “Phantom
of the Opera,” a favorite

medley of the choral group.

Above: Adrian Riley is all smiles

while singing “Wishing You

Were Somehow Here Again.”

Left: Ashley Andruskiewicz

practices her soprano part

during AV Chorus rehearsal.

Below: Liz Bujda, Sarah Revoir,

Brittany Whiteley, Kim Germain,

Jaime Peck and Laura Ingram

group together for a picture.
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This ye;This year’s Madrigal Singers have

achieved a very high level of

vocal artistry. The senior mem-
bers have provided leadership

and guidance to the group. Their

efforts have led to some amazingly

beautiful acapella performances.
- Mr Kelly

adrigals

Left: Michelle Kuehner, Stephanie Witz,

and Bethany Kuehner pose for a pic-

ture during a Madrigals performance.
Above: The Madrigals group performs at the

Marriot Hotel in Cromwell to an avid audience.

Below: The Berlin High School Madri-

gals singing group completes their per-

formance before the Madrigals Feast.
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“Practice all the lines

we’ve rehearsed /

Play will start at

nine / And drama
is a game I’ve been

through ... And the

curtain’s on the rise”

Drama Club Romance

by Audio Karate



V

“The light fades up in a brand

new heart / First page of a

manuscript / Not complete

but full of life / A life that

struggles on / Seems like the

drama never ends / And there

are still words untold / The easy

parts seem so far away / So far

away / My own play, my own

play / The show has reached

the end / The curtain’s closing

down / Still alone on this stage

/ I’ve played my tragic parts /

Now I’m just waiting for the end

/ The end that takes me away

/ Looks like the last page is

reached / And the light is fading

out / But the show must keep

on going / And the show goes

on / My own play, my own play

/ The show has reached the end

/ The curtain’s closing down”

I vnirfci-jn

Drama Beseech
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holi ays can b

Cast and Crew of “Reckless”
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The time is Christmas in 1 980. Rachel

(Stephanie Witz) and her husband

Tom (Rob Cote) are just about to

fall asleep when Tom reveals he has

taken a contract out on her life.

The story continues to unfold after

Rachel abandons her family and finds

a ride with Lloyd(Adam Quinn). He
brings her home to his mute and

deaf wife Pootie (Sarah Matulis).

This is a thrilling drama about love,

deceit, and finding one’s identity.



“Once Upon A Mattress”
IMANY MOONS AGO, IN A FAR OFF PLACE. ..j

In a medieval kingdom, ruled over by the strict Queen Aggravain (Lisa Delcegno) and King

Sextimus the Silent (Bobby Salerno), the search continues for a perfect princess to suit their

son, Dauntless (Brian). Meanwhile the leading knight, Sir Harry (Chris Zagorski), discovers his

girlfriend LadyLarken (Stephanie Witz) has become pregnant. Facing great embarassment, he

goes in search of a true princess for the kingdom, and returns with Winifred (Michelle Kuehner).

Everyone, including Dauntless, is enthralled by her unusual quirks and remarks. Unfortunately

the Queen doesn’t believe she is a true princess and puts her through a test. If she feels a

tiny green pea beneath twenty mattresses, she is therefore sensitive enough to be a princess.

This romantic comedy makes everyone laugh and remember all their favorite fairytales.

“For a princess is a deli-

cate thing / delicate and
dainty as a dragonfly’s

wing / you can recognize

a lady by her elegant air

/ but a genuine princess

is exceedingly rare.”

Many Moons Ago
by Harry Snow

3

rr
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The UpBeat Peer Leadership Program is one of the most wide-spread organizations in the

town of Berlin. It is a community service program which focuses all of its efforts on giving

back to the community. The group lives up to their high standards, set by one another,

through volunteer projects around town. These include; tutoring at the elementary schools

and helping out at the Fried Dough Booth at The Berlin Fair. Their service would not be
possible without help from countless others including Rodger Perno and the Berlin Lions.

UpBeat has thrived through the goals of its student participants alongside Alice Mitchell.

Jonathan

Schaller
"I’ve made so many friends and

have had so much fun- UpBeat

has really been a positive

influence in my life. It has

made me a better person, and

I’m really going to miss it."

Kirsten Kevin Toni Mike

Johnson McCormack Rauseo D ’Amato
"Not only have I made many
great friends, but I have learned

a lot about myself and what I

can do through the program.

The skills I have obtained

throughout the years are

some that I will always carry

with me. The memories I have

from UpBeat are priceless."

“I’ve gained so much from

this program: leadership skills,

confidence, friends, memories

(mostly good), and so much
more. UpBeat has been a part of

my life since age six— I wouldn't

have had it any other way.”

"UpBeat teaches how to take the

path of least resistance. Being

role models, lending an extra

hand, and making a difference,

coming from a group of

wonderful passionate motivated

people is what too much of this

world is missing. Thank you for

being such a big part of my life."

“UpBeat has definitely given

me a more positive outlook

on what you can accomplish

whenever you set your heart on

something. Without everyone

else in UpBeat, these past four

years at BHS certainly would not

have been as fun and a lot less

rewarding. Thank you to every-

one, you’re all phenomenal."
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SANDY DEVIVO
TRIBUTE

“Many people impact our lives, and then there
are those who impact the lives of many."

Mrs. Sandy DeVivo’s family was her

world and the Berlin Community was her

family. As her children grew and partici-

pated in more activities so did her com-

mitment as a volunteer. Over the years

she devoted countless hours to UpBeat,

the Berlin Fair, BHS Band Parents and

the Class of 2007 Graduation Party along

with many other school and community

organizations. Always the willing “worker

bee, "never in it for the glory, she was

the ultimate role model for those who
worked side by side with her. Her spirit of

volunteerism will be carried in the hearts

of all she touched, and all that follow

her example for many years to come.



National Honors Society Veterans: Brad Allen, Jordan Berthiaume, Elizabeth Bujda, Joel Burgos, Jenna Campagna,
Matt Cavedon, Julie Ceruti, Stevie Clines, Aleah Edwards, Amanda Fazzio, Lindsey Fortunato, Greg Fortunato, Col-

leen Freeland, Hank Furlong, Jon Galo, Courtney Galotti, Amanda Hamilton, Sarah Hansen, Ben Heslin, Elizabeth Hull,

Naomi Iwabuchi, Kirsten Johnson, Laura Jud, Melody Kasulis, Teddy Kindelan, Jen Kozikowski, Jory Lund, Jed Mariner,

Erin Meskill, Nick Messina, Avani Patel, Spencer Polaske, Martha Rakowicz, Toni Rauseo, Cara Riley, Liza Salerno, Jon

Schaller, Mary Sylvester, Steve Talbot, Jordan Taylor, Emily Thurston, Lauren Vernlund, Chris Zagorski, Alan Zaniewski

National Honors Society Inductees: Stephanie Bedus, Tyler Bisson, Stephanie Boguslawski, Darby Brazoski, Caitlyn Brodeur, Brian Cam-
eron, Jen Chase, Lisa Chimbar, Meghan Conway, Justin Crim, AbbyCzepiga, Matt DelConte, Andrew DeVivo, Rachel DiMattia, Matthew
Dutkiewicz, Kelly Foy, Benedict Gagliardi, John Guzze, Beth Horbal, Amy Hubert, Pat King, Anthony La, Ashley Lanza, Tara Laviana, Kristin

Legenza, Hilary Little, James Luczynski, Madeline Luddy, JohnMattie, Kevin McCormack, RachelMiller, Sarah Mitchel, Casey Murphy, Haley

Nemeth, Christine Nguyen, Elizabeth O’Donnell, Kathleen Page, Tulsi Patel, Jaime Rasmussen, Julie Relyea, Derek Roncaioli, Teddy Rosol,

MarisaSavic, Garrison Schmitt, Jeffrey Sirois, Kaley Skoglund, MikeSoneson, Krista Sullivan, Jill Tara, Allison Thurston, Lindsay Young
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Left: Head Advisor of National Honors Society Mr. Warburton

and officers Secretary Jed Mariner, Vice President Courtney

Galotti, Treasurer Greg Fortunato, and President Joel Burgos

What Is

Vocational VH'onor Society?

The Berlin High School Chapter of National Honor
Society is an organization designed to recognize
the academic achievment of those members of

the junior and senior classes who have consis-

tently maintained a level of high academic achiev-
ment during their years at Berlin High School. In

addition to academic achievment, the members
must maintain high levels of leadership, char-

acter and service to the school and community.

Members of the Berlin High School Chapter pro-

vide tutorial assistance to those underclassmen
who are struggling academically. Students also

serve as guides during Back-to-School Night and
Parent Conferences. The Honor Society also spon-
sors two scholarships to deserving members of the
graduating class. In order to raise money for these
scholarships, the members, along with the Service
League and the Future Teachers’ Club, sponsored a

school-wide tag sale and conducted a candy sale.

Society of 2007
Top Left: The inductees

stand with candle in hand,

about to recite the pledge

that will enter them into

the National Honors Society.

Bottom Left: National

Honors Society veterans wel-

come in the new inductees.

Above: John Guzze walks

to his place on stage

after receiving his candle.

Left: Beth Horbal gracefully

glides across the stage with

flower and candle in hand.
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BUSINESS CLUB
Advisor: Mrs. Wicklund

The Business Club develops competent, aggressive

business leadership while creating an interest and

understanding of American business enterprise.

I BIKE CLUB
I Advisors: Mr. Arnold and Mr. Hanna

I The Bike Club is a combination of physically active

I students and teachers that partake in weekly rides

I according to the ability of the group. Destinations

I include Bicentennial Park and Lamentation Mountain.

FLOOB HOCKEY
Advisor: Mr. Arnold

Floor hockey members meet and compete during Y

period. Teams are formed and competition becomes

fierce. The club provides a great opportunity for

exercise and fun.

ACOUSTIC CLUB
Advisor: Mr. Rush

A great place to have fun and rock out! Over 30

musically interested individuals meet regularly to

teach, learn, and have fun with acoustic instruments.
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FUTURE ENGINEERS/TSA
Advisor: Mr. Salonia

The Future Engineers/TSA is an organization dedicated

to those interested in engineering and technology.

TSA (Technology Student Association) is a national

organization that hosts over 60 competitions.

FUTURE TEACHERS
Advisor: Mrs. Lipka

This club includes hardworking, dedicated students

who aspire to teach. Members shadow teachers to

gain hands-on experience and to learn the reality of

being a teacher.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE CLUB
Advisors: Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Bruno

This club is advised by a retired probation officer and

a retired police detective. It is open to all students,

especially those interested in police work, law school,

parole/probation, or corrections.

FIRST ROBOTICS
Advisor: Mrs. Dennis and Mr. Griswold

Berlin FIRST is one of hundreds of teams from around

the world. They all have a six week window in order

to build a robot to compete in a game against other

robots.

GAY-STRAIGHT ALLIANCE
Advisors: Dr. Silva and Mrs. Grady

The Gay-Straight Alliance is dedicated to promoting

awareness, understanding, and appreciation of

diversity in gender and sexual orientation. It is open

to all students.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Advisors: Mrs. Grady and Mr. Lewis

The goal of the International Club is to create an

international awareness within the walls of BHS

through a great number of fundraisers in order to

help the less fortunate people of the world.
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MATH TEAM
Advisor: Mr. Brzezinski

The Math Team is part of the Middlesex County Mathematics League.

Members use problem solving abilities to compete against other

schools. Practice sessions are held in room 235.

REDCOAT REVIEW
Advisor: Mrs. Mirabello

The school newspaper is dedicated to providing BHS students with

a forum to voice their opinions and interpretations of current local

and global happenings. Editors, writers, layout masters, cartoon-

ists, and photographers are welcome to join the club.

OASIS
Advisor: Mr. Brzezinski

This student-led club meets in room 235 every Friday after school.

Students come to hang out and discuss relevant topics and what

the Bible has to say about these issues. Questions and topics about

faith and religion are investigated as well. Everyone is welcome.

Free food is provided.

SCIENCE CLUB
Advisors: Mr. Leonard and Mr. Wilkosz

Entropy Club meets to learn, investigate, and better the envi-

ronment for future generations. While accomplishing the above

goals, members learn about the newest technology and have fun.

The club is open to all students, especially those interested in

technology and outdoor experiments.

SERVICE LEAGUE
Advisor: Mrs. Cleary

The Service League is very involved in the school and community.

They complete annual projects such as the CAPT breakfast, the

senior citizen ’s Christmas party, Senior court cleanup and National

Honor Society induction among others.

SKI CLUB
Advisor: Mr. Hanbury

This is a brand-new club. Activities will include ski-racing and

recreational skiing as well as exploration of ski industry careers

and jobs.
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OPHELIA
Advisor: Mrs. Daniels

Ophelia meets on a weekly basis to provide recycling services to

Berlin High in order to preserve the environment. Throughout the

year they organize several events to benefit charity such as School

Turkey and School Sweetheart. Ophelia also sponsors the blood

drives for the American Red Cross.

WERB
Advisor: Mr. Wolfe

WERB (94.5 FM) is for students interested in being a DJ, radio

host, public speaker, news journalist, sports announcer, or music
promoter. Our radio club members learn how to operate broadcast

equipment, communicate to a LIVE radio audience, develop a weekly
radio show, and follow the rules and regulations of the FCC.

DARFURAWARENESS CLUB
Advisor: Mrs. Daniels & Dr. Silva

Inspired by Wells Riley, this student-run group aspires to raise

awareness about the suffering inhabitants of the Darfur region.

Members organize fundraisers including a nation-wide campaign
entitled, “Dollars for Darfur.”

. ' •* V

Give Blood.

PEER MEDIATION
I Advisor: Mr. Bruno

I The purpose of the peer mediation program is to engage students

I in problem-solving. The program is CONFIDENTIAL, developed to

I deal with conflicts between students in a controlled, productive

I manner. Peer mediators receive intense training in communication

I problem-solving, conflict resolution, and management skills.

I PHANTASMAGORIA
I Advisor: Mrs. Dumas

I Phantasmagoria, BHS’s literary magazine, gives students and

I faculty an outlet for their literary and artistic works. The club

publishes at least one magazine per year, which is filled with

: beautiful creative works such as poetry and works of art.

STUDENT COUNCIL
Advisors: Mr. Bosso and Mr. Francalangia

Members of the Student Council are active with the Homecoming
Committee in addition to representation on school-wide commit-
tees, community service, funding several programs, and class

representation of pertinent issues, among other responsibilities.
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REDCOAT

Chris Rogan rushes

the Farmington line

Jimmy Connelly passes the

ball to the wide reciever.

What A Team
Frank Colaninno, Dan
Carlson, and Mark Ben-
nardo celebrate a victory.

Cameron Johnson runs

the ball up the field

if *

Kevin Tatro, Frank Colaninno, Kyle Johnson,

and Kevin Parnell sport their victory faces.

Coach's Word
We had a terrific 2006 football season!

We played with a very young team and

returned to the CIAC State Playoffs for

the third consecutive year with a regular

season record of 8-2. We had a great group

of guys who bonded together as a team
which enabled us to be successful. I want

to thank the 2006 football team for all their

hardwork and dedication throughout the

season. I was proud to be their coach!”

- Coach Capodice

Smash Sq
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Dan Carlson prepares

to hike the football to

recieving quarterback

number eleven Jimmy

Connelly in the fourth

quarter of a match-up

against the Farming-

ton Indians during a

regular season game at

Farmington High School.

STATISTICS

Us Them

Wethersfield 30 6

Vinal Tech 41 0

St. Paul 34 6

Rocky Hill 18 27

Plainville 32 0

Northwest 14 28

Farmington 50 20

Enfield 34 7

Middletown 22 19

East Catholic 40 31

State Playoffs

Hillhouse

12 13

Matt Kaliski hustles

to recover a fumble.

Team Leaders

Right: Captain Ryan Molloy

“It was a great honor

being a co-captain of

the football team as a

junior. We had a great

season and this would

not have been possible

without the leadership

of our six seniors.”

— Captain Jack Cooper
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Wrestling
Champions

Ethan Berube pins his oppo- Chistopher Ouellette takes down

nent with a headlock. his opponent during a match.

“Obrigado!”

Ryan Bisson holds off his opponent during a meet.

Coach's Vord
“The 2006-2007 wrestling season witnessed a

team that in many ways exceeded expectations.

Great senior leadership, a consistently strong work

ethic, and a positive attitude allowed this team

to maximize their abilities. The team earned

a dual meet record of 21-9 with a schedule

John Fiorillo won his second

Berlin Invitational, his first

Northwest Conference title,

The Class L State Title, and

placed fifth in the State Open.

Chris Solek won his second

Northwest conference cham-

pionship. In addition, he

won fifth place in the

Class L tournament.

“God Bless America”

that included state championship teams from

Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire and

three state champions from Connecticut.”

- Coach Jim Day
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The wrestling team

went 21-9 during the

2006-2007 regular

season, and were the

Tri-Champions of the

Northwest Conference

and 5th in the State.

Left: Kevin Moss won

the Berlin Invitational

and placed 4th in the

Class L tournament.

STATISTICS
Us Them

Glastonbury 30 31

Middletown 44 30

Brookfield 45 29

New Fairfield 46 27

Windham 39 30

Waterford 41 26

Plainville 57 6

Bethel 46 24

Montville 48 12

Bristol Eastern 31 39

RHAM 58 12

RHAM 49 22

Daniel Hand 36 30

New Britain 69 12

Fitch 66 13

Enfield 84 0

Rocky Hill 69 10

Maloney 46 25

J LAW 40 22

Killingly 50 13

Stamford 23 23

Platt 28 36

Ledyard 18 44

Lowell, Mass 18 45

Timerlane, NH12 60

Farmington 30 40

Conard 30 33

East Hartford 62 62

East Catholic 62 12

Enfield 84 0

FORAN 84 0
2007 Northwest Conference Tri-

Champions, 19th Conference Title

in 22 Years, 2nd Berlin Invitational,

3rd Eagles Classic Tournament,
3rd Northwest Conference Tour-

nament, 5th Class in “L” State

Championship, 10th State Opens

urger

Team Leaders
Jim Walonoski Won his second

Berlin Invitational Title, his first

Northwest Conference Title and

placed third in the Class L states.

Shane Day was co-captain and

won the Berlin Invitational for

the 3rd time, along with the

Eagle Classic Tournament for

the 2nd time, the Northwest

Conference title for the 4th

time, the Class L state title,

and the State Open Title. He

graduates as the 6th on the

all time state win list and

with the most victories in

the history of our program.

Spencer Polaske was

co-captain and won 26

matches this year, placing

in 3 tournaments this year;

The Berlin Invitational,

The Eagle Classic and The

Northwest Conference.
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Men’s
Soccer

Nick Spaniotis dribbles the Eric Dietsch makes a pass

ball between two opponents, to another team member.

The Soccer Seniors from top left Aaron Clarke, Nick Spaniotis.

Middle left Mark Jalbert, Karol Ogibowski, and Alan Zaniewski.

Bottom left Mike Swol, Jed Mariner, Eric Dietsch, and Hank Furlong.

Coach’s Word
“All in all, a successful season. The team practiced

hard, played through adversity, and discovered that all

the talent in the world does not account for success

unless you have chemistry.” Dave Francalangia

Alan Zaniewski runs down the

field focusing on the ball ahead.

What A Team

jViva

Hank Furlong and Aaron Clarke

discuss playing strategies.

Andy DeVivo, Hank Furlong, and Kevin Moss listening to coach talk.
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The Men’s Soccer Team

is coached by Dave

Francalangia. The

coaches led the team to

many successful victories

and accomplishments.

WKll\

13

f ut bo l

Team Leaders
STATISTICS

Us Them

Middletown 3 0

Avon 3 2

Rocky Hill 3 0

Farmington 3 2

St. Paul 3 0

East Catholic 3 0

RHAM 1 3

Plainville 3 1

Avon 1 3

Northwest 3 1

Middletown 3 0

Rocky Hill 3 1

Farmington 1 3

St. Paul 3 0

East Catholic 3 2

RHAM 3 1

Plainville 3 0

Northwest 3 1

Placed 2nd in

Northwest

Conference

Finished in the

Semi-Finals of the

State Tournament

|W

“Gola Sol! Soccer has

been quite awesome
over the past years,

great times.”

-Jed Mariner

“The past four years

have been a lot of fun

and I’m glad to have

been able to get to

know such amazing

teammates.”

- Aaron Clarke

“Playing soccer has

been both a learning

experience and a

great time for me.

The relationship I

had with the coaches

and my teammates
made going to soccer

one of the best parts

of my day. The lessons I’ve learned on the

field will carry through mywhole life.”

- Hank Furlong
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WOMEN’S
Soccer

Top row: Sarah Daglis, Emily Ustanowski, Jenna Campagna, Sam Pinches

Middle row: Megan Long, Cara Riley, Stephanie Boguslawski, Sarah Hansen

Bottom row: Hannah Sarra, Jenn Chase, Abby Czepiga, Sara Revoir

Coach’s
WORD
“This has been a very

special year. I cannot

thank the girls enough

for all of their hard work,

commitment and deter-

mination . It was all well

worth it, bringing home

the NWC title for the

first time since 1999.”

- Coach Yanosy Senior girls Jenna Campagna, Sarah Daglis, Sarah Hanson, Sarah

Revoir and Abby Czepiga celebrate their victory against Farmington.
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Statistics

UsThem

Middletown 5 0

Rocky Hill 0 2

Farmington 3 1

St. Paul 6 0

East Catholic 1 0

RHAM 4 0

Plainville 4 0

NWC 2 0

Middletown 4 0

Rocky Hill 3 0

Farmington 0 5

St. Paul 6 0

East Catholic 3 0

RHAM 3 0

Plainville 2 1

NWC 3 2

Fairfield L. 0 1

The 2006 Women’s

soccer team poses

for a team picture.

The girls finished the

season with a 14-3

record, winning the

Northwest Conference

and making it to the

second round in the

state tournament.

Team Leaders
“Soccer has made me more

disciplined, not only in sports,

but also as a person. It has also

instilled in me the importance

of trying your best to acheive

what you want. “ -Sarah Hansen

“ Soccer has helped me build

self dicipline and a strong

work ethic. Through my expe-

riences on the team I have
strengthened friendships
and taken away valuable life

lessons. - Jenna Campagna”

“ Soccer has been a huge part of

my life since I was very young.

I have developed a passion for

the sport and it continues to

influence my life. ’’-Sarah Daglis
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Kaitlyn Zarotney fights for

the ball against Rocky Hill.

Junior Captain Megan Guy

dribbles across the court on

a fast break during a game

against Northwest Catholic.

Sophomore Courtney Bovee

looks up and gets ready to

jump for a rebound against

the Rocky Hill Terriers.

Sophomore Erica Bukowski

steals the ball from a Rocky

Hill player and looks to pass

to an open teammate.

WOMEN’S
Basketball

Women’s Varsity Basketball (top to bottom, left to right) JV Coach

Ken Skogland, Varsity Coach Sheila King, Freshman Coach Tyler

Grecco, Sophomore Foward Sarah Byrnes, Freshman Foward Kaitlyn

Bovee, Freshman Foward Kaitlyn Bovee, Sophomore Guard Courtney

Bovee, Junior Guard Kristin Legenza, Junior Guard Christina Desim-

one, Sophomore Foward Erica Bukowski, Senior Foward Amanda

Francini, Senior Guard Stephanie Boguslowski, Senior Co-Captain

Rachel Keyworth, Junior Foward Kaley Skogland, and Freshman

Guard Alexsis Vazquez. Missing: Senior Co-Captain Marisa Theriault,

Junior Co-Captain Megan Guy, and Junior Foward Lindsay Young.

Upper Right: Erica Bukowski grabs a rebound.

Lower Right: Kristin Legnza dribbles past Rocky Hill.
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Captains and

Coaches
STATISTICS
E.O. Smith L 35 - 49

Rocky Hill L 35 - 50

East Catholic L 37 - 46

Farmington L 40 - 50

Middletown W 49 - 41

Wethersfield W 53 - 41

Southington L 23 - 54

Bacon Acad. W 49 - 31

Plainville L 35 - 44

N.W. Cath. L 59 - 65

St. Paul W 55 - 40

RHAM W 60 - 49

Rocky Hill L 43 - 44

East Catholic L 58 - 68

Farmington L 42 - 53

Middletown W 57 - 46

Plainville L 38 - 51

N.W. Cath. W 45 - 32

St. Paul W 47 - 33

RHAM W 49 - 40

Farminigton L 36 - 43

Ludlowe L 32 - 50

I'm so glad I didn’t miss my senior season. I had a

great time as captain with the team, and I wouldn’t

trade it for anything.” - Captain Marisa Theriault

The team gathers around and listens as

Coach Sheila King gives them instructions

and advice for the game. “Kinger’s pep

talks always got us hyped for the game

and ready to play. They were really

intense and clear so that we could

figure out exactly what we needed to

fix.” -Lindsay Young, player. Clockwise

from left: Kaitlyn Bovee, Sarah Byrnes,

Kim Rasmussen, Amanda Francini,

Lindsay Erickson, Courtney Bovee,

Alexysis Vasquez, Christina Desimone,

Kaley Skogland, Kaitlyn Zarotney, Erica

Bukowski, Megan Guy, Kristin Legenza,

Coach King, and Rachel Keyworth

({his year the girls’

basketball team was

led by three seniors

who demonstrated

great character and

sportmanship. Marisa

Theriault and Amanda

Francini were side

lined by injury yet chosee to stay and lead

by example. Stephanie Boguslawski was a

constant source of motivation to the team as

she demonstrated the true sense of, ‘‘There is

no I in Team. ”The young and talented team will

continue to improve, the future looks bright.

We than k ou r Seniors for all they have done . The

program is stronger for all they have taughtn- Coach Sheila King

Freshman Foward Kai- Junior Christina Desim- Freshman Kim Ras-

tlyn Zarotney grabs a one dribbles up the court mussen plays defense

rebound in mid-air high during a game against against Rocky Hill,

above a Rocky Hill player. Plainville High School. Women’s Basketball 85



Senior Teddy Kindelan

comes in for a break.

John Guzze, Junior, Junior Partick McCand-

drives to the hoop, less goes up for a shot.

Eric Dietsch, Senior,

dribbles past a defender.

Men’s Basketball

Back Row: John Guzze, Chris Jambard, Duran Mitchell, Craig

Cugno, Scott Reid, Dave Paszkowski, Teddy Kindelan, Eric

Dietsch. 3rd Row: Terell Jones, Scott Waskiewicz, Mario

Salza, Pat McCandless, Eric O’Neill, Pat King, Joe Sylves-

ter, Coach Bosso. 2nd Row: Kevin Parnell, Tim Cote, Doug

Ferraguto, Ryan Lee, Andre Scott, John McNair, Eric Pick,

Coach Pires. 1st Row: Steve Glowiak, Sebastian Ogibowski,

Sean Sylvester, Fanol Prevalla, Joe Cooper, David Campagna

Seniors. Top: Craig Cugno, Dave Pasz-

kowski, Eric Dietsch. Bottom: Chris Jambard,

Duran Mitchell, Scott Reid, Teddy Kindelan.



Eric O’Neill, Junior, is Junior Partick King brings

announced in the starting 5. the ball up the court.

Jeremy Thompson, Junior, Steve Glowiak, Freshman,

soars over defenders, dribbles up the court.

u

Captains^
statistics Coaches
K. Cathedral L 63-60

East Lyme W 74 - 38

Middletown W 62 - 49

E. Hartford L 60 - 44

East Catholic L 71 - 42

Plainville W 73 - 61

N.W. Cath. L 59 - 46

St. Paul W 77 - 50

RHAM W 74 - 46

Farmington L 57 - 42

Rocky Hill L 61 - 51

East Catholic L 66 - 44

Farmington W 46 - 41

Middletown L 47 - 40

Plainville L 62 - 58

N.W. Cath. L 77 - 52

St. Paul W 73 - 64

RHAM W 82 - 41

East Lyme W 84 - 54

Rocky Hill W 62 - 49

Get your head

in the game...”
- High School Musical

$>(^ir goal is to improve everyday and

we are taking each game at a time.

It’s a great group of guys to be around.

- Coach Bosso

Senior Captains Craig

Cugno and Duran Mitchell

Left: Senior

Duran Mitch-

ell dribbles

in front of

a defender.

Right: Senior

Captain Craig

Cugno goes

in for a layup

against a wor-

thy defense.



MEN’S
Trackand Field

Michael Soneson quickens his

pace to grab a greater lead in the

3200m race.

Kevin McCormack takes a break

from competing to watch a few

races and chat with friends.

Scott Waskiewicz bends over backwards during a high jumping event

at a home meet at Berlin High School.

Robert Salerno strides around the

bend of the track in order to reach

the finish before his opponents.

David Veronesi destroys the com-

petition with his back breaking

strength in the shot-put event.

What A Team

Coach’s Word frisbee a„d dodge
from the mouth of Coach Rick Hanbury:

'

'
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Men’s Track Seniors

for the 2006-2007

season include (top

row) Benjamin Heslin,

Todd Passan, Michael

Swol, (front row)

Kevin McCormack,
David Asal, Mark Jal-

bert, and Jed Mariner.

(Not pictured: Aaron

Clarke, Nikolaos

Spaniotis)

BALL
activites.

STATISTICS
Us Them

Holy Cross 37 103

Newington 28 122

Middletown 47 101

East Catholic 34 115

Plainville 59 82

St. Paul 51 90

RHAM 67 82

Northwest 11 132

Farmington 31 119

Rocky Hill 56.5 87.5

Morgan 33 107

Aaron Clarke prepares to launch the

javelin during a throwing competition.

Team Leaders

Nikolaos Spaniotis wears

his game face while run-

ning in a sprinting event.

Michael Swol shows his committment

to his team by keeping his spirits

high and running with all his might.

Mark Jalbert is poised while

keeping a steady pace during

yet another sprinting event.

Benjamin Heslin leads the pack

while running the 3200 meter race

on the Berlin High School track.

Jed Mariner soars to new heights

while sprinting to the finish line.
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WOMEN’S
Track and Field

Jessica Matulis conquers

the long jumping event as

she leaps through the air.

What A Team

Marisa Theriault allows the

shot to launch off of her

hand during a competition.

Casey Lupini, Rachel DiMattia,

and Kelly Wilcox pace them-

selves as they run the mile.

Courtney Galotti catapults

over the bar during a pole

vaulting event.

Kristen Anilowski, Molly Clarke, Jessica Matulis, and Chel-

sea Gemmel sprint to the finish line after a grueling sprint.

Coach’s Word
“What a talented team! Though I often

worried about how we would place

against other teams, the girls were just

awesome and did everything to earn

their undefeated season, the first in

school history. We were strong in every

event, so it would be impossible to high- £ £ y
light any one individual.” -Coach Burns
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Women’s Track Seniors

for the 2006-2007 season

include (top row) Jennifer

Chasse, Aleah Edwards,

Rachel Keyworth, Marisa

Theriault, (middle row) Sarah

Daglis, Sarah Hansen, Kirsten

Johnson, Toni Rauseo, (front

row) Naomi Iwabuchi, Rachel

DiMattia, Cara Riley, Court-

ney Galotti, Julianne Ceruti,

and Michelle Maroon.

STATISTICS
Us Them

Holy Cross

Newington

Middletown

East Catholic

Plainville

St. Paul

RHAM

Northwest

Farmington

Rocky Hill

Morgan

122

90

91.5

105

92.7

122

109

96

128

117

101

28

60

58.5

45

48.3

19

41

54

22

33

40

NWC Championship Meet
Placed Second

Tied with Middletown for NWC
1st Place Title

O W»
Rachel Keyworth

“My favorite part of the season is when

it is time for conferences and states.

It’s a lot of pressure but when you

succeed it’s a thrill. My teammates

encourage me constantly and push me.

Without them, I

wouldn’t want to

run by myself.

They are there to

talk you through

everything to get

by.” -Cara Riley

Team Leaders
“Being on the track team I’ve learned

that giving up is not an option and you

should always strive to do better. The

track team is so close and supportive of

each other. I don’t just run for myself,

I run for my team.” -Sarah Daglis

“My teammates have been a huge part

of success. They always pushed me

to do better, to beat my last throw,

and to have confidence in my own

abilities. They have allowed me to take

a leadership role, and because of that I

have been able to improve their skills.

To me that is one of the most rewarding

things offered in a sport. The opportunity to help

others succeed is priceless.” -Rachel Keyworth

“Some highlights of the

season were winning con-

ference champs for the

second year in a row, set-

ting records, and building

friendships with different

teammates. My teammates

from track have made the season more enjoyable.

The support and encouragement from my team-

mates added to our winning season.” -Sarah Hansen
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Far Left: Senior Ben
Heslin takes the lead
during a two mile race.

Left: Junior Liz O’Donnell
during the shot put event.

Above: Senior Jumpers
Kevin McCormack, Sarah
Hansen and Jessica Matulis.

Right: Sophomore Han-
nah Furlong displays her
stamina during a race.

The Indoor Track team had a successful season. The ladies, led by captains Jessica Matulis and Toni Rauseo, were able

to capture their first conference title and finished 5th in the Class M state meet. The boys team made considerable

progress that should carry over to next year. With the majority of the

team coming back, the team will improve and be more competitive.

200G—200”1 Seoior Bovs
The Senior boy mem-

bers of Indoor Track

are Kevin McCor-

mack, Ben Heslin,

George Bouras, Steve

Talbot, Dan Carlson,

and Frank Colaninno.

r~~)
200S—2001 SeniOR Girls

Above: Senior Dan Carl-

son pulls ahead of the
pack during a race at the
first meet of the year.

Above (far right): Senior

Sarah Hansen during the
hurdles race

The Senior girl

members of Indoor

Track are Cara Riley,

Sarah Hansen, Sarah

Daglis, Kirsten John-

son, Toni Rauseo,

and Rachel DiMattia.
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Left: Sophomores Sandra
Wyszynski, Nina Rac-
zkowski, Rina Patel,
and Jen Thomas jam
inbetween events.

Above: Senior Jess
Matulis launches her-

self over the bar during

a high jump event.

Indoor Track 93

Above: Junior Jaime Ras-

mussen maintains a strong

lead ahead of her oppo-

nents.

Above Left: The 2006-2007

girls Indoor Track team.

Below Left: The 2006-2007

boys Indoor Track team.
Below Right: Junior Ryan

DeGroff takes the lead.

Below: Senior Sarah Daglis

dashes past her oppo-
nents.

Above: Cameron John-

son sprints to the finish.

Below: Sandra Wyszynski

during the shot put event.

meETS—
FARMINGTON

Boys: L 44- 19 Girls: L 34-20

PLAINVILLE
Boys: L 42-20 Girls: W 15-50

EAST CATHOLIC
Boys: L 44-19 Girls: W 20-39

ST. PAUL
Boys: W 20-41 Girls: W 20-41

UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL
Boys: W 15-50 Girls: W 15-50

RHAM
Boys: L 39-19 Girls: L 37-18

NORTHWEST CATHOLIC
Boys: L 42-20 Girls: L 31-24

MIDDLETOWN
Boys: L 38-19 Girls: L 42-17

ROCKY HILL
Boys: L 31-24 Girls: L 36-19

BOYS: 2-7 GIRLS: 4-5

V J



OUHTRV
And I ran, I ran so far away/I just

ran/I ran all night and day/I couldn’t

get away.

Above: The 2006-2007 BHS

Cross Country Seniors: Kevin

McCormack, Ben Heslin, and

Rachel Dimattia.
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Left: Junior Lindsey Young
heads for the finish line.

Above: The 2006-2007 Berlin

High School Men’s and Women’s
Cross Country teams.

Right: Sophomore Sarah
Schaller gathers her energy

for a final sprint.

The 2006-2007
Men’s and Women’s

Cross Country team

put forth a valiant

effort this past

fall season.

Despite losing

a total of nine

seniors from

last year,

the remain-

ing runners

have banded
together to

create a team

all their own. From

West Beach to Wick-

ham and all the way
to their championship

meets, the team, led

2006—2001 C/4PT/iins

The captain for

the Men's Cross

Country team

was Senior Ben

Heslin. The
Girl's Cross

Country team

was captained

by Junior Molly

Moskey.

by captains Ben Heslin

and Molly Moskey,

sought to prove that

they could make a

name for themselves

in the arena of high

school cross

country. And

by the end of

the day, no

matter how
well they

ran, everyone

on the team

walked away
feeling closer

to achieving

that goal.



Above: Junior Molly Moskey, and
Sophomores Kelly Wilcox and
Casey Lupini are ahead of the

competition.

Above Left: Freshman Andrew
Soneson in the middle of a race.

Left: Senior Rachel DiMattia and
Sophomore Mary Dickenson.

Below Left: Senior Kevin McCor-
mack, Juniors Michael Soneson
and Derek Wnuk, and Freshman
Ryan Bisson in a meet against

East Catholic.

Below: Senior Kevin McCormack
taking his race step by step.

u/it-meeTS

FARMINGTON
Boys: L 44-19 Girls: L 34-20

PLAINVILLE

Boys: L 42-20 Girls: W 15-50

EAST CATHOLIC
Boys: L 44-19 Girls: W 20-39

ST. PAUL
Boys: W 20-41 Girls: W 20-41

UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL
Boys: W 15-50 Girls: W 15-50

RHAM
Boys: L 39-19 Girls: L 37-18

NORTHWEST CATHOLIC
Boys: L 42-20 Girls: L31-24

MIDDLETOWN
Boys: L 38-19 Girls: L 42-17

ROCKY HILL

Boys: L 31-24 Girls: L 36-19

BOYS: 2-7 GIRLS: 4-5

m

Above: Junior Joe Sylvester is

ahead of the pack.

Below: Cross Country coach
David Scannell preps the men ’s

team before the big race.

Left: The Senior Men’s
Captain Ben Heslin leads by

example by giving his all in

every race.

Above: Sophomore Kelly

Wilcox and Junior Molty
Moskey take time to relax

after a competitive meet.
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Men’s Swimming ft Diving

BHS SWIMMING a
DIVING SENIORS

2006-2007

Three Cheers for Berlin High...”
The 2006-2007 Men’s Swimming and

Diving team had a phenomenal season.

With a renewed spirit, (not to mention

a few enthusiastic freshmen)
,
the team

picked up from where they left off

from last year and kept going. From

an overall record of 2-7 in 2006 to

7-5 in 2007, the swimmers ended the

season with one of the best records

of any winter team. Coach Eileen

Thurston boasts, “I would coach this

team forever!” But despite her fond-

ness of the current team, this is the

last season for four seniors who led

the underclassmen through difficult

meets and practices. Although next

year the students on the swim team

may change, the mindset of it will not.

The 2006-2007 Men’s Swimming and

Diving team has truly shown that hard

work, determination, and a little bit

of chicken parmesan can definitely go

a long way...

Above: The 2006-2007 Men’s Swimming and Diving team.

Below Left: Swim team captains Andy DeVivo, Derek Roncaioli, and Richard La.

Below Right: Junior Jeremy Mellon swimming hard on his freestyle.

"My teammates have made my years on the team

memorable and fun. When I compete with them I

know that we’re there to have fun but they also give

me a sense of pride that makes me want to win. ”

-Richard La
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Middletown L 84-100

Rocky Hill W 99-81

Avon L 79-101

Bulkeley W 99-79

NW Catholic L 85-89

H-K W 99-77

Farmington L 85-94

Suffield W 86-73

Holy Cross L 88-93

Platt W 96-80

Plainville W 104-73

Lyman Hall W 99-84

OVERALL: 7 Wins, 5 Losses

Men’s Swimming 97



WOMEN’S
Swimming

Arielle Wezdenko gives it her all Mary-kate Colburn takes the

in the last 50 meters of her race. lead in the 100 backstroke race.

Led by their senior captains, the team gathers in the pool to warm up

in the water before a big meet.

Coach’s Word
“The team record was 8-3, 4th in the

conference and 6th in Class M, the

best finish ever for Berlin High. The

season was terrific, the girls were a

terrific group of girls to work with and

I will miss my seniors tremendously!”

-Coach Thurston

Sam Smolicz prepares for a dive Allison Thurston races neck in

during a mid-season meet. neck against her opponent.

What A earn
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The seniors pose for a

picture with theircoaches

before their senior night

swim meet. Adorned with

crowns and Hawaiian leis,

these girls are ready to

lead their teammates

to yet another victory.

Baby! 99

Team Leaders
STATISTICS

Win-Loss Record 8-3

Suffield Loss

Windsor Locks Win

East Catholic Loss

Rocky Hill Win

Farmington Loss

Middletown Win

St. Paul’s Win

Plainville Win

Enfield Win

HK Win

Platt Win

“Swimming is a power-

ful sport, you not only

compete for yourself

but for 35+ girls. We

all push ourselves

to do our best and

through this I have

gained mental and

physical endurance.”

-Kirsten Johnson
“ Swimming has

taught me a lot

about myself and

what I can accom-

plish when I work

hard and have a

powerful support

system behind

me. Thanks for

everything girls!”

-Lauren Vernlund
“Swim team has been

one of the most posi-

tive things that I have

done in high school.

The friends that I

have made will last

me a lifetime. This

year was awesome

and I wouldn’t change

it for the world.”

-Emily Thurston
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Baseball
Ready for the Big Leagues in 2006-2007...

Top Left: The base-

ball team poses
before a game.

Bottom Left: Jordan
Berthiaume waits
for the last strike

pitched to him by

Mike Baccaro, a

fellow senior team-
mate.

Bottom Right: Dan
Stewart prepares to

scoop up the ball to

make a skilled out at

second base.

Above: Senior Matt Griswold’s pitching technique viewed frame by frame.
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On Deck...
Top Center: Teddy Kin-

delan, Matt Griswold,

Jordan Berth iaume,
Andrew Dwyer, Mike
Baccaro, and Wes Root

pose for the camera
before a game.

Right: Senior Mike Bac-

caro gets ready to hit

it out of the park.

Below: Wes Root fields

a ball to make an out

at first.

Below Right: Andrew
Dwyer, Wes Root,
Mike Baccaro, Jordan
Berthiaume, and Teddy
Kindelan relax and joke

around before the state

championship game.

Below: Teddy Kindelan

smashes one out into

center field.

Above: Senior catcher

Jordan Berthiaume tosses

the ball back to the pitcher

on the mound.

The starting line-up stands in a row as they are being announced over

the speaker system at Sage Park before a game.

S T A T 1 S T 1

Us

C S

Them
East Lyme 4 3

Plainville 6 5

Tolland 1 0

Middletown 8 2

Farmington 4 6

St. Paul 14 1

NW Catholic 2 3

Rocky Hill 7 0

RHAM 5 1

East Catholic 1 5

Overall: 7 Wins
,
3 Losses
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Junior Meagan Guy Junior Danielle Gorneault

slap hits at the plate, begins her wind-up.

Senior Mel Kasulis

gets ready to bat.

Junior Megan Lea waits

for a ball at first.

Softball

This year’s senior class is extremely

dedicated to their teammates and to

the sport in general I am incred-

ibly proud of each and every one of them.

- Coach Pi res

The team walks back after practice in Florida.

Mel Kasulis, Colleen Freeland, Amanda Maroney,

Kristen Kureczka, Stevie Clines, April Campanella.

Sophomore Erica

Bukowski throws the

ball in from the outfield.

Senior Stevie Clines

gets ready to finish the

play and throw it home.
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STATISTICS
Opponent Score

Trumbull L 17-0

Plainville L 12-5

Northwest W 9-0

Cromwell W 15-7

St. Paul L 11-0

Coginchaug W 3-2

RHAM W 3-1

East Cath. W 12-3

Farmington L 6-5

Middletown W 2-1

St. Paul L 4-1

Northwest W 12-0

Rocky Hill L 8-5

Plainville L 5-4

East Cath. L 5-0

Middletown W 11-2

NFA L 7-6

RHAM L 4-3

Farmington W 7-1

Rocky Hill L 10-5

State Tournament

Rockville W 1 -0

Hand L 5-3

U
There’s just something about playing Senior Mel Kasulis awaits the

under the lights that changes the feel ball from her fellow teammates,

of the game; there’s nothing like it.})
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Men’s 3olf
PGA BOUND. .

.

Making my first hole-in-one

during our conference match

against RHAM was one of my

greatest golf achievements

that I will remember for the

rest of my life. 99
- Steve Talbot

The 2006 Men’s Golf team set a goal

k of winning the conference title. That

ambition never left their sights as

they went on to be undefeated in

conference matches. Their last

match of the year was played on

the most challenging course they

compete at in Rocky Hill. However,

the team pulled together with their

best team score of the season of three

over par, beating Rocky Hill 147-167.

That match was the culmination of

their efforts throughout the season

and truly showed how spectacular of a team they can be.

n Above: Senior Steve Talbot adjusts his swing during practice.

Below: Seniors Steve Talbot and Brad Allen have taken

over the reins as leaders of this year’s Men’s Golf team.
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Opponent Record

Northwest Catholic w/w/w
Xavier W/L
Middletown W/W
Rocky Hill W/W/W
Plainville W/W/W
St. Paul W/W/W
East Catholic w/w/w
RHAM w/w/w
Farmington W/W
Southington L

Watertown L

Conard T

Hall T

New Britain W
Goodwin Tech W

Pisk Memorial Tournament:
Berlin - 321 / New Britain - 364

State Tournament Division II

Berlin - 324 6th Place

^
WINS: 25 LOSSES : 3 TIES:

2 J

Above: Junior Kevin Proffitt keeps his eye

on the ball as his chip shot heads on to

the green and, hopefully, into the hole.

Above: The 2005-2006 Men’s Golf Team led by head

coach Jim Bryers and assisstant coach Rich Peronace.

Golf is a sport you really

have to work at. It has

taught me self-disci-

pline and dedication

and has supplied me

with some of the most

important lessons I’ve

learned in high school.

- Brad Allen

Above: Brad Allen takes his shot towards the hole.

Far Left: Grass flies as Sophomore John Scheyd

swings and throws the ball down the green.
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Below: Sophomore Joseph Fiducia

moves the team one step closer

to victory with a great shot.



“It was an incredible season. We were

undefeated and the girls worked really

hard to make that so. We played solidly

in states. We just got beat by a team

who was better on that day. Our team

is solid and I have high expectations for

the season to come.” - Coach Bob Mayer
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Women’s Golf
WPCA BOUND...

Junior Larissa Pentatowe

watches from a distance as

her ball lands on the green.

Sophomore Erica Barnes

practices on the put-

ting green at Timberlin.

Team Captains

«GOLF OR

Coach’s Word

Senior Liza Salerno pre-

pares to drive the ball

from the tee.

Senior Martha Rakowicz

hits her 7 iron on the

fairway.

Seniors Krista Hanlon, Evelina Omilanowski,

Stephanie Bedus, Lisa White, Chelsea Stepensky, Liza

Salerno, Martha Rakowicz, Nicole Pac and An Nguyen.



STATISTICS

Us Them

Middletown 177 208

Farmington 194 241

Newington 216 236

Middletown 188 247

Suffield 203 N/A

New Britain 191 236

Simsbury 203 216

Glastonbury 203 266

NFA 197 217

Manchester 197 231

Avon 195 205

East Catholic 195 244

New Britain 190 216

Newington 196 235

Glastonbury 186 221

Farmington 153 192

Conard 193 267

East Catholic 190 220

Simsbury 184 195

Team Leaders
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great experience to

be a part of the golf

team. I’ve met so

many new people and

made memories with

my teammates that

I’ll never forget.”

“These past four years

on the golf team have

allowed me to meet

some of the most

amazing girls I’ve ever

met and have given

me some of my most

treasured memories.”

- Stephanie Bedus

“In the words of Bob

Hope, ‘If you watch a

game it’s fun. If you

play it’s recreation. If

youworkatit, it’s golf.’

Winning means nothing

if you don’t have the

best team behind you.

Thanks for everything

girls.” -Liza Salerno

'The Women’s Golf team

from left to right: Stephanie

Pomponio, Krista Hanlon,

Chelsea Stepensky, Evelina

Omilanowski, Erica Barnes,

Larissa Pentalowe, Sarah

Carlson, Lisa Chimbar, Nicole

Spencer, Lisa White, Marisa

Savic, Emily Auciello, An

Nguyen, Nicole Pac, Coach

Bob Mayer, Stephanie Bedus,

Michelle Solek, Angelica

Fradrowski, Molly Gillete,

Sam Bashaw, Liza Salerno

and Martha Rakowicz.



Junior Andy DeVivo

prepares to return the

tennis ball.

JuniorAnthony La returns Senior Greg Fortunato

the ball to the opposite reaches for the shot,

side.

Senior Jeffrey Balinskas

gets in position for a

ground stroke.

Men’s Tennis
“Six of Berlin’s opponents are ranked in

the top 10 of the state. The boys com-

peted well and improved each time out”

-Coach Smith

Men’s Tennis team from left to right: John Guzze,

Mike Pagano, Jeff Sirois, Andrew Hornburger, Tony

La, Andy DeVivo, Jeff Balinskas, Josh Cornwall,

Top, Richard La, Brian Jud and Greg Fortunato.
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Men’s Tennis Team

Coach Smith delivers

an inspiring pep talk to

Richard La, John Guzze

and Jeff Balinskas,

emphasizing the impor-

tance of teamwork and

dedication that every

individual player on

the team must dem-

onstrate at all times.

S TAT I S T I C S

Rocky Hill

Us

1

Them

6

NW 3 4

Rham 2 5

Farmington 0 7

Brookfield 0 9

Middletown 2 5

East 0 7

Northwest 1 6

Rocky Hill 1 6

Rham 0 7

East 2 5

Farmington 1 6

Platt 7 0

Middletown 3 5

Brookfield 1 8

Team 20 0

Team Leaders
“My teammates have always

made our team great to be a

part of. The countless jokes

and many laughs will stay with

me forever.” -Jeff Balinskas

“Tennis has sculpted me into

who I am today. Being around

so many great people, it’s no

surprise that their excellent

qualities would start to rub

off on me sooner or later and

all the things we’ve been through together. It’s

been a great time.” -Richard La

“My teammates have made the

season very fun and rewarding

and have made tennis one of

my greatest high school expe-

riences.” -Greg Fortunato
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WOM
Ten

EN’S
n i s

Kristen Legenza runs to return Lindsey Fortunato skillfully

the ball during an inseason match returns the tennis ball to win

against RHAM. her match.

Erin Meskill serves the ball during a practice match against one of

her teammates.

Coach’s Word
“The 2006 Women’s Tennis Team was

going to be one of rebuilding, due to

the loss of the top six players to gradu-

ation, but the team refused that label

and rose to the challenge and won the

conference regular season title and the

tournament title as well!” -Coach Rex

Megan Conway lunges to save the Alyssa Mazzarella prepares to

ball during a match to hold on to receive a serve from her opponent

the team’s winning streak. during a home match.

What A Team

Game, Set, Match

WE DO IT
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Women’s Tennis Seniors

(from left to right)

Lindsey Fortunato, Erin

Meskill, Laura Wnuk and

Kristen LaPorte. These

girls led the team to an

amazing 13-2 season.

STATISTICS
Us Them

Plainville

St. Paul

Northwest

Rocky Hill

RHAM

Farmington

Middletown

Plainville

Northwest

Rocky Hill

East Catholic

Glastonbury

RHAM

Farmington

East Catholic

4

6

5

6

5

6

7

5

5

4

6

0

3

5

4

3

1

2

1

2

1

0

2

2

3

1

7

4

2

3

Team Leaders
“Tennis has helped me

find my place at BHS. I

love the game, the team,

and the competition. We

provide a strong network

of support for each other

on and off the court.”

-Lindsey Fortunato

“I look forward to the

tennis season because

all the girls on the

team have become

like a family. Thanks

girls for giving me

some of the best high

school memories.”

-Kristen LaPorte

“Tennis was always fun, whether we were

just practicing or we were playing a match.

I’ll never forget the good times I’ve had with

the team.” -Erin Meskill
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CHAMPION
CHEERLEADING
“This is an amazing team

and I’ll never forget any

of the memories. The

girls are like my sisters

and I’ve learned that

you can achieve anything

with a little heart and

determination.”

-Tina Meagher

“Cheerleading has been

a big part of my life

and it’s taught me a lot

about leadership, and

given me friendships that

will last a lifetime. Keep

up the amazing work

girls!” -Hannah Johnson
Tessa Cugno shows off

her “Scorpion.”

The cheerleaders’ enthusiasm is evident at every game.

Coach’s Word
“Led by senior captains Hannah Johnson and Tina

Meagher, the Berlin Cheerleaders are having another

impressive year. After winning several titles in the

‘05-’06 season, the girls immediately started to

prepare for the new year. Throughout the fall and

winter the team will be cheerleading for football,

soccer, basketball, and wrestling while preparing for

competition. The hardwork and natural talent of the

girls is sure to yield positive results. ”
- Coach Maraio

WHAT A SQUAD

CHEERLEADING
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Senior Captains 2006-2007

Christina Meagher and Hannah

Johnson

TEAM SOARS TO NEW HEIGHTS

ff
OWNZ YOU!

This stunt group defies gravity.

Tessa Cugno hypes up the fans.

squad continues to amaze with their stunts.

Gina Scacca entertains the crowd
with the support of her group.
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Toni Rauseo quickly spikes the vol-

leyball over the defending hands

of an Avon blocker.

Veronica Roche attacks the vol-

leyball in an attempt to get a kill

for her team.

What A earn
Shannon Bay successfully bumps

the volleyball to the setter after

a fierce serve over the net.

Liz O’Donnell digs up a strenu-

ous spike from the opposing

team during a close match.

Coach Tarigo sternly advises his seniors to get their head in the game

at a volleyball match on their home court.

Coach’s A/ord
“The volleyball coaches of Berlin High School

were extremely pleased and proud of what

our girls have achieved this season.”

-Coach Robert Tarigo

The senior girls celebrate after a hard earned win.
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Women’s Volleyball Senior

State Tournament Semi-

Finalists for the 2006-

2007 season include Aleah

Edwards, Shannon Bay,

Kimberly Germain, Marisa

Theriault, Toni Rauseo, and

Elizabeth Bujda.

STATISTICS
Them Team Leaders

Middletown 3 0

Avon 3 2

Rocky Hill 3 0

Farmington 3 2

St. Paul 3 0

East Catholic 3 0

RHAM 1 3

Plainville 3 1

Avon 1 3

Northwest 3 1

Middletown 3 0

Rocky Hill 3 1

Farmington 1 3

St. Paul 3 0

East Catholic 3 2

RHAM 3 1

Plainville 3 0

Northwest 3 1

2nd in Northwest Confer-

ence

Finished in the Semi-Finals

of the State Tournament

“Being a part of the volleyball team

has been a great experience. We

always had fun, but kept our goals

in sight. We had an amazing year

making it to the State Tournament

Semi-Finals. I will never forget all

the memories and good times

that we had.” -Elizabeth Bujda

"I can’t imagine not playing

volleyball. It was definitely one of

my favorite parts of high school.

The girls and I are like sisters. We

have a lot of fun and tease each

other but we also know when to

be serious. That’s why we have

such great chemistry when we’re

on the court.” -Marisa Theriault

“Volleyball is a huge part of who I

am. I have learned so much from my

coaches and my teammates. I have

gained great leadership skills from

being a captain my senior year. Vol-

leyball was a major part of my high

school career, and without it, my life

would not be the same. ”
- Kim Germain

“I have learned that you need to push yourself to do well and you

need to keep on pushing yourself throughout the season. That

distinguishes a good player from a great player.” -Aleah Edwards
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STATISTICS
Tournament Play @ Bristol

Berlin vs. Amity Regional Lost 4 to 5

Berlin vs. Northwest Regional Lost 4 to 1

Berlin vs. East Haven Won 4 to 2

Berlin vs. Briston Central Won 6 to 5

“We don’t accomplish anything in

this world alone... and whatever

happens is the result of the whole

tapestry of one’s life and all the

weavings of individual threads

from one to another that creates

something.” -SandraDayO’Connor

Coaches:
Head Coach: Marie Siegal

Assistant Coach: Barbara Jurczyszak

The unified team com-

petes in many sports

including soccer, bas-

ketball, and volleyball.

Also Assisting

Unified:

Angela Campagna,

Sue Greco,

Patti Mangiafico,

Amy Roberts,

Robin Sanzo

Seniors on the team: Jackie Brousseau, Julie

Ceruti, Shane Day, Christopher Jambard, Randy

Longo, Christopher Mikol, Bethany Perzanowski,

Alex Swenton

Unified Sports

Soccer

2006 Members

Jaclyn Brousseau

Stephen Brummell

Anthony Cardello

Julianne Ceruti

MariJane Ceruti

Shane Day

Brittany DeCormier

Rebecca DiMattia

Esra Duvenci

John Fiorillo

Janet Glabau

Christina Gorneault

John Guzze

Mark Hannon

Nick Heise

Ayumi Iwabuchi

Christopher Jambard

Tessa Konefal

Scott LeMaire

Kevin Little

Randy Longo

Christopher Mikol

Bethany Perzanowski

Peter Smith

Stephanie Strubino

Alex Swenton
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a y

Friends I will remem-

ber you / think of you

pray for you / and when

another day is through 1

will still remember you

Friends With You- John Denver

I will be your friend until the

end of time / 1 will be your friend

I’m here to make you smile

I Will Be Your Friend - Sadie

Friends will

be friends/

they say that

friends are

friends to the

bitter end

Friendship

- Tenacious D
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Juniors

Above: Danielle Berube and Alex

DiMitruck are all smiles at an Upbeat

meeting.

Left: Class Officers ‘08 Vice President

Mike Baczewski, Class Advisor Ruth

Kidwell, President Andrew Zelek,

Treasurer Alyssa Mazzarella, Class

Advisor Andrea Shultz, and Secretary

Lisa Marzi.

Dorothy Adamkiewicz

Chad Ahern

Sami Alami

Mary Alberti

Adrianna Alessi

Dustin Allen

Elizabeth Allocca

Carl Amato
Ashley Andruskiewicz

Kristen Aniolowski

Emily Auciello

Diana Aziz

Michael Baczewski

Monika Baranowska

Joseph Barrett

Laura Bedus

Nicholas Bengtson

Danielle Berube

Ryan Bigelow

Timothy Bisson

Tyler Bisson

Nicholas Brix

Amy Brochu

Caitlyn Brodeur

James Bystrek

Brian Cameron
Kimberly Camosci

Jenna Carlone

Sarah Carlson

Lindsay Casasanta

Michael Casner

Jeffrey Catalano

LeeAnne Charette

Lisa Chimbar

Michael Ciccarello
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Molly Clarke

Cassandra Clavette

James Connelly

Meghan Conway
John Cooper

Robert Cote

Nicholas Couceiro

Justin Crim

Daniel Crisafulli

Kevin Cyr

Anet Czyzewski

Ryan DeGroff

Lisa DelCegno

Matthew DelConte

Danielle Deleon

Christina DeSimone
Andrew DeVivo

Sarah DiMattia

Fabrizio DiMauro

Alexander DiMitruck

Benjamin Domurat

Stephanie Durante

Matthew Dutkiewicz

Esra Duvenci

Daniel Erickson

Rebekah Fargo

Allison Farrell

Jonathan Fiorillo

Dominic Fischer

Justin Forester

Michael Fort

Kelly Foy

Elizabeth Fragione

Katherine Frank

Benedict Gagliardi III

Kristopher Gagnon
Rofcco Gatlicchio

Alexander Gavelek

athew Giuffre

ennifer Glatz

/''Joseph Glowka

Danielle Gorneault

Alyssa Griffo

Michael Griswold

Meagan Guy
John Guzze
Shaun Harle

John Harrington

Trevor Hayes

Nicholas Heise

Catherine Heslin

Justin Hillemeir

Elizabeth Hogan

Bethany Horbal

Andrew Hornberger

Mikayla Howick
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Alan Huck

Michael Imundo

Matthew Jagora

Cameron Johnson

Shelby Johnson

Terrell Jones

Christopher Joseffy

Kevin Josephson

Alexandra Juchniewicz

Sabrina Kania

Matthew Karwowski

Victoria Kates

Kaitlyn King

Patrick King

Jessica Kipphut

Michelle Kiss

Matthew Kliszewski

Quenton Kloczko

Heather Kolodziej

Michael Kopycinski

Matthew Kordek

George Kouzelis

Anthony La

Tara Laviana

Kristin Legenza

Maximilian Leiss

Amanda Letizio

Benjamin Levack

Hilary Little

James Luczynski

Madeline Luddy

Andrew Lundebjerg

Agnieszka Maciborek

Kyle Malmborg

Angelina Mancarella

Jessica Mangiofico

Jennifer Mann
Kelley Manning

Jessi Marino

Kelsey Marquis

Lisa Marzi

Christopher Matlack

John Mattie

Sarah Matulis

Jacob Matuszak

Alyssa Mazzarella

Patrick McCandless

Gregory McElravy

Alyssa McGilvery

Amanda McKenzie

Melissa Meehan
Melissa Mendoza

Justin Meyers

Ratal Michniewicz

Rachel Miller

Dennis Molloy
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Molly Moskey

Michael Munson

Bryan Murphy

Casey Murphy
Thomas Murray

Holly Neckermann

Haley Nemeth

Kenneth Pausig

Larissa Pentalow

Jamie Petronis

Kevin Proffitt

Lauren Pucci

Thomas Quinn

Christian Rapp

Mari Rauseo

Ryan Rector

Ismael Reza

Adrian Riley

Briona Ritone

Alexa Rivera

Tyler Rivera

Veronica Roche

Adam Romegialli

Derek Roncaioli

Theodore Rosol

Nicholas Rubinowski

Robert Salerno

Mario Salza

Lori Samiotis

Christopher Sargis

Marisa Savic

Zachary Scheer

Garrison Schmitt

Cory Schroder

Erin Shemeth

Kate Shepard

Jeffrey Sirois

Sarah Sirois

Kaley Skoglund

David Skowronek

Karl Skwiot

Andrew Smith

Christine Nguyen

Daniel Oakes

Elizabeth O'Donnell

Paulina Ogibowski

Kayleigh Olender

Eric O’Neill

\Christopher Ouellette

Michael Pagano

Kathleen Page

Victoria Pascua

Meaha Patel

Rupali Patel

S Tarang Patel

Tulsi Patel
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Peter Smith

Samantha Smolicz

Antonia Snell

Travis Soaft

Gabrielle Sobilo

Christopher Solek

Michael Soneson

Jessica Spada

Michael Spyros

Alexander Stephenson

Reggie St. Jarre

Janelle Stoe

Emanuel Story

Keith St. Peter

Kathleen Strain

Krista Sullivan

Kayla Suprynowicz

Joseph Sylvester

Justin Talbot

Jillian Tara

Christopher Teti

Jeremy Thompson
Allison Thurston

Melissa Trigilio

Kimberly Tynik

David Veronesi

Torianne Vujs

Breanne Wacker

Scott Waskiewicz

Jaimi Welch

Jenna Welch

Amber Witter

Derek Wnuk
Christopher Wright

Lindsay Young

Kevin Zagorski

Christina Zappulla

Andrew Zelek

Deven Zesk

Fan Zhou

Cameron Ziegler

Above left: Gary Schmitt and Ben

Gagliardi work on a biology lab.

Above right: Kevin Zagorski enjoys

a discussion in English class.
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“It’s driven me before and it seems

to be the way that everyone else

gets around. But lately I’m begin-

ning to find that when I drive myself

my light is found. Whatever tomor-

row brings, I’ll be there with open

arms and open eyes. Yeah, whatever

tomorrow brings, I'll be there.”

Drive by Incubus

Below: Mike Pagano and

Andrew Zelek rock the gray

hoodie look during an early

morning class.
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Top Left: Chris Mat-

lack breakdances in

the hallway between
classes.

Bottom Left: Doro-

thy Adamkiewicz and

Rebekah Fargo pose for

a picture during piano

class.

Right: Molly Clark,

Caitlyn Brodeur and
Anet Czyzewski gather

together for a picture

Left: Ben Gagliardi and James Luczynski chill

outside with a Newt during Science class.

Above: Joe Sylvester, Pat King and Kelley Man-

ning enjoy hot chocolate at a football game.

Above right: Jaime Rasmussen, Chris-

tina DeSimone, and Kaley Skoglund
work on an English writing assignment.

Below right: Marisa Savic ponders a

complex idea during an A/P Bio class.



Sophomores

Class of 2009

Above: Erica Barnes and Christine

Maroon discuss an assignment in Eng-

lish class

Left: Class Officers ‘09 Treasurer

Tim Cody, Vice President Jon Mer-

cier, Secretary Ruchi Patel, Vice

President Briana Zuk, and President

Erica Bukowski.

Christopher Allen

Kevin Anderson

Shayne Anderson

Daniel Aresco

Rebecca Arscott

Mallorie Aucoin

Jakob Aust

Colleen Bagley

Jennifer Balicki

Joseph Balowski

Erica Barnes

Kayla Bartolomeo

Damian Belcarz

Andrew Bell

John Bergman

Lauren Bergren

Tiffany Bernard

Ethan Berube

Brendan Blier

Brittany Bolduc

Mark Bordonaro

Courtney Bovee

Alyssa Bozzuto

Gregory Bransfield

Jared Breindel

Crystal Brozynski

Stephen Brummell

Sean Buehler

Erica Bukowski

Sarah Byrnes

Amber Campanella

Kelly Cantafi

David Cantone

Matthew Carasiti

Andrew Carlson
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Scarlett Carroll

Brent Casner

Sean Cass

Elizabeth Coffey

Roseann Colangelo

Emily Cole

Carson Collier

Sean Condon

Timothy Cote

Ana Dauphin

Eric Davis

Michelle Davy

Tyler Day

Samuel Deiwert

Christina DelConte

Justin DelValle

Amanda Demczuk
Mary Dickinson

Christopher Dolan

Scott Durao

Derrick Durity

Samantha Dziecol

Aaron Edelson

Steven Ellefsen

Juliana Farrington

Douglas Ferraguto

Stephen Fetera

Joseph Fiducia

Shannon Fischer

Richard Fontes

Hannah Fox

Taylor Friedmann

Amanda Fritz

Hannah Furlong

Matthew Gallo

Chelsea Gemmell
Amber Giannini

Heather Goglia

Julia Gotta

Joanna Guziewicz

Christopher Harrington

Jonathan Harrington

Joseph Harrison

Corey Hoffmann

Olivia Hornberger

Ani Hovhannisyan

Kelsey Hrubiec

Tyler Hull

Kyle Hunting

Sierra Irizarry

Eric Jalbert

Allison Jarosz

Kyle Johnson

Denise Jurczyszak

Ryan Kalentkowski

Mateusz Kaliski
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Danielle Kalman

Tia Keller

Kathleen Kindelan

Jonathan Kliszewski

Amy Klotz

Alexander Konefal

Marta Koscielniak

Vanessa Kowalski

Monica Laguna

Michael Lathrop

Spenser Laviana

Matthew LeBlanc

Ryan Lee

Benjamin Leiss

Kevin Lennehan

Amanda Lentini

Bradley Lepak

Steven Lewczyk

Alicia Lewis

Erika Lojko

Ronald Lunden

Casey Lupini

Stephanie Luu

Chelsea Mariano

Christine Maroon

Allyson Martin

Jolene Mavis

Cody McCormack

Melissa McMahon
John McNair

Cal McNamara
Jonathan Mercier

Amir Mian

Elizabeth Mikol

Kevin Moss

Elizabeth Munson

Patrick Murphy

Robert Murphy

Christopher Neckermann

Joanna Nowicka

Katrina Nygren

Emily Onofrio

Sean Orzolek

Amy Ouellette

Christopher Ouellette

Edward Ouellette

Geoffrey Pac

Kevin Parnell

Garry Parzych

Brian Pasqurell

Nidhi Patel

Rina Patel

Ruchi Patel

Tejash Patel

Brian Paul

Leah Peck
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Francesca Pedemonti

Michael Perillo

Kathleen Perzanowski

Kurtis Peterson

Eric Pick

Lindsay Piotrowicz

Alysha Pirog

Kristie Pisko

Stephanie Pomponio

Stacey Proffitt

Joshua Puzio

Nina Raczkowski

Morena Rafala

Diane Rakowicz

Elizabeth Reade

Katherine Reade

Seth Reale

Patrick Regan

Jeffrey Remillard

Adam Revoir

Felix Revoir

Heather Robertson

Lindsey Roeder

Justin Roncaioli

Gintaute Rozgaite

Jack Rudy

Eric Sachs

Ashley Sampson

Gina Scacca

Sarah Schaller

John Scheyd

Michael Scheyd

Brooke Schreiner

Anthony Scionti

Bethany Scott

Amar Shah

Kelly Shemeth

Leonard Silvia

Sarah Smith

Samantha Snow
Courtney Spada

Matthew Spencer

Amanda Starosz

Ashley Steele

Robert Straub

Vanessa Swenton

Patrick Switaj

Ellen Swol

Ashley Szczepanik

Evelyn Szczygla

Theodore Szmurlo

Iwona Szydlik

Jonathon Szymanski

Nathaniel Talbot

Mallory Taylor

Jennifer Thomas
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Rocco Toce

Chanel Traboldt

Taylor Traboldt

Matthew Tran

David Trinh

Katherine Vandrilla

Breana Vessichio

Arielle Viteri

Ryan Vujs

Matthew Wach
Mark Wagoner
Danielle Waida

Sean Warren

Sean Wearne

Daniel Weathers

Arielle Wezdenko

Molly Wicklund

Kelly Wilcox

Craig Winans

James Wnuk
Sandra Wyszynski

Ian Young

Agnes Za t

Zachary Zembko
Zachary Zieglen

Brianna Zuk

'

Left: Zack Zembko demostrates

how to use tongs in a chemistry

lab. Below: Joanna Guziewicz and

Scarlett Carroll strike a pose in

the doorway before class. Above

right: Leah Peck, Brittany Bolduc,

and Bethany Scott complete
homework in the hallway during

break. Below right: Andre Scott

shows Christine Maroon how to

correctly use a headlock tech-

nique.
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Above: Stephanie Luu and Katie Above: Breana Vessichio enthusias- A group of sophomores wear masks

Vandrilla correct homework, tically presents a project in class, during a poetry presentaion in English.

Left: Christine Maroon and Emily Onofrio

conduct an experiment in Chemistry class.

Below: Mallory Taylor and Taylor Fried-

mann pose for a picture at homecoming.

Above right: Eric Sachs dramatically

recites a moving passage from Antigone.

Below right: Mark Wagoner enjoys a pic-

ture book in his Advanced English class.

Left: Jen Thomas, Hannah

Furlong, Nina Raczkowski,

Kelly Wilcox, Christine Maroon,

and Erica Barnes pause in their

celebrations for a group shot

at a party on New Year’s Eve .
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Freshmen

Class of 2010

Above: Kacper Nedza glances at the

latest issue of the Redcoat Review.

Left: 2010 Class Advisors: Mrs. Eileen

Thurston and Ms. Valerie Romano,

Class Officers: Vice President Mar-

garet Doyle, Secretary Jordan Urso,

Treasurer Timmy Dean, Secretary

Nicole Carlone, and President Kailin

Cornwall

Martin Adamkiewicz
Nicholas Addamo
Brooke Ahlquist

Taylor Anderson
Marc Ayotte

Nicole Baccaro

Julie Baldyga

Michael Ball

Jack Banks

Eric Becker

Jenna Bell

Theodore Benoit

Ryan Bisson

Jacqueline Borysewicz

Danielle Bourgoin

Kaitlyn Bovee

Corey Brix

Alison Brochu

Nicole Bugella

Keith Busch

Briana Calafiore

David Campagna
Doug Campbell

Ryan Campbell

Michael Campisi

Katherine Caplik

Elizabeth Capodagli

Nicole Carlone

Sharon Carpenter

Marijane Ceruti

Rachel Chartier

Christina Chogurian

Chrystina Christodlous

Daniel Cirullo

Joseph Colossale

CilpteMir
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Michael Condon
Joseph Cooper
Kailin Cornwall

Sierra Coughlin

Edward Courchaine

Tessa Cugno
David Cyr

Jodi Cyr
Victoria Daigle

Deven Daleo

Carina D'Amato
Justin Damato
Timmy Dean
Anthony DeFranco

Samantha DeGroff

Samantha DelConte

Nicholas DeLoia

Marc DelValle

Ashley DeMarco
Rebecca DiMattia

Philip DiPietro

Sean Dodds
Margaret Doyle

Shawn Dubois

Brittany Dudics

Elizabeth Dunham
Monique Duong
David Edwards

Nicole Egan
Lindsay Erickson

Blair Ferry

Abigail Fischer

Traci Franklin

Christopher Freeman

Paige Fucello

Anthony Cagliardi

Nicholas Galo

Victoria Gancarczyk

Samantha Garfi

Brian Garrison

Steven Glowiak

Kellyn Goldberger

Molly Goldberger

Jerrod Greider

Jason Gundry
Daniel Hackett

Kyle Hamilton

Mark Hannon, Jr.

Scott Hans

Kelsey Hare

Joseph Harrington

Alyssa Hayes
Emily Hayes
Eric Hillemeir

Lindsey Hoffman
Katlynn Holzman
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Maksym Jaworecki

Mark Jolley

Daniel Jose

Kevin Juchniewicz

Farah Kader

Sandra Kaliski

Ross Karoll

Spencer Karoll

Patrick Karwowski
Chad Keyworth

Dominick Kielbowicz

Joseph Kierwiak, IV

Timothy King

Kathleen Krasnicki

Nikki Kureczka

Kevin La

Zakary Labieniec

Liana Laguna

Anthony Lapila

Katelyn Lavette

David Legnani

Scott LeMaire

Richard Lewandowski

Jake Liberatore

Lauren Lisitano

Kevin Little

Andrew Lomaglio

Krystie Luczynski

Allyse Madey
Kyleigh Makowski
Dovile Malinauskas

Brian Malloy

Bailey Mariner

Anthony Marsiglia, III

Anthony Marzi

Kara Mavis

Chelsea McLoughlin

Catherine Michaels

Zachary Mildrum
Daniel Modifica

James Molski

Maddy Morrin

Kathleen Mullins

Charles Munson
Margaret Murphy
Timothy Murphy

Genta Mustafa

Lauren Nappi
Paulina Nastyn

Kacper Nedza
Stephen Nelson

Erica Norton

Pawel Nowicki

Valerie Nygren
Blaine O'Donnell

Sebastian Ogibowski
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Scott O'Neill

Vincent Pandolfo

Zachary Parsons

Rachel Parzych

Pooja Patel

Vinit Patel

Fanol Prevalla

Allison Pucci

Regan Pulaski

Brian Quinn
Alexander Ramsey
Kimberly Rasmussen
Marcus Recck

George Rigas

Kaitlin Rivera

Joseph Rocco

Jennifer Rulka

Andrew Salimeno

Jessica Sampson
Robert Sarmuk
John Sayers

Lauren Schaller

Katie Schreiner

Cody Scott

Karen Serravalle

Samantha Shirley

Daniel Skowronek
Elizabeth Smith

Brandon Solek

Andrew Soneson

Alexandria Spring

Alexander Steele

Erica Steinson

Nathan Strazzulla

Stephanie Strobino

Allison Sturgeon

Glenn Swantek

Jane Sylvester

Sean Sylvester

Tomaz Szydlik

Fiona Tamburini

Yan Tararukhin

Mariko Taricani

Taylor Tavarozzi

Jeffrey Theriault

Andrew Thurston

Alex Toce

Shawn Toomey
Jennifer Trinh

Rebecca Tuttle

Jordan Urso
Nikki Valentine

lan VanderGulik

Alexys Vazquez

Heather Weinberg

Lauren Weiss
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Zachary Whitcomb
Sarah Wilkinson

Alex Williams

Michelle Wnuk
Jillian Young

Joshua Zaniewski

Katelyn Zarotney

Cade Ziegler

Alyssa Zipadelli

Heather Zisk

I

Left: Brandon Solek and

Mike Campisi take a break

from class. Right: Alison

Brochu and Nicole Carlone

stop studying to take a

photo.

Below Left: Jaqueline

Boryzewicz, Brooke
Ahlquist, and Jodi Cyr in

freshman hallway.

Left: Marijane Ceruti strikes

a seductive pose. Below:

Katie Schreiner and Alexys

Vazquez in Freshman Art

Survey. Below right: Eliza-

beth Dunham, Katie Sch-

reiner, and Lauren Schaller

hang out before class.

Above right: Michelle Wnuk

uses the new school mobile

lab.



Left: Allyse Madey and Alyssa

Hayes get caught off guard

in the hallway. Right: Nicole

Egan and Marijane Ceruti are

working hard, or hardly work-

ing in art class. Below: Fiona

Tamburini and Heather Zisk are

just as photogenic in their gym
clothes as they are in regular

clothes. Below right: Sean

Dodds diligently works while

sharing a laugh in science class.

Above: Shannon Carpenter tries to

open her locker in the art room. Top

right: Ashley DeMarco and Lauren

Nappi are adorable. Below: Marga-

ret Murphy and Heather Zisk work

in pairs during class. Bottom Right:

Andrew Lomaglio and Blair Ferry

show each other some love between

classes. Far right: Elizabeth Capoda-

gli works on her science worksheet.
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Don’t Stop Believing by Journey
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V0U ca""°t stop up / you«noo, bring us down

ZZ

!

We 80 a"“ «
ever break us / Never

r 'ng us down / We are a live!’

De,y you by The Offspring

Scot Boccia.



,t well may be / That we w.U

er meet again / In this We

ie , so let me say befor

part / So much of me

made of what I
learned rom

y , you’ll be with me / Like

handprint on my heart And
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W 1

"Hush, little baby, don't say a word / Papa’s gonna buy you a mockingbird / And
if that mockingbird don’t sing / Papa's gonna buy you a diamond ring / And if

that diamond ring turn brass / Papa’s gonna buy you a looking glass / And if that

looking glass gets broke / Papa’s gonna buy you a billy goat / And if that billy

goat don’t putt / Papa's gonna buy you a cart and bull / And if that cart and bull

turn over / Papa’s gonna buy you a dog named Rover / And if that dog named
Rover won’t bark / Papa’s gonna to buy you and horse and cart / And if that

horse and cart fall down / Well you’ll still be the sweetest little baby in town."
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“Old MacDonald had a farm, E I E I 0 / And on hfs farm he had some chicks, E I E I

0 / With a chick chick here and a chick chick there / Here a chick, there a chick,

ev’rywhere a chick chick / Old MacDonald had a farm, E I E I 0 / Old MacDonald

had a farm, E I E I 0 / And on his farm he had a cow, E I E I 0 / With a moo moo
here and a moo moo there / Here a moo, there a moo, ev'rywhere a moo moo / Old

MacDonald had a farm, E I E I 0 / Old MacDonald had a farm, E I E I 0 / And on his

farm he had a pig, E I E I 0 / With an oink oink here and an oink oink there / Here an

oink, there an oink, ev’rywhere an oink oink / Old MacDonald had a farm, E I E I
0”
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T “Everyone is special in their own way / We
make each other strong / We’re not the same
/ We’re different in a good way / Together’s

where we belong / We’re all in this together /

Once we know / That we are / We’re all stars

/ And we see that / We’re all in this together
/ And it shows / When we stand / Hand in

hand / Make our dreams come true / Together,

together, together everyone / Together,

together, come on lets have some fun /

Together, were there for each other every time
/ Together together come on lets do this right

... We’re all in this together / When we reach
/ We can fly / Know inside / We can make it

/ We’re all in this together / Once we see /

There’s a chance / That we have / And we take
it / Wild cats everywhere / Wave your hands up
in the air / That’s the way we do it / Let’s get

to it / Come on everyone!”

We’re All in This Together from High School

Musical

Pep Rally 149
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“I know I know for sure / That life

is beautiful around the world”

Around the World by Red Hot Chili

Peppers

M#

Field trips 151
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Above: Seniors Greg Fortunato, John

Schaller, Nick Messina
,
and junior

Tyler Bisson perfom at the Berlin Fair.

Right: Junior Chris Teti plays lead

guitar at a local show in Berlin.

Above: Dan Erickson plays the

drums at an acoustic club show .

Left: Junior Alan Huck ser-

enades Chris Teti as they

celebrate New Year’s Eve.
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“Somewhere beneath
the setting sun, led
us to another broken
dream, and I am still

wandering this open
field, trying to find a way
back to the world. No you
won’t take me alive.”

1

Dreams to Burn Out Like the Sun by

My Heart to Joy at the Same Tone

L
Above: MHTJATST members, Jon

Makowski, Ryan Nelson and Alan

Huck rock out at a local show

Below: Senior Ryan Nelson per-

forms as lead singer in the band,

My Heart to Joy at the SameTone.

Above: Junior Tyler Bisson plays

the drums while performing at

the Upbeat Up-all-night party.

Below: The band Inside Joke per-

forms at Kensington Congreg-
tional church during a local show

Local Bands 153





Lynn Addamo Christina Archer James Arnold Andrea Baretta Mark Benigni

Edward Bratina Stanley Brittingham

Lou Bruno Robin Bruno Timothy Brzezinski Leigh Buczak Scott Burns

Angela Campagna Diane Cleary Katie Cormier Philip Crockett Stephanie Cyr



Richard Hanbury Kim Haskell

44444***.

>Pame a Dennis Julie DiCicco Robert DiCicco Teresa Dorsey Kathleen Downes

Kelly Dumas Louise Elliot Nancy Fabrizi-Miller David Francalangia Karen Gignac

Carl Ginotti James Grabowski
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Laura Palasek Karen Pappas Joseph Parafati Janet Parlato Jason Pires
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Valerie Romano Brendan Rush Fred Russo Mary Salerno David Salonia

£
pm fa

'
•

I IL». Jm5 i i
Marilyn Scanlan-White David Scanned Andrea Schultz Dr. William Silva Karen Smith

“Where’d you go? / I miss you so / Seems
like its been forever that you’ve been

gone / Where’d you go? / I miss you so

/ Seems like its been forever that you’ve

been gone / Please come back home"Brendan Wilkosz

STAFF MEMBERS NOT PICTURED
Elizabeth Atwood

Alice Broisman

John Capodice

Danielle Carusone

David Cusano

Dominic DelConte

Leonilda DiTomasso

Wendy Falck

Russell Fuller

Susan Greco

Morgan Hanna
Fenn Holt

Marge Jambard

Robert Kelly

Shirley Liss

Patricia Mangiafico

Dr. Michael Marcus

Susan Morrison

Theresa Norton

Michele Pitkin

Jennifer Plis

Carl Primo

Adam Raiti

Amy Roberts

Josh Rosek

Mark Schmidek

Shirley Shea

Rob Scapellati

Michele Stocking

Claire Swanson

Craig Szymanski

Susan Terrill

Mark Wicander

Christopher Wolfe

Steve Yanosy

Eric Ziegler
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TEACHER

Mrs. Archer
OF THE YEAR

“Sculpting every move you

compose a symphony / You plead

to everyone, ‘see the art in me’
”

Art in Me by Jars of Clay

“Students have benefited from the teachings of

Mrs. Archer by having their boundaries stretched.

Their eyes are opened to new horizons and
different views to the world of visual arts.

Mrs. Archer is a teacher who truly believes in

what she is teaching and believes it matters
and makes a difference in her students’ lives.”

- Mr. Raiti

“MRS. ARCHER has an incredible amount of
knowledge in her content area. She has a true
dedication to teaching and acquisition of new and

improved methodologies.”

- Mr. Raiti

“Many students of Mrs. Archer have
gone on to have careers in art.

Their self-esteem has been elevated
and they have a solid foundation in Art.”

- Mrs. Wilenski

162 If Life Had A Soundtrack

Art was always a favorite subject of Mrs. Archer

in school. Her passion began in Benjamin Franklin

Elementary school with Irene Winger in New Britain.

“She introduced me to paper mache, crayon resist, and
sand painting. I discovered that I liked to ‘play with

stuff’.” As Mrs. Archer made college and career choices,

she knew that she wanted to continue on into a career

that would allow her to keep “playing.” She wanted to

share her insatiable fear of the unknown without get-

ting dirty. “I guess I never wanted to grow up.”

While in college, Mrs. Archer really learned how
to make art. Her drawing instructor, Michael Skop,

taught her how to draw for the first time in her life.

She learned how to believe in herself and trust herself

as an artist. In 1973, Dr. Robert Long hired Mrs. Archer

as an art teacher, even though she didn’t think she was
a very good artist yet. Dr. Long had faith in her though

and Mrs. Archer rose to the challenge. She learned to

listen carefully to her students, became more active in

professional groups, and modeled her ways of teach-

ing after the teachings of excellent art teachers.

“I think we all struggled to give our students solid

fundamental knowledge of art techniques and prac-

tice, but still let them investigate the rich world
of creative process that is within each of us.” She
taught for several years at an elementary school also,

where she really learned how to teach. “In elemen-
tary school, you held their hands around the scissors

or pressed their fingers in clay for the first time.”

Mrs. Archer believes that every student has his or

her own personal journey through the planning, doing,

and evaluation stages of the creative process that is art

making. She received her undergraduate degree in Art

Education at SCSU and her graduate degree in Art Educa-

tion at CCSU. She majored in Movement and Dance Studies

with a concentration in Art and Literature. She finished

her administrative degree at the University of Hartford.

“Every step of the way I was supported by wonder-
ful professors and advisors who let me be a risk-taker,

a maverick, and a creative spirit. I often looked at the

well-traveled road with the knowledge that it would
be easier... the less traveled one knowing that would
make all the difference. I came to the fork in the road...

and took it. I tell my students, ‘ready, fire...aim’.”

“Mrs. Archer is a renaissance woman who is well read,
well-rounded, and earnest about increasing Student

awareness about art.”
- Mrs. Daniels



Mr. Bryers
RETIREMENT

“I’ll hold on to the memories / ‘Cause in my heart you’ll be here

with me / There’s no reason to cry / Goodbye isn’t really goodbye.
”

Leaving’s Not Leaving by LeAnn Rimes

I’ve been moving south my whole life. I was born in Hartford, raised in Newington (class of ‘65), married a Berlin-ite and

moved to Berlin in ’76. In retirement, barring major global warming, we will be looking further south and spend some time in warmer

climates. Spending more time in Puerto Aventuras, Mexico, about 50 miles south of the Canun airport is certainly south and very

warm. I was the first of my family to go to college. Vietnam and the draft were strong motivators to do well in college. Deferments

were given to college students and teachers. When I had trouble meeting the language requirements (ironically Spanish -
1 married a

Spanish teacher). Thankfully I had to switch from a BA degree to a BS degree and he decision to become a teacher was made. I’ve never

had any second thoughts about this career choice and have truly enjoyed my profession for 37.5 years. I went to

CCSC for undergraduate and graduate degrees. I graduated from CCSC in 1969 as a Math major, then completed

course work to be certified as a science teacher and earned a Master’s degree in Education with a concentrate

in media production sometime during the mid 70’s. I began my teaching career on Jan 2, 1970 at the Seymour

Junior High School on the banks of the beautiful and aromatic Naugatuck River. The river ran in bold streaks of

colors when the chemical plant upriver dumped its waste products. The aroma of burnt rubber wafting from

the sneaker sole factory, also added too the ambiance of the school. In Sept, of ’70
I began teaching at McGee,

teaching 6th, 7th, 8th grade math and 7th and 8th grade science in 5 different rooms and 2 lecture halls. My
application for the math teaching position at the high school was written in French and given to my next door

neighbor and then Principal Thomas Galvin, an ex-French teacher. Over the years I’ve taught 10,h grade remedial

math, Business math, pre-algebra, Algebra 1 ,
regular and accelerated, geometry, Algebra 2, and Advanced Math

Topics. A great benefit to teaching is the opportunity to start fresh each fall with new students and new ideas.

I have taught 1000’s of students over the years and can remember lots of positives about those students and very, very, very few

negatives. When a name of a student from the past is mentioned I may not, actually probably not remember the person specifically

but usually I have just a real positive reaction to the name. I am really happy to end my career with this particular senior class.

The kids who grace my doorway each day have been fantastic. I don’t remember having had so much fun and feel as successful as I

do with this particular group of students. As I teach, I love when I see the light of understanding appear in the eyes of the student

and the statement “I get it” is uttered. The most rewarding moments have been when a graduate returns and indicates that they

have become teacher, especially a math teacher. Even a few have even blamed me for inspiring to them to enter the profession.

As a golf coach, I have been rewarded with many memorable moments, beginning with being appointed as head coach. I

replaced Don Bates, a National Coach of the Year, a member of the CT Coaches Hall of Fame, and, when he retired from coaching,

held the national career record for most coaching. It was 44 years before a Coach Bates’ team won a state championship. In my
first year as head coach, with one senior, one junior, and three freshmen, the team won a state championship at

Farmington CC. When Bob Mayer, now the girl’s golf coach, and then sports editor of the Herald, interviewed me
after the tournament, I had no clue as to what to say. I was totally surprised. I expected that I wouldn’t have to

worry about a team winning a State Title for at least 40 years. To have coached 3 other teams to state tournament

victories has been an incredibly warm experience that will always be remembered. The fourth state championship

is also special because that was the year (2002-2003) that assistant coaching positions were eliminated and I was

the coach of both the boy’s and girl’s golf teams. The girls finished a very respectable 9th in the state tournament

and the boys won the state tournament at Timberlin. I am looking at retirement as more like starting a new
career as opposed to ending an old one. Right now I am looking at the copiers and/or golf as future areas of

employment. As my wife Kathy has said, we have traveled a lot already. We do not feel the urgency to travel

for traveling sake like many other retirees but rather as an escape from the colder weather. Of course all those

plans will change when grandchildren make there arrival. Over the years teaching has gone through incredible

transformations. Many teaching techniques that were going to be the be all and end all to education have come,

gone, and morphed and come again. The one constant has been the wonderful students with whom I have been honored to spend a career.

BRYERS: CHSCA Men ’s Golf Coach of the Year

“Jim Bryers does something with his AMT classes that almost every

holds class outside of the building. But the irony of this is that tf

outside. My students are always jealous when they see his classes
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“Jim once said to me that a coach can quickly recog-

nize what is essential in an athlete’s performance. A

coach will, with as few words as possible, tell the ath-

lete what change will result in improved performance.”

-Mr. Scanned

“Coach Bryers has upheld the traditions started by the legendary

Coach Bates as the consummate leader of a very successful Berlin

High School golf team, winning numerous conferences and state

championships since taking over as head coach.” -Mr. Peronace

“When I think of Jim Bryers, three things come to mind. First, I

remember when Jim, Ken Sherrick, Phil Crockett, Martin Innes,

Rick Kaminski and I would stand outside Jim’s door from 7:10

a.m. until 7:25 a.m. watching the corridors solving the world’s

problems. Second, it’s not easy for anyone to replace a nation-

ally recognized coach, Don Bates, and continue the tradition of

excellence year after year, and yet Jim did exactly that as the

coach of the golf team. Lastly, since 2000, when I became depart-

ment chair, I have always been able to rely on Jim’s thought-

ful input reguarding current educational issues.” - Mr. DiCicco

math student asks his teacher to do several times each year: he

ey actually learn some math while they are doing the activities

outside.” -Mr. Crockett



Dfw/'^
Teenage & Adult Courses
F/ex/We C/assroom h

gtprt Anytime!

5 Hr

883 Farmington Avenuo

Thank you

2007 Senior Board

for all your help

and support.

-Berlin Upbeat

PIZZERIA
ITALIAN AUTHENTIC PIZZA

“For a Definite Difference in Hair Design”
300 New Britain Road • Kensington, CT

925 Farmington Avenue • Kensington, CT 06037

Monday through Thursday 11:00 am - 9:00 pm

Friday & Saturday 11 :00 am - 10:00 pm

Sunday 1:00 pm -8:00 pm

860 .828.2910

860 .828.8201

FREE DELIVERY

^ /\ ... ... __ Since

Hadfield’s
NOW IN 2 GREAT LOCATIONS

\

1083 Farmington Ave.

\ou your source for:

X Rawlings X Easton

Mlzuno All Star
Bur™d* A"e

East Hartford, CT

X Worth 860-282-8326
(inside O Baseball Academy)

CUSTOM
EMBROIDERY:
Team Uniforms
Varsity Jackets

KIN'S CARDS
and Collectibles Slot I

eBay Consignments

(860) 832-8302

202 New Britain Rd.

Kensington, CT 06037

huskyken@aol.com

GOIM ° B8FQ,

Always Trading

• Yu-GhOh

• Trade Hours

• Birthday Parties WWt

(ML® o DOKltL
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Congratulations Graduates
BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 2007!

BERLIN

With the prospect of unlimited possibilities,

the choice is yours as doors op eu to the future.

Skills acquired during the past four years

have prepared you for either college or a career.

If you are still uncertain about which path to follow ,

take the ride of your life!

Expiate a bright future in the auto industry.

See your Guidance Counselor for an informative DVD
highlighting exciting automotive career opportunities.

Automoti ve fa ivi/l'f

£A ACURA

AN EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP COMPANY MANCHESTER

Roger's
45 Chamberlain Highway, Kensington, CT 06037
Telephone 860-628-4157 Fax 860-828-83 77

vwwv.roge rs marketplace .com

Our Persona! Service

Meat Department
features

Certified Angus Beef &
All Natural

Bdl & Evans Poultry

See Our Weekly Flyer for

Hundreds of Values

Look for Price Lock or Bonus
5c/)* signs for additional values

everyday!

We Prepare Fruit and Gift Baskets

to Your Order (Delivery Available)

Gift Cards for any Occasion Always

Available

Count on. nsfor your

catering needs
Pick Up One of Our
Catering Brochures

in the store or

download one online at

www .no gersmarketplace .com

Don't Forget Our
Fresh Bakery

for delicious desserts,

including Modem Pastry's

pastries and cookies!

Let us decorate a cake for

you for any occasion

Visit Our Foods to Co section

for delicious foods such as

rotisserie chickens,

turkey breast, pork roast,

side dishes, salads and more
Lottery and

Postage Stamps
Always Available

My Wish

By Rascal Flatts

I hope the days come easy and the moments pass stow,

and each road leads you where you want to go,

and if you’re faced with a choice, and you have to choose,

I hope you choose the one that means the most to you.

and if one door opens to another door closed,

i hope you keep on walkin’ ’til you find the window,

if it’s cold outside,

show the world the warmth of your smile,

but more than anything, more than anything.

My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to,

your dreams stay big, your worries stay small,

You never need to carry more than you can hold,

and while you’re out there getting where you’re getting to,

I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too.

Yeah, this, is my wish.

I hope you never look back, but ya never forget,

all the ones who love you, in the place you left,

I hope you always forgive, and you never regret,

and you help somebody every chance you get,

Oh, you find God’s grace, in every mistake,

and always give more then you take.
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Brierley, Johnson Florist

Located at the junction of Routes 71A and 372

87 High Rd, Kensington, CT
If you have two loaves of bread, sell one and buy a flower, (860) 223-5492

For the soul must have food as well as the body. Chinese Proverb

Flowers for all occasions or for no special reason.

A-Plus Computer Congratulations

“Specializing in All
Class of 2007

of Your

Computer Needs”

Mark Carlone, Jr.
BwivM

A+ Certified Technician from the
Kensington, CT

Work: 860-828-5125
Berlin High School

Cell: 860-777-5942 Student Council
Email: info@a-pluscomputer.net
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Chris Peck

and Family

Home
Puppies *

(860) 229-7228 Shop
(860) 828-7442 Home 157 New Britain Road
(860) 930-400 1 Cell Berlin, CT 06037

CENTRAL
PIZZA
828-0133

puf
1 097 Farmington Avenue

BERLIN. CONNECTICUT 06037

(860)828-5196 • (860)223-3665

Congratulations

Class of2007

from GSA

Congratulations and

Good Luck
Class of 2007

~The Redcoat Review
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GOOD LUCK TO THE
BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL

CLASSOF2007
From Your

Friends At:

500 North Main Street

Southington, CT 06489

(860) 621-6711

855 Berlin Turnpike

Berlin, CT 06037

(860) 828-5093

587 Main Street

Watertown, CT 06795

(860) 945-6936
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Congratulations Berlin High Class of 2007
Congratulations!

Today is your day.
You're off to Great Places!

You're off and away!

You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes

You can steer yourself
any direction you choose.

You're on your own. And you know what you know.
And YOU are the guy who’ll decide where to go.

a Great Balancing Act.
Just never forget to be dexterous and deft,

^nd never mix up your right foot with your left.

And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeedl

(98 and 3/4 percent guaranteed.)

KID, YOU'LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!

Out there things can happen
and frequently do
to people as brainy
and footsy as you.

And when things start to happen,
don't worry. Don't stew.

Just go right along.
You'll start happening too.

You'll get mixed up, of course,
as you already know.
You'll get mixed up

with many strange birds as you go.

So be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact

and remember that Life's

your name Buxbaum or Bixby or Bray
or Mordecpi Ali Van Allen O'Shea,

jAgtyj! y«ou re off to Great Places!

Today is your day!
Your mountain is waiting.

. .get on your way!

ik
Dr. Seuss

OH! THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!

Advanced
Dental
Personalised & Comfortable

39 Webster Square Kd - Berlin. CT 06037

860-828-3933 w h n.Adt aneedDental.com

829-1844

OF HAIR
“For a Definite Difference in Hair Design”

925 Farmington Avenue • Kensington, CT 06037

•mmS BJMP
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NinohVac.
Cong rotulations, NicofeJ

9

\
9

<?

9
0
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9
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i
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h
UJe are- so proud of you. UJe- hope olL jji

of your dreams eome true and your

future is both fun and ehaiienging.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jeff and Sirin

Mark (Benoit

Congratulations to a great

brother. Thanksfor all thefun
and laughs.

f!ove you,

JCeith 4’ Karen

Mark,

Congratulations! We are so proud ofyou.

We wish you all the happiness and success

you deserve!

We love you,

Mom <§i Dad

Naomi Iwabuchi
Congratulations, Naomi!

Fly away to the world, darling.

Live free, love free and surf your heart

out. don’t forget to eome back and

visit sometimes.

Love always,

Mom and Ayumi
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"Kara fiVlclhamara

irah, ^fou are an amazing

andfrom the timey

re small Z knewyou were going places, ^fou have so much talent and

ativity and smarts -you can do anything and fie good at itf ^fou make my

1 complete and Z could never fie prouder. (Congratulations on your (Graduation

f all our love and fiest wishes for the rest of your life.

'GDe loveyou,

(JDom, ’fiklfiert, (Praisley, (Cal <S* <fikllie

Z am very grand ofyou and whatyou have

accomplished, ^fou are an incredifiy talented artist

and an amazing person. Z fie/ieve thatyou can do

anything thatyou want and Z knowyou will fie

successful in whateveryou choose. Z loveyou very

much, and Z could not have asked for a betterperson

to share this year with,

chove,

Ryan
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Meagan Long
Meagan,

Watching you grow from sweet little girl to

a young woman who is so full of spirituality in

everything you say and do has been a wonderful

experience. Your sweetness and vitality is a joy

to watch as you play soccer, lead a Bible group

and volunteer with the unified sports teams.

You unself ishly give of yourself to help others

and you learn from others as much as others

learn from you. The future is

yours to reach for the stars and you

have the strength and self

determination to go as far as you

want to go. We will always be there

for you as you strive to reach the

goals you set for yourself.

Your proud and loving family,

Mom, Dad,

Josh, Andy, Dave, Katie and Zach

Christian Wilk£

:sr(

you have done a great

job and we are very

proud of you!

Love,

Mom and f)ad
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Edmund Kindelan and Erin Meskill

Congratulations Teddy & Erin!

May you continue to share the special times in your lives.

Love.

Ed Phyllis. Barbara. John. Meghan. Brian and Kathleen

man d a i-<27210

Cjzngvatvlah'ions M<andq!

A, ijOu walk along new path? in life,

always remember God is with qou

in a II that qou do.

[ove Always G j—orevei?

Mom G Dad

Mandq Rpse,

^4 have shared so much from

'Gelsea, M'fsq and I'Cj'issq to

becoming best friends, ''tour

talents continue to ama7e me and
I

know God bas big plans for qou.

II.ove qou!

M'ffq xoxo

David Wells Dilen, Jr.

Dear Wells.

We love you and ure so proud of you.

Our wish for your
future is for you
to follow your
heart, lead with

kindness.

Our Love is

Forever & Always.

Dad. Mom Sc Adrian
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fdjimlsef cjforlunato

Ghncjmtulatwns <£hndsepl

Lindsey

QSbomepeople come into our livesandquicklygo.

G‘dome stayfora while, leavefootprints on our hearts,

and we are never, ever the same didhere are no more

accurate words to express the impactyou have on

everyone who has had theprivilege to knowyou

Qfhu have made usproudsince the dayyou were horn

Qf-hu are bright andambitious, andare blessed with

the talent to create inspired works ofart. dhTevergive

it up. C57
/ isagift to be treasured.

Qf-hu are a natural leader. Qfhu demand the best of

yourselfand challenge and motivate others to reach

new heights. Qfhur accomplishments have been

astonishing: yetyou remain as sweet and innocent

as could be.

"SQbo notfollow where thepath may lead ffo, instead,

where there is nopath and leave a trail.

"

(Ralph Gti&Ma <3Lmerson
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Greg Fortunato
Gongratulat ions

Greg!

Greg,

We ure very proud of the young man you
hove become. You ure u shining slur in

our lives. You ure u kind und

compussionute person with u great sense

of humor. Your intcllectuul curiosity und

thirst for knowledge will luke you on u

Journey through life thut will be richly

rewording to you und to ull those whose
lives you touch.

You ure blessed with u gift for music
Ihut is to be cherished und shored. Tuke

it wherever you go und pluy it for the

world to en joy. It is u tor more speciul

gift thun you moy ever know.

Live life to the fullest. You ure u

remurkuble person. Do whut you do best

und success will come nuturully.

Love,

Mom und Dud
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Kimberly,

Congratulations! I can't believe my little sister

is all grown up and graduating. It seems like

just yesterday that you were this little girl with

the chubby cheeks and mismatching clothes who

chased Lindsay and me around. You have grown

to become such a smart and caring person who

has so much to offer and such a successful future in

store. As you begin this new chapter in your life,

please remember a few things; work hard, use your

head, and make the most of every opportunity.

Most importantly, never forget what makes you

happy. You are such a wonderful sister, and I wish

you the best of everything.

I bve you. Jenna

Kimberly Germain

Kimberly,

Take pride in all you've done, but know there is still much to

be done. Cherish the relationships and memories of the past

years, yet look forward to those to come. Learn to follow

your own heart and listen to that little voice in your head, for

neither will betray you. Always know how much your family

loves you, and how much your love for us means. Live, love

and laugh. We are so proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad
Kimmy,

Congratulations! Even though I still remember

you as that tiny five year old I used to play

with, I know that the time has come for you

to enter the next chapter of your life. I know

that you will achieve all of your dreams, for

you are a strong, independent and intelligent

girl. Always follow your heart, take life's

lessons with you into the future, and you will

go far. Don't ever forget that I am always

here, and remember, you will always be my

little peanut! I am so proud of you!

I love you always, Lindsay

Kriet'ma Mattera

Even whai we are unsure of the unknown, it's O.K.

Life? is full of knowledge.

Knowledge comes from experience.

Experience brings wisdom.

5o lot lift? guide you, and you will prevail.

We are so proud of you. Never forget that. You are

always loved and we are always supportive of you.

Children and parents may not always view life through

the same window. However, unconditional love will always

\ be our gift to you. /

v
*

V
U

i

Love, Mom, Pad, Matthew & Cookie C

Laura fad

Laura,

From thefontmomentwe raw ijon we hiredijou

andknew hew specialyou were.

Veu arean incredibleperm and'havea bright

futureahead efi
ij ou.

Weare 10proud eftijmi!

Loire, Mom, Lad, Chris & Brian
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(
Congratulations, Jennie!

Jenn-

Jennie -

3 baPe enjoyed Watching you grow from my baby sister

to my bestfriend. Thank you for many great memories

- the best are yet to come! Enjoy college and remember

that 3 am always here for you.

3 lope you! JACeg

Jennifer^ (3mse_

3t has not been easy being the youngest, but you huge carried it off

Pery Well! Ton btPce emerged as your own Wonderfulperson - a

losing daughter, caring sister, a loyalfriend - with the unique ability

to show, through your actions, your concern for all. "We loPe your

kind heart andgood sense. "We admire the dedication and hard Worj

you huge put into your studies and spoils. Ton haPe been a joy! "We

hope that the days and years ahead arefilled with good health, much

happiness and all ofthe opportunities that will allow you to fulfill

your dreams.

Jennie -

Ton haPe a heart ofgold!! 3ddt>efun at

college! Ton will do great in anything you

decide to do.

JJoPe, "Pat

Congratulations, Jenn - We are so proud ofyou.

JjoPe, ffhCom and "Dad

IJf - 'We will miss your cooking!
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mmThe Lord bless you and keep you.

The Lord lift His face to shine upon you

and be gracious unto you.

The Lord lift up his countenance

Upon you and give you peace." yt
Numbers 7:24 - 26 if

This scripture expresses

our prayers for you.

Hold them in your heart!

We wish you success in oil that you do . . . Keep

dancin’, swimming, but most ot all Stay Sweet!

With love alwuys,

Mom, Dad. Dan. Brian. Allison,

Andrew 8c Shelby

Emily 1. Thurston
Emily,

We ure so proud of you und all that you huve

accomplished . . . You brighten each and every day

with your smile und enthusiasm.
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Benjamin Heslin

Ben,
VCL love you and are so proud!
A.s you begin your adult life,

remember the words of
Steve Prefontaine:

“It’s more than just a race . . .

“

and
“To give anything less than your

best is to sacrifice the gift.”

Go give the world your gifts!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Kelly, Erin and Kevin

Congratulations, Panny! We are so proud of you!

As a son, you make our dreams come true. As a brother you give Iove and support, hdur

positive attitude, perseverance and passion for life will help turn your dictsmb into reality as

you continue life’s journey May your future be filled with love, health, happiness and success

in everything you do.

We love you,

Mom, Pad, Andrew & Jacqueline
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Cara Riley

CONGRATULATIONS, CARA!

You huve always made us so proud, not only tor your

acudemic and athletic achievements, but also tor

the wonderful young lady you have become. As your

journey through lite takes you to the next phase,

remember we will always be here to support you.

Work hard, have tun and en joy the ride.

Love.

Mom and Dad

Cara -

There are still times that I’m amazed I’m ulrcady in

college und now you’re graduating? I can’t believe it.

Over the lust couple of years. I’m glad to think that

we’ve become not just siblings, but such great friends.

No longer are you the pain-in-the-neck little sister,

but a confident, intelligent peer.

Congratulations on all your incredible

accomplishments, und I hope that we
stay close, even with you away at a

school of your own. I’m proud to have

you as a sister. - Colin
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Craig Cuqno

C-Boy,

It's been a lot of years since

the first butt-butt dance!

Thank you for giving us years of

joy. You're strong, funny and

caring. Take these strengths into

your future and have a

wonderful life!

We are so proud

of you and love

you very much!

Stacey, Tessa,

Mom and Dad

Martha Rakowic

g

Congratulations, Martha!

We are veryproud ofyour

achievements and the beautiful young

woman you have become. You have

always set high goals for yourselfand

we knowyou will be successful at

whatever you choose.

With all our love,

Mom, Dad, Tommy 6YDiane

rMirab 'ThCitibel

To my baby girl,

U can ’/ belifne that you are graduating high school. Ut

Tfas just yesterday that U held you in my arms and

cuddled you. ‘Rentember all those silly stories U’d read

to you? CbCy loPe for you is so immense and U am so

richly proud of the person that you hdt>e become.

~Jh(ay lobe and blessings surround you in your life.

Congratulations fjarab and QOOT) £Zf(CK!!!

£oPeT'orePer 6s Coer,

ChCommy

EmilLj Ustanowski

Congratulations. Emily!

You are our shining star.

You have brought us

years of joy and laughter.

We are so proud ot you!

We wish you a lifetime

full of happiness.

Love, Mom and Dad

Michael Makucin

Mike,

Congratulations to you and the

Class of 2007!

We are very proud of you.

We wish you a future filled with

happiness and success. May all

your dreams come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Allison
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Jague/yn ^EmMI

Congratulations

("lass of2007!

To our dearest faerie,

Wo
/'l

bard, laugh often, gfoe

much, lore all andforever be as

lorely as you are right now. We
are so proud of you, as always.

We lore you so much,

zfhCom, ‘Dad,

John and Eric
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Sarah HanHn
‘Seme iucceedbecame they are defined te, butmen

succeedbecame they are determined te.
‘

~ Unknewn

Sarah,

How quickbppou hatre thrown firm our

Me babypirb, be a beaubipubpounp

badpi you area fierce compebibor and
ijour deberminabion andmobitrabion wibb

hrinp ijou much luccen in bhepubure We

areproud opabbpour accotnpbii/hmenbir

andbhe decisioni bhabpou hatre made

abonp bhe wap Conbinue bo work hard,

bauph, bitre bipe bo bhepubbeti, Mapbrue

bopourpaibh andhappinewa iure bo

pobbowpou abonp bhe wap

We (otrepou,

Mom, Dad, Eric and Craip

Sarah Daglis
Dear Sarah,

NX/e love you so much and are so very
proud of you. Tbu are beautiful, fun

loving, arid Have brought nothing but
joy to our lives. NXL thank God every
day for giving us the best girl in the

world! May all your dreams come true.

NX/e love you so much!
Mom and Dad

xoxoxoxo
What’s up kid.

Congratulations on your graduation
and for becoming such a good person.
Good luck in everything you do in life

and know 1 have faith in ya. I’m always
here for ya whenever ya need me. It’s

been a good time. Have fun, be cool,

and remember the dogger loves you.
Love ya, Jay
PS. Take a boogie, stick it up and put it

on someone!
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Over the years you have provided us with many

entertaining and unforgetable moments . . . most of

which made us laugh! ISan Diego "candy store ' story,

the "voice" with Kate and

"Did I stutter"?)

Our wish for you is simple . . . may

all that is good in life come your

way. Make your mark on this world

and enjoy yourself while doing it!

We are very proud of you.

Congratulations!

Love - Mom. Dad. Kate s Greg

Jeffrey Balinskas

Jeff.

Where has the time gone? It hardly seems possible that

yesterday you were our charming "little liebchen and

today you are graduating.

Vincent LaPlante

We are so proud ofyou and all your

accomplishments! You are a thoughtful and

wonderful son and brother, and a kind and

patient person to everyone who knows you.

We just know we’ll be seeing your name in the

special effects credits on the big screen someday!

Congratulations

and much love,

Mom, Marisa and Dylan

Elizabeth Buida
The years bribe gone by so quidtfy!

Ton bribe grown into a confident,

caring young woman. \As you

begin the next chapter in your

life, be/iibe in yourself, stribe to

do your best, and JpioW we are

always here to lobe andsupport

you.

‘Keep smiling!

£lbe your dream . .

.

(freate Wonderful

memories . .

.

dzaugb out loud . .

.

‘Dance to the EhCusic of£ife!

(Congratulations £ig[

-i-X'SOEx-c—

£obe,

;fhCom 6s ‘Dad
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Jennifer Martin
Jenn-

You ’re a blessing in our lives and

we ’re so proud ofyou. You ’re

beautiful inside and out. No
matter what changes in the world

,

you ’ll always be our little girl.

Dream big, worry small.

We love you so much,

Mom & Dad

Adam Quinn

Adam,

Everyday you make

us proud. Good luck

in everything you do.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Allie

Jfer, Susy, Fafi, Jenny,

Haha, so many memories. Zammfam parties, our

great talks, HANNAH, and lots more that only we

understand. I don ’t know what I’m going to do without

you here. You ’re my BIFFLE and I love you!

Ally - P.S. BALLINNN!

2

0
0
3

Leah Carvalho

2

0
0
7

Happy Graduation, Leah!

We love you!

Mom, Pad, Kara, Elliott, V&sco, Chester; Lucy & Heather

Sarah Revoir

We are so proud ofyou and all chat you have

accomplished. You are a beautifulperson
,
both inside

and out. Remember to keep smiling
,
be happy and

always strive to do your very best.

We love you very much.
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Kirsten Johnson

Hard Work &
Determination

Kirsten,

Spirit &
Commitment

Passion

& Loyalty

i

The future is yours to enjoy. We are so proud of what
you have accomplished so far and we simply cannot
wait to see your future successes.

With love,

Mom, Dad, Kyle, Nicole,

and of course, Gunnar

^ '* >x : -

AAr/s/en Au/reazAu

/Crfcfenf

U/e are *o/oroue/ofyou. &ome o/.'/Ae Aesfyeare ofyour Ajfe are aAerxAof

you a/Wwe wr//Ae /Aere /o /oue, encourage antfsiyporfyou. You /nay use//

Aauegrown cyb, Au/Sin our Aear/ryou w/farUaye Ae our /rfl/e g/W.

Ufe /oue you,

Adorn& f2cxf
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Krista Hanlon

Congratulations Krista!

We are so very proud of you. We love you and

wish you success and happiness in all that

you do. Believe in yourself and follow your

dreams.

Love

Mom, Joe and Brian

Haley Fongemie

"The beginning is always today"
'Mary Wollstonecrafl' Shelley

We are very proud of you!

Love,

Mom & Dad

Robert Reade, Jr.

CONGRATS GRAO

Roh We are so proud of you!

You are now at a crossroad in your life,

once you choose your path,

forge on ahead.

We love you always.

Oad. Mom. Kat Liz. Harry

a/OOCO & Whiskers Ooocv,
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(Dearest Spencer ~

M/e are so proudofyou andthe yoi _u

6ecome. <Be true to yourseCf. ....followyour dreams and

'wheresoeveryou go, go with altyour heart! i

%pep the Taith, LoveyouAlways,,

Mom, (Dadand‘Thomas 143

Live with intention.

ty/aCfto the edge.

Listen hard

(Practice wedness.

cpCay with abandon.

Laugh.

Chose with no regrets.

Continue to [earn,

appreciateyourfriends.

(Do whatyou Cove.

Live as ifthis is adthere is. ~ MaryAnne <Rgdmacher
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en Dovte

Dear f<risten

Map (D°d 016?? pou and heep pou

lo>ove a lwapr.

Mom, Dad, lauren, Buckp and Ql

Oongr^tulcJition?

k^is-ten

and tU Qa<r? of 2007!

Mur smile and warmth have alwaps heen pour special

gift? to tine world. Thep define who pou are, warm the

hearts of those pou meet, and have heen an inspiration

to pour familp. These gifts will he there supporting

pou as pou reach for pour future aspirations. f\|ever>

give up on pour dreams! We wish pou a life filled

with dreams which come true, hea Ith and happiness.



Christopher Jambard Beth & Michele Kuehner

Congratulations, Chris!

Itou are our “pot of gold” at the end
of the rainbow. We are so very lucky

to have you in our lives.

v

<

Love,

Dad, Mom,
Sarah & Scott

• • •

9eth & Michele.

We are very proud of both of you and your

accomplishments. Through the years you have

shown us how dedicated you are to the things

you love and how your sincerity has made you

the wonderful individuals you are today. Your

talent is phenomenal and we hope you will

continue to warm the hearts of everyone in all

you do. Our love and support will always be

if with you.

r Love.

)

Mom & Dad <\a>

Jordan M. Berthiaume

Dear Jordan,

We’ve watched you grow and

develop your passions for

fishing, baseball and life itself.

We couldn’t be prouder of the

young man you’ve become.

With love always.

Mom, Dad and Joe
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*-^K8SB*-

Stephanie Clines

Stevie ~

May the good Lord he with you

Down every road you roam

And may sunshine and happiness

surround you when you’re farfrom home

And may you grow to be proud

Dignified and true

And do unto others

As you 'd have done to you

Be courageous and be brave

And in my heart you ’ll always stay

Forever Young, Forever Young

May goodfortune be with you

May your guiding light be strong

Build a stairway to heaven

with a prince or a vagabond

And may you never love in vain

and in my heart you will reman

Forever Young, Forever Young

And when you finally fly away

I’ll be hoping that I ser\>ed you well

For alt the wisdom ofa lifetime

No one can ever tell

But whatever road you choose

I’m right behind you, win or lose

Forever Young, Forever Young

We are so very proud ofyou.

Love always,

Mom & Dad

—sst-sae—
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Liza Jane Salerno

My wish for you is that this life becomes all that you want it to your

dreams stay big andyour worries stay small you never need to carry more

than you can hold and while your out there getting where youre getting to I

hope you know somebody loves you and wants the same things too.

Yeah this is my wish . . . -Pascal! Flatts

Liza

Congratulations on everythingyou have accomplished so

far. Continue to work hard1 there is no doubt in my mind

thatyou will succeed at anythingyou choose to do. You re

the best little sister anyone could have asked for. We have

a lot of memories through the years. Remember that I will

always be here for you. Good luck at college. I love you!

- Carolyn

Congratulations Bell!

We are so very proud ofyou. Always remember to follow

your dreams no matter what we will be beside you. Live

life to the fullest Love with all your heart and Be Happy

in life. Always remember who you are and where you came

from and most of all your family loves you so very mucN

We love you

Mom & Dad xoxo

Kevin McCormack
Kevin,

s
t6>u continue to amaze us with your knowledge, sensitivity,

creativity, thoughtfulness and zest for life. Having you for a

son is such a gift. We wish you success and happiness as

you continue to follow your dreams. We will always love you

and support you. Love, Mom & Pad

An Irish Slessina

May the Irish hills caress you,

May her lakes and rivers bless you.

May the luck of the Irish enfold you.

May the blessings of Saint fStnck behold you.

Great job, Kevin. All of your studying and hard

work have paid off I know you will be successful in

life. Have fun in college. Love, John
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/^\nJr»ew 0 wL(er

/Andrew,

owr life ha? keen an adventure watching 40U grow and develop into the fine ijoung

man 400 are todaif (Jod blessed 40U with mani^ talent?. Remain hind and honest to

those who are a part of ijour life. At 40U looh to the future, remember to face each

challenge wi th confidence and take pride m all 40U do. ''^4 will support 400 in 40ur goals.

You are loved more than 40U realize, alwa4? and forever

Congratulations!

I
Mom, Dad, [a>ren and James I

did. So throw off the bowlines. S*l® awai* from the safe harbor (Otch the trade wind? in 40ur tails.

Explore. Dfeam. O'scover f^Urli Twain

Jenna Qampagna.

Jenna,

(fod truly blessed us tbe day you were bom. We hate cherished

rioery moment watching you grow into tbe beautiful and

compassionate young lady you are today. We are so proud ofyou

and all you bate accomplished. <tAs you begin your next step in life,

remember that you will always hate our support. -JsCay your life be

as happy andfulfilled as you hdte made ours. Cfod bless you.

zAll our lote,

fMom and Triad

‘Triear Jenna,

U always Was around you when We Were little and asking you

for adtice. U want you to fnow that U will always be here for

you. Uam so lucfy to bate such an awesome sister. U wish you

tbe best of lucf and U fttow that you will do great in wbateter

you choose to do.

Jzote always,

Tridtid
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Sister.• ••

My (Best

iTriend

• • •
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Kellie Sculoru
To our deurest Kellie,

The best feeling in the world is being loved by your

family, from that love you get all the moral

support you need, friendship, tons of laughter

and enough love to fill your heart. In our family

we ulways seem to be connected. All the smiles,

laughter, hugs and our quiet talks muke us what
we are. Kellie, you have all the confidence you need.

We all want you to know we are ulways here for

you in whatever you do. We ure behind you all the

way. Let your dreams take you there. So, our

dear Kellie, we want you to know we are so proud

of you and want you to know - wherever you are.

whatever you do. whenever you are feeling the

need for our love, we are right there for you. You
have grown up to be a beautiful young lady inside

and out. May your guardian ungels keep you safe

and full of endless love. We love you dearly Kellie,

more thun you will ever know. We will always be

there for you. Mover forget that.

We adore you!

Uncle Tom. Auntie, Katie and Kristcu

All our love Dolly Girl!

Grammy and Grumpy
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Christum Meagher

Tina,

With much laughter and some tears, we have

watched you grow into a beautiful young

lady. We lookforward to you accomplishing

your goals and dreams. We know you will be

successful in whatever you do and we will

always be there to support you.

Congratulations!

Love you, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Tina!

You 're the best sister / could have askedfor.

Good luck to you in college.

Love, Doug

Mark Bennardo lister Garrison
To Mark.-

You Ve come a lony way from

Nurtery School Graduation

To Hiyh School Graduation.

We’reproud oft theyouny man

you hare becomeand withyou

a frture pilled with happinett.

May allyour pondett dreamy

come true.

Low& Bert Wither,

Mom, Lad& Kevin

‘To beyourtelp in a worldthat

it conttantly tryiny to make

you tomethiny elte tithe

yreatettaccomplithment.

'

~Ralph Waldo Emerton

Congratulations, feter!

We are so proud of you.

Looking forward to your next adventure.

Love,

Mom, Pad, Kevin and Prian
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Michael L Trigilio

My Wish - Rascall Flatts

I hope that days come easy and the moments pass stow,

And each road leads you where you want to go,

And if you’re faced with a choice, and you have to choose,

I hope you choose the one that means the most to you.

And if one door opens to another door dosed,

I hope you keep on walkin’ till you find the window,

And if it’s cold outside,

Show the world the warmth of your smile.

More than anything, more than anything,

My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to,

Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small,

You never need to carry more than you can hold.

And while you’re out there getting where you’re getting to,

I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too,

Yeah, this is my wish.

I hope you never look back, but you never forget.

All the ones who love you, in the place you left,

I hope you always forgive, and you never regret.

And you help somebody every chance you get,

Oh, you find God’s grace in every mistake,

And you always give more than you take.

More than anything,

This is my wish.

Michael, we love you and we couldn’t be more proud of the fine young
man you have grown to be. We admire your character, your sense of

fairness and loyalty, your courage, how deeply you love, your sense of

humor and that smile!!

We’re here for you always, with love and support,

Congratulations!!

Mom & Dad

f
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£am,

‘From the moment We laid eyes on yon, yon Were our treasure.

We bribe Watched you grow into a beautiful intelligent and find

young woman. We are so proud ofyou! Ton bribefilled our hearts yvitb

laughter and made our llbes richer, just by being “you ”. JA(p one could

asf for a better daughter. Un life, always remember to follow your heart.

YhCafe time to spend a day at the beach! Always choose real oberfafe.

'JsCost of all remember We lobe you, (fbarbie!

-fhCom GP "Dad

T>£. Tour two guardian angels are always Watching.

£ammie.

You made it! 3am so proud ofthe person you bribe become.

Teen though you are my little sister, 3 loof up to you in

so many ways, 'lifter all we bribe been through (stealing

my clothing or tagging along whcreber U Went) you are my

bestfriend. You bribe always been therefor me and3 will

always be therefor you. 3 hibe you!

YhCanda

'P£. YhCy nose really does turn on my heater!

Congratulations,£'ammie

!
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V] 1/ • •

C Merme uci^no

Mcl^rvzie,

G^cumstcance? m<aq influence who we ave, but we ave

responsible for wbo we become. You have accepted that

responsibility with courage and strength.
|
am so proud

of all your accomplishment?, ^^ith every show you have

performed in and all the ' dancing you still have left to

do in life,
|

will always he your biggest fan. Thanh you

for not only being the best daughter any Mother could

ash for but also my best fnend.

[five. Mom

Moy the road rise to meet you.

May the wind always be at your bach-

Mcfvgn7ie, we are so proud to be your grandparents,

love, |Y1 ini Pbipa

Jonathan 5. Sturgeon

CONGRRTULHTIDNS. JON!!

We arc so proud of you. Now
on to your next challenge,

discovering life’s treasures
that make you happy!

Love,

Mom. Oad. Mat S- Rlli

Jon.

Thanks for always
being there for me.
Congratulations and

good luck!

Love always,

Rlli

Jon.

Good luck, be safe Er

stay out of trouble.

Love,

Mat

Spencer Polaske

We love you Spencer!
We’re excited about your venture to

college. We know you will be a success.

Love, Grandma Teri and Pa

Michael Baccaro

Michael,

May your hunger for

knowledge never cease

and may the bowl of

opportunity always be full.

Love,

Mom. Dad, Carolyn & Daniel
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Valerie f'raello -^§3^
Congratulations;

'Valerie!!!

"Right before our eyes you're grown up to become the

sensitive losing person you are today. ‘During the

past 18 years you're gigen ourfamily more joy 0s Solve

than mostfamilies can elver dream of Ton Ive Worked hard

<S
s We are gery proud of the young lady you ge become

!

We loge you, Bella! '7)Com (V ‘Dad

gjpanfy: 7t seems lije only yesterday 7 Was showing you

around BTCfj C7 halving lunch with you! Ton Ive become

a responsible and caring person that 7'm proud of liven

though We lee grown up in many Ways you can always count

on me to annoy you 8P 7 can always count on you to scream

‘TDcftvid, stop!"

7 lolve you, jgal!"7)agid

Val, (gGTfXjfR^ATgj!fprom sharing rooms to drilling

lessons We huge done it all together, and there is no one else 7
Would rather huge done it with! Best of Inch, (fucciU!

Jhoge z.Always
;
7)ani
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Kate Woitusik
K 11 where did "

*

0? Alexander Maitz
Oh so long ago il seems, off to Willard in a new pair ofjeans. Newfriends he

would meet and teachers too, pencils, books <4 a new kazoo.

Kate,

hdu have grown up to

be a beautiful, special

daughter and sister

and excitement into

all our li\/es. May all your wishes come

true.

Love,

Mom, Pad,

Jenny and Sarah

Off to McGee and in the band. Concerts, parades, but school wasn ’t always

that grand. Homework, you know, was always a chore. When he thought it was

done there was always more.

Onto high school, new challenges galore. For this, he knows, is the final four.

Hit the books, shift into gear, at BHS it's the final year. It wasn 't easy, it was up

and down, he finally earned his cap and gown.

Over the years, he sure did grow ... K to 12, where did it go?

From your inspirations . . . Love. Mom <S Dad

Cherie 6all

Cherie.

You will always be our

princess. Work hard and

reach for the stars. Dreams

really do come true! We are

very proud of you.

We love you.

Mom. Papa & Michael

Sarah Chapman & Alex Maitz

Bestest Friends

Some people come into our lives and,

Quickly go.

Others stay for a while leaving footprints in

Our hearts,

And we are forever changed.

w.

Alex and Sarah, we have watched you grow from best friends to so much more. You are both

very special to us. As you go your separate ways we hope you will have the strength to stay

together. Never forget you started as friends. If your lives lead you apart, we hope you have

the courage to remain as you began . . . Bestest Friends.

We love you,

Your Moms and Dads
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J—|ubert AmtJ,

You Lrigkten everyone y day witk your

ymile and kcave ruck entkuyiaym for life.

We re yo proud of tke beautiful and

talented young woman ijou ve become.

AH of life' y poyyibilitiey ytretck before

you. Puryue your dreamy w itk tke

yame payyion you kave for life.

Weiove you loty,

Mom and \^)ad

Nicole

DiPierdomenico

Nicole,

As you enter

college this Fall

enjoy good times,

make good friends,

get good grades!

With love and

support.

Mom & Dad

Chelsea :Black
>
f

Congratulations

Chelsea

'^tnother chapter is now dosed,

and We couldn’t be prouder of

you! iA new one will begin as

you go offto college

(gftayfocusedandyou willachieve

your dreams.

'Wishing you much Idee and suc-

cess in the future.

>
£dee always, t

-fhCorn (C f)ad
^

v a v a r

Bethany Perzonowski

Bethany,

As our tirst born, you have taught us so much
ubout lite. We have watched you si ruggle. conquer
and succeed. You huve been strong, compassionate,

curing und supportive of your triends and family.

You have always known exactly what it is you want
und you work hard tor it. You huve overcome many
obstacles. We ure so proud to be your parents.

We wish you happiness und continued success on

the roud uheud. It will not be easy, but you will do

well. Please know that we will always be here if

und when you need us.

We are so proud of you now und forever.

Congratulations to you and the Class of 2007.

Love.

Mom, Dud. Katie, und Valerie
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Lisa White
Congratulations Lisa!

We arc so proud of you. We look

forward to watching and supporting your
next adventure.

With lots of love. Mom Ei- Dad

Lisa.

Congrats. Co after all your dreams!
Your idols.

Kait & Claire

Lucy,

Live. Love. Laugh

Lauren,

Though the years have passed

much to quick, “our baby” has

managed to become a confident,

beautiful young woman. We are

proud of you because you believe

in yourself and have stood firm

in your decisions, even when

doubt arose, you prevailed. Thru

life lessons and experiences you

have been well prepared to go

onto the next chapter of your

life. Go for it baby! We’ll be

there for you every step

of the way
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MatisaThetiaulf
)

Congratulations Marisa

,

We have been blessed to have you in out evety day lives

for the past eighteen yeats. Now it is time for you to

follow yout dteams whetevet they may take you. You

ate a vety special person. You should be vetyptoudof

the petson you ate. We ate cettainly proud of you.

J Love

,

C
' 1

^ Mom, Dad and Jeff ^

Michael D’Amato

Michael,

To a wonderful son and brother who has grown into a fine young

man. Everything you have done and all of your accomplishments

have made us so proud of you. Keep following your dreams and

remember you can achieve anything you strive for. We love you

and will always be there for you.

q/OOGO

Keep smiling!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Jenna ODOOvc
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Sarah Chapman
To Live a Successful Life does nof

require money, fame, power, or prestige. .

.

it’s more a matter of being true to your own
beliefs and principles, doing your best, even
in the smallest of things, and never taking

for granted the simple joys in life—such as
luughter. a perfect day. or a loyul friend.

Sarah, you have made us so proud. You are a
beautiful daughter, inside and out. Always

believe in yourself, follow your dreams, and
know that we love you and are always here

for you.

Mom, Dad. and Rachel

Madam Zanga.
It shocks me every time that I think about

how grown up you have become. It seems like

last night that you and I were playing poker
with Uncle frank, aggravating Nana. and

singing “you’re still the one” in my car on the
way to school. Now you are graduating, and
you have become a beautiful, smart, young

woman who still, to this day. is someone I look

up to. Best of luck sis. I love you so much!
Ronnie
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Howard “Hank” Furlong

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU HANK!

"feu have done great things in high school

and we know you will continue to amaze us

in the future! All doors are open to you

now, so pass through them with all the

knowledge, matunty and enthusiasm you

have gained during these past four years ...

Go forward and enjoy your life Hank!

WE LOVE YOU!

Mom, Pad, Hannah,

Naume, fepie and Grammie

Mark Jalbert

Congratulations Mark!

May your life he as happy
and fulfilled as you have

made ours.

N&'ith all our love . . .

MhCewm Mh Ciller

zfhCegan,

Congratulations and best

iwishesfor the future! We are

gen proud of you.

Jfoge,

'JhCom, \IPad& zJiCattbny

Life is not a race but ajourney ... to be savored every step of the way.

Congratulations and GodspeedAbby

Class of2007

Love
,

Mom, Pop, Pape, Paul and Peter
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Alan Zanfewskf

Congratulations ALAN!!!

Pear Alan.

Over the years, we have watched as you
have grown into the great man that we

always knew you would be.

We are all so very proud of you!

Love always.

Mom. Dad. Josh

Dad and Grandma and Grandpa Zaniewski
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CA^duating |—|igh School. ''four achievements through the qears have amazed us. ^fou have

alwaqs had an enthusiastic attitude and an unbelievable drive for perfection, but qou uniquely

combine this with a great sense of humor and a sincere caring for others. We anticipate manq

more proud moments as qou go through college and grow from a teenager into a qoung adult.

Aim high, beep qour big heart open, enjoq each daq and remember we will alwaqs love qou, be in

the stands cheering and readq to lend a hand.
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Christopher Carlone

CONGRATULATIONS CHRISTOPHER!

Follow your dreams, be yourselfand not what other people want you to be. Keep that laughter in

your heart, that smile in your eyes! You have taken our breath away ever since you were born. You

make us smile and keep us young. But most of all Christopher, you make us very proud! God bless

Chris, congratulations on graduating! You know / always like our interesting talks and I learn a lot

from you, lol. 1 lookforward to visiting you in the city and remember the song:

“New York city boy

You ’ll never have a bored day

cause you 're a New York City boy

Where Seventh Avenue meets Broadway”

Love Your Bro, Mark

Christopher, I 'm so very
’
proud ofyou. When you go away to college, 1 will miss our dancing and our

singing. Thanksfor being an awesome brother!

Love, Nicole (Little One)
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Adam Mlv

Adam,

You've jive’ll us so many happy memories over

the years. May your future be filled with love,

happiness and success. We love you and will

always be there for you. Remember, "Families

are tied together with heartstrings."

Love,

Mom and Pad

Adam,

I don't know what I'm going to do when you go away to

college! With both of us away, it is going to he harder

to see you, and I'm going to miss you. Your quiet humor

always makes me laugh, aid I will miss your insider

information. I know you are going to do well in college

and in whatever else you choose to do in life. You have

so much potential you do not even realize. (Food luck!

Love,

Katie

Daniel Kormos

Dan,
Congratulations on all your hard work. Yourfuture is now

in your hands Danny. We will always be there to guide you

and make suggestions . but only you will know when you

have chosen that right path in life and we will be there to

support your decision. Our wish for you now is that

whatever you choose to do in life ,
that it brings you Jh

happiness and success. »
Love you, (IP

Mom & Dad _ txi

*

/

\ * / \ » / \ ? / \ ? / \ f

/

\ / \w \w \ / \ * / \*7 \_*j

l
CongratuCationsi

CCass of20071 \

3

3

3

3

3

3(Best wishesfor

happiness andsuccess \

in yourfutures!

‘From yourfriends at,

3

3

3
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Pride is inside us all.

Jostens brings it out.
Jostens has been a partner and trusted resource for

American educators for over a century. We understand your

issues and have the experience and tools to help you instill

and maintain pride in your entire school community.

We ll support you every step of the way with individual

attention, customized motivation and recognition

programs, innovative technology and superior-quality

products. Today, and long into the future.

Congratulations

to the

Berlin High School

Class of 2007!

www.jostens.com fastens)
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Aaron Audette
32 Brandegee Lane

Andrew Legnani
32 Overhill Drive

Chris Carlone
1 36 Warner Road

Elizabeth Bujda
9 Lamentation Drive

Jennifer Chasse
168 Wildermere Road

Aaron Clarke
107 Stockings Brook Road

Andy Bitzarakis

74 Park View Drive

Chris Zagorski

63 Grandview Avenue
Elizabeth Hull

81 1 Worthington Ridge

Jennifer Fitzpatrick

206 Fairview Drive

Abby Czepiga
98 Norton Road

Anthony Colossale

170 Burgundy Lane
Christian Wilkie

41 Peter Parley Row
Emily Thurston
100 Saw Mill Drive

Jennifer Kozikowski

516 Toll Gate Road

Adam Kelly

51 St. James Place

April Campanella
12 Watch Hill

Christie Petrossi

8 Kelly Ann Court
Emily Ustanowski
473 Lower Lane

Jennifer Martin

176 Ox Yoke Drive

Adam Quinn
41 Dayle Drive

Arielle Feger
151 Grandview Avenue

Christina Meagher
1 48 Sheldon Street

Eric Dietsch

52 Cynthia Drive

Jesse Liberatore
463 Park Drive

Alan Zaniewski

581 High Road
Ashley Calafiore

39 Rosemary Lane
Christopher Bove
48 Peach Tree Lane

Eric Ringrose

215 Robindale Drive

Jessica Balaban
1096 Worthington Ridge

Aleah Edwards
166 Cole Lane

Ashley Griffo

267 Savage Hill Road
Christopher Jambard
1 1 Lori Ann Lane

Erin Meskill

84 Randeckers Lane
Jessica Matulis

260 Beckley Road

Alex Pirog

130 South Slope Drive

Ashley Lanza
24 Ailing Court

Christopher Mikol

50 Magnolia Lane
Ethan Scott

1 20 Bishops Curve
Joel Burgos
145 Jeffrey Lane

Alexander Maitz

1 7 Westview Terrace

Avani Patel

32 Renn Lane
Cody Rutkowski
1420 Kensington Road

Evelina Omilanowski
264 Watch Hill

John Mancarella
839 Four Rod Road

Alexander Recck
160 Dayl Drive

Beata Chorzepa
234 Newton Street

Colleen Freeland
324 Berlin Street

Frank Colaninno
181 Percival Avenue

John Thomas
35 Pheasamt Run

Alexander Swenton
40 Dunham Drive

Benjamin Heslin

37 Cynthia Drive

Courtney Galotti

17 Briar Lane
Garrett Lea
1539 Farmington Avenue

Jonathan Galo
96 Deerfield Drive

Alyssa Dutkiewicz
32 Upson Avenue

Bethany Kuehner
29 Woodruff Lane

Courtney Sak
214 Vineyard Drive

George Bouras
256 Wilbur Cross Highway

Jonathan Makowski
103 South Slope Drive

Alyssa Lennehan
140 Winchell Drive

Bethany Perzanowski

33 Middletown Road
Craig Cugno
1 32 Hudson Street

Gregory Fortunato
86 Misty Mountain Road

Jonathan Schaller

58 Crooked Brook Lane

Alyssa Scotti

269 Deerfield Drive

Bradford Allen

1 75 Lamentation Drive

Damian Bodzon
77 Longview Drive

Haley Fongemie
1353 High Road

Jonathan Sturgeon
106 Old Hatchery Road

Amanda Fazzio

78 Tree Hill Road
Brandi Durity

391 Four Rod Road
Daniel Carlson

5 Fox Hill Lane
Hannah Fargo
141 Mallard Lane

Jordan Taylor

700 Shuttle Meadow Road

Amanda Francini

194 Hillside Road
Brandon Barrett

209 Tollgate Road
Daniel Karoll

445 Elton Road
Hannah Johnson
376 Orchard Road

Jory Lund
188 Stony Mill Road

Amanda Hamilton
104 Mattabassett Street

Brenden Zesk
246 Stockings Brook Road

Daniel Kormos
131 Winding Meadow Road

Hannah Sarra

46 Church Street

Joseph Ferrara

19 Redwood Lane

Amanda Lavette

93 Windy Knoll Drive

Brian Grochowski
93 Kenwood Street

Daniel Stewart
1 1 Belcher Hollow

Howard Furlong IV

62 Sorrel Lane
Julianne Ceruti

74 Birch Lane

Amanda Maroney
92 Mattabassett Street

Brian Meyer
253 Spruce Brook Road

Darby Brazoski

1 2 Smoky Hill Road
Jackie Brousseau
1128 Worthington Ridge

Julie Relyea
177 Robbins Road

Amanda Morris

1 2 Atwood Street

Brittany Whiteley
21 Kenton Street

David Paszkowski
141 South Slope Drive

Jacquelyn Mattera
174 Grandview Avenue

Justin Domejczyk
80 Sunmeadow Drive

Amanda Sevigny

654 Norton Road
Bryan Wasik
60 Magnolia Lane

David Wells Riley

840 Worthington Ridge
Jaime Peck
1 08 Briar Patch

Justin Etting

366 New Britain Road

Amit Shah
81 1 Wilbur Cross Highway

Cara Pierlioni

431 Savage Hill Road
Denise Haught
69 Becker Avenue

James Walonoski
41 Newton Street

Kaitlyn Wall
314 Robbins Road

Amy Hubert
218 High Road

Cara Riley

110 Saw Mill Drive

Doran Mitchell

1 36 Porter’s Pass
Jed Mariner
108 Lamentation Drive

Kaleigh Shea
1443 Farmington Avenue

An Nguyen
43 Pheasant Run

Chelsea Black

21 Vineyard Drive

Dung Nguyen
106 Webster Ridge

Jeffery Paul

169 Middletown Road
Karah McNamara
1 77 Ridgewood Lane

Andrew Dwyer
41 St. James Place

Chelsea Stepensky
38 Cornwall Road

Edmund Kindelan
34 Burgundy Drive

Jeffrey Balinskas

284 Grove Street

Karley Skwiot
146 Chamberlain Highway

Andrew Hall

441 Wethersfield Road
Cherie Ball

459 Worthington Ridge
Edward Stettmeier
1454 Orchard Road

Jenna Campagna
100 Cornwall Road

Karol Ogibowski
85 Renn Lane
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Kate Wojtusik

1 59 Cole Lane
Marissa Agostini

654 Orchard Road
Nathan Hare
45 Harding Street

Samantha McCarthy
125 Burgundy Drive

Travis Woodward
279 Newton Street

Keith Robinson
273 Ailing Street

Mark Bennardo
272 Spruce Brook Road

Necole Holmes
1315 Worthington Ridge

Samantha Pinches
27 Maple Street

Valerie Fraello

1 38 Hummingbird Drive

Kellie Scalora

62 Juniper Lane
Mark Benoit

67 Sage Drive

Nicholas Messina
1 87 Somerset Drive

Sara Collins

1 36 Hartland Terrace
Vaneesha Patel

61 Seymour Road

Kendra Pulaski

81 Webster Ridge
Mark Jalbert

65 Woodruff Circle

Nicholas Retano
21 Patrick Drive

Sarah Chapman
1160 High Road

Vincent LaPlante
188 Stony Mill Lane

Kevin McCormack
363 Farmington Avenue

Martha Rakowicz
216 Castlewood Drive

Nicholas Zipadelli

882 Kensington Road
Sarah Daglis

7 Niles Court
Zachary Beschler
75 Burnham Street

Kimberly Germain
96 Tree Hill Road

Mary Sylvester

311 Carriage Drive

Nicole DiPierdomenico
189 Elton Road

Sarah Hansen
255 Cole Lane

Kirsten Johnson
538 Orchard Road

Mary-Kate Colburn
80 Lawndale Street

Nicole Nesta
118 Hummingbird Drive

Sarah Johnson
376 Orchard Road

Krista Hanlon
65 Mallard Lane

Matthew Cavedon
117 Sawmill Drive

Nicole Pac
94 Cole Lane

Sarah Mitchel

95 Ailing Court

Kristen Karoll

393 Elton Road
Matthew Griswold
21 8 Savage Hill Road

Nicole Strazzulla

33 Pajor Hill Road
Sarah Revoir

1 53 South Slope Drive

Kristen LaPorte
85 Blue Hills Drive

McKenzie Luciano
20 Mattabassett Street

Nikolaos Spaniotis

255 Main Street
Scot Boccia
91 Percival Avenue

Kristin Kureczka
1 29 Lamentation Drive

Meagan Long
148 Grove Street

Nirav Patel

55 Langdon Court
Scott Reid
1062 Worthington Ridge

Kristina Mattera
50 Tollgate Road

Megan Miller

36 Winesap Road
Peter Garrison

112 Redwood Lane
Sean Facciolo
27 Murla Road

Laura Ingram
254 Spruce Brook Road

Melinda Cyrulik

27 Christian Lane
Rachel DiMattia

30 South Slope Drive

Shane Day
78 Kenwood Street

Laura Jud
104 Blue Hills Drive

Melissa Chicker
1 1 8 Chestnut Lane

Rachel Keyworth
51 Seymour Road

Shannon Bay
136 Reservoir Road

Laura Wnuk
46 Thompson Road

Melissa Mildrum
44 Burnhan Street

Randy Longo
82 Ailing Court

Spencer Polaske
9 Anton Lane

Lauren Tucholski

48 Sunset Lane
Melody Kasulis

117 Winesap Road
Rebecca Brown
50 Woodruff Lane

Stephanie Bedus
1 36 Chestnut Lane

Lauren Vernlund
673 Spruce Brook Road

Michael Baccaro
499 Lower Lane

Rhett Sparkman
1 35 Bishops Curve

Stephanie Boguslawski
49 Pheasant Run

Leah Carvalho
167 Hudson Street

Michael D’Amato
6 Mohawk Drive

Richard La
160 West Lane

Stephanie Clines

237 Percival Avenue

Leah Nappi
5 Pheasant Run

Michael Makucin
191 Robindale Drive

Robert Ahern
187 Cole Lane

Stephanie Holmes
1315 Worthington Ridge

Leslie LaRosa
17 Porters Pass

Michael Swol
88 Griswold Drive

Robert Costanzo
97 Tree Hill Road

Stephanie Witz
6 Lori Ann Lane

Lindsey Fortunato
86 Misty Mountain Run

Michael Trigilio

22 Hall Lane
Robert Kristopik

5 Langdon Court
Stephen Charlton
99 Woodhaven Drive

Ling Zhang
206 Lower Lane

Michele Kuehner
29 Woodruff Lane

Robert Oszmian
1 55 Beckley Mills Road

Stephen Talbot

30 Winding Meadow

Lisa White
90 Sherry Lane

Michelle Maroon
178 Watch Hill

Robert Reade
289 Lower Lane

Stosh Pajor

41 5 Lower Lane

Liza Salerno
25 Knollwood Court

Monika Guziewicz
53 Sunmeadow Drive

Ryan Molloy
164 Percival Avenue

Terrance Regan
1005 Kensington Road

Margaret Schreiner
122 Parish Drive

Naomi Iwabuchi
21 Beechwood Lane

Ryan Nelson
P.O. Box 7271

Todd Passan
74 Fawn Drive

Marisa Theriault
170 Dunham Drive

Natasha Page
42 Wildem Road

Samantha DeAngelis
21 Skinner Road

Toni Rauseo
249 Metacomet Drive
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JW ry
Michelle Maroon
Editor-in-Chiet

\ Melissa Mirabello

Pj ea rbook Advisor
r

“I met you in the third grade / I didn’t

know that you liked lemonade / I met you
andther year later / You wore a red sweater
with an alligator / We chased the ice cream
truck across the street / And I thought you
seemed kind of neat / We held hands as we
walked to the swings in the park / You’re
my girl / I’m your man / I don’t care if

we live in a garbage can / I’m your man
/ You’re my gal / I’m so glad that we are
pals / You’re not fat / You don’t smell bad
/ You’re always smiling / Never sad / I bet
you take a shower every day / Hey hey
hey hey hey / But then when I saw you /

Playing soccer with your friends / I knew
that day / Our love would never end / And
this whole time / It blows my mind / Oh
well whatever / We’re so good together /

When you marry me / You’ll be my wife”

Red Sweater by The Aquabats

X

Stephanie Bedus
Assistant Editor
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As the medley of our high school

experience fades into silence, we will always remer r

essons. and individual growth that have been a part of our four

$ Every one of us is ready to make an attempt at finally being the condu

restra of life. VVe frier

k and thin and who we know will be there to cheer us on

, adults.We have taken classesinces as

- as students but have, in the end, taught us a couple new things

Ultimately, \ have helped ourselves as m

-ike peace with who we are and to rock on with a
prideful passion to the rhythms of individuality..

but the

may be

emories
will within us

a

replay itself

in our heads

ur lives.
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